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CHAPTER I 
PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 
Introduction 
Systems of continuing education are, in fact, formal organizations 
requiring an executive who is responsible for providing a system of 
communication, formulating purpose, and securing essential effort for 
the organization. Furthermore, a review of the literature in the area 
of continuing education as it specifically applies to practicing 
engineers (Chapter II) will show that much study and research have 
provided the executive with the first two essential elements mentioned, 
but more study must be done on the element of securing essential 
services-~or, in other words, getting the practicing engineer to par-
ticipate in a program of continuing professional development. 
It is the overall objective of this research to determine if 
certain job-attitude factors can be used to discriminate between 
practicing engineers who participate in continuing education activities 
and those who do not. The general hypothesis is that practicing 
engineers have certain attitudes toward continuing education that 
determine whether or not they will participate in such activities. 
Continuing Education Systems as Organizations 
Since the end of World War II, there has evolved an awareness of 
the need for individuals--particularly professional people--to continue 
their educatioh after completing a fonnal regimen of learning at a 
college or university. This awareness has led to the formation of 
systems of continuing education programs by industry, government, pro-
fessional societies, and educational institutions. An examination of 
the elements involved in the operation of these systems leads one to 
the cone! usion that' these efforts to maintain professional competence 
are, in every sense, a formal organization as defined by Barnard: 
11 •• • a formal organization (is a) system of conscious! y coordinated 
1 
activities or forces of two or more persons." 
Barnard further states: 
An organization comes into being when (1) there are 
persons able to communicate with each other (2) who 
are willing to contribute action (J) to accomplish 
a common purpose. The elements of an organization 
are therefore (1) communi~ation; ~2) willingness 
to serve; and (J) common purpose. 
Fitting the definition and the required elements to a continuing 
education program, it is found that where such a program does exist, 
2 
there are persons able to communicate with each other. They are repre-
sented as students and resource people (instructors) •. Furthennore, 
they are willing to contribute action in the form of effort to learn 
and effort to teach for a common purpose--the exchange of knowledge. 
It is apparent that for these elements to exist, two or more people 
must make a conscious, continuous, coordinated effort to effect this 
exchange of knowledge. 3 Furthermore, continuing education systems are 
1 Chester Barnard, The Functions ..2£~ Executive (Massachusetts, 
1962), p. 81. 
2Ibid., p. 82. 
3nr. Earl Ferguson, teaching Industrial Management at Oklahoma 
State University, modifies the definition of a formal organization as 
3 
complex organizations because of the variety of means and purposes 
available to such organizations. 
Consider the essential element "common purpose." Exchange of 
knowledge has been cited as a common purpose, but it is possible to 
further refine this element. As continuing education programs grew, 
there evolved concepts which enabled one to be more specific in defining 
the purpose of a particular education effort. For example, a learning 
experience might be designed to update or upgrade an individual; it 
might try to stretch one's competence or familiarize a person with a 
new body of knowledge; or it may be designed to retrain or reorient the 
individual. Coupled with the freedom to choose from these several pur-
poses is the method by which information is exchanged and the means 
available. Knowledge can be exchanged from one person to another 
directly on a one-to-one basis, or a one-to-many basis. The teacher-
student or teacher-class relation is an example. Knowledge can also be 
exchanged on a self-study basis, through correspondence courses, pro-
grammed instruction, and/or computer-assisted instruction. There is 
also the exchange of information between machine and man which includes 
computer-assisted instruction plus audio and video networks. This 
brings into consideration the means available for exchanging 
information. 
The oldest means for exchanging information is the student going 
to the resource person. This means is presently being replaced in many 
given by Barnard: "A system of consciously continuously coordinated 
activities or forces of two or more persons." The rationale being 
that organization exists only while two or more persons consciously 
coordinate activities or forces. Hence, the insertion of the word 
continuously emphasizes this point. 
continuing education organizations by the resource person going to the 
students. The future should see both resource person and students 
remaining "in place" and utilizing some form of electronic transporta-
tion. Means available include the Electrowriter, closed circuit tele-
vision with or without talk-back facilities, educational broadcast 
television, audio and video tapes. Coupling these methods and means 
with the various purposes for which a continuing education program may 
be designed should support the contention that these systems represent 
complex, formal organizations. It is, however, the third element that 
is perhaps the most complex--willingness to serve. 
Given that there exists various purposes for which a system of 
continuing education can be designed and that there also exists a 
multitude of means of communicating within such a system, the strategic 
factor appears to become the securing of a willingness to act or to 
serve in this type of organization. We will use Barnard's definition 
of a strategic factor: 
••• when we concentrate our attention upon a restricted 
or subsidiary system (in this case a system of continuing 
education) or set of circumstances, we often find, on the 
basis of previous experience or knowledge, that the 
circumstances fail to satisfy the requirements of purpose 
because they lack an additional element or elements, that 
is, elements which are known to exist in the larger 4 
environment. These are ••• limiting (strategic) factors. 
The acts or services required include the willingness of a resource 
person to teach or guide, the willingness of a sponsor to provide 
resources, and most important, the willingness of individuals to attend 
such programs and gain the knowledge thought to be important. The 
4 Barnard, p. 203. 
securing of this willingness to serve is one of the three functions of 
the executive as outlined by Barnard: 
The coordination of efforts essential to a system of 
cooperation requires, as we have seen, an organization 
system of communication. Such a system of communication 
implies centers or points of interconnection and can only 
operate as these centers are occupied by persons who are 
called executives •••• The essential executive functions 
••• are, first, to provide the system of communication; 
second, to promote the securing of essential efforts; 
and, third, to formulate and define purpose.5 
It is, therefore, determined that the executive of a continuing 
5 
education system is responsible for formulating and defining the purpose 
of proposed programs, providing a system of communication, and promoting 
the securing of essential services. It is the third part of his 
responsibility--promoting the securing of essential services in the 
form of developing a willingness on the part of the individual to attend 
continuing education programs--upon which this research will focus. 
Delineation of the Problem 
It has been implied that continuing education programs can serve 
many groups. These groups may be designated as professional and non-
professional. Within professional groups are found doctors, lawyers, 
scientists, and engineers. Continuing education for scientists and 
engineers has received much attention because of the highly publicized 
"technological explosion" which began to occur at approximately the end 
of World War II. 
Because technological innovation and its rate of application is 
still of concern to the Nation at a time of changing national priorities, 
51bid., pp. 215, 217. 
6 
this research will be focused on the factor of the executive's responsi-
bility to promote willingness to serve in a cooperative system designed 
to provide continuing education benefits to the practicing engineer. 
Specifically, the problem of trying to determine why some engineers 
participate in short courses designed to help them on their jobs while 
other engineers do not participate will be examined. 
Need for the Study 
In about 1946, it became apparent that the elapsed time between 
scientific discovery and technological innovation was beginning to 
decrease at a more rapid rate. This "rate of change" was causing sig-
nificant change in engineering curricula as emphasized by several 
studies. 
Tom Stelson, in 1961, then Head of the Department of Civil Engi-
neering at Carnegie Tech, emphasized the problem when he revealed that 
Even though Carnegie Tech had a newly developed and 
progressive curriculum in Civil Engineering ten years 
ago, about twenty-five percent of the four-year curriculum 
has since been completely abandoned and has been replaced 
by more advanced course work in science, mathematics, and 
engineering. The evolution rate of new knowledge in the 
B. S. degree program is then about one year in ten, or 
ten percent per year.6 
Zelikoff (37) added emphasis to this significant rate of change 
in a report of his comprehensive study of changes in engineering cur-
ricula in American Universities for the period 1935 through 1965. He 
discovered that, had no courses been deleted from the curricula during 
this thirty year period, the number of courses offered would have 
6Thomas Stelson, "Education for Oblivion?," Carnegie Alumnus 
(April, 1961), pp. 5-6. 
7 
doubled every 17 years. Implied in these pronouncements of change was 
the fact that unless the practicing engineer made a conscious, contin-
uous, coordina~ed effort to keep abreast of developments in his field, 
he would fall behind in engineering knowledge and techniques. From this 
reasoning developed the much publicized phase "technical obsolescence." 
Seifert defin~4 engineering obsolescence as 
I 
' 
The measu~ement at some point in time of the difference 
between the knowledge and skills possessed by a new 
graduate of a modern engineering curriculum and the 
knowledge and skills actually possessed by the prac-
ticing engineer who may have completed his formal 
education a number of years ago.7 
Based on the rate at which new courses were being added to the 
engineeI'ing curriculum, Lukasiewicz (20) was able to plot the number 
of years to potential obsolescence against the year of graduation. 
From his chart, Figure 1, one estimates that the class of 1950 had a 
potential for becoming 100% obsolete in 20 years after graduation. The 
class of 1970 faced this dismal prospect in only 12 years after gradu~ 
ation. Extrapolating, the class of 2056 might reach 100% obsolescence 
in one year. The extrapolation is not realistic but does serve notice 
that techniques and innovations are changing and, if one is to keep up 
with developments, he must continue his education in some form. 
Industry, government, professional societies, and educational institu-
tions recognized the problem in varying degrees and began an attack on 
obsolescence by offering continuing engineering education in such 
various forms as in-plant training, on-campus non-credit training, off-
campus non-credit training, as well as all variations of college credit 
7William W. Seifert, "The Prevention and Cure of Obsolescence in 
Scientific and Technical Personnel," Research Management (November, 
1964, pp. 143-149. 
8 
programs. Companies participated either by doing their own teaching or 
offering financial assistance to their employees or the institutions or 
both. Technical societies organized professional development programs 
and enlisted the aid of their members as teachers or sponsored classes 
for their members. Educational institutions developed short courses, 
conferences, workshol)'.S:1 and other forms of course work specifically for 
the practicing engineer. Professors accepted "overload" assignments for 
small sti~ends in order to assist in solving the problem of obsolescence. 
Yet in spite of all the intensive efforts to provide this continuing 
education, the organization often was observed to falter because of 
lack of participation by the people it was designed to help--the 
practicing engineer. 
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Source: J. Lukasiewicz, "The Dynamics of 
Science in Engineering Education", 
Engineering Education, 61 (1971) 
p. 881. 
Figure 1. Decreasing Number of Years to 
a Given Percent of Engineer's 
Potential Obsolescence 
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That the need existed is fairly well documented by surveys 
(reviewed in Chapter II). That the lack of interest existed is docu-
mented by comments from executives of these continuing engineering 
organizations from Boston to Los Angeles. Thousands of brochures 
announcing continuing education efforts are mailed to practicing engi-
neers regularly. Results of this massive mailing usually results in few 
replies--often not enough to justify offering the course. The Rutgers 
University Center for Continuing Engineering Studies recently sponsored 
a study to assess the current state of the art in teaching-learning 
research for the Continuing Engineering Studies field. The findings 
indicate that 
Little is known about the process of keeping up to date, 
the needs or wants of engineers, the best teaching 
methods, and how to motivate the engineer and company 
to collaborate on a study plan.a 
If the value which the practicirtg engineer places on continuing 
education in the form of short courses designed to help him on his job 
were better understood, then the engineer and his company might be 
better motivated to collaborate on a plan of study. 
Design of the Experiment 
Objective 
The objective of this experiment was to investigate the differences 
in certain attitudes between those engineers considered relatively 
"active" in attendance at short courses and those engineers considered 
8J. G. McNeill and R.H. Karol, "Research in CES Teaching Methods 
Reviewed," Engineering Education, 61 (1971), p. 878. 
10 
relatively "inactive." The attitudes of interest were certain job-
attitude factors as developed by Herzberg, Mausner, and Snyderman (1J). 
. ' 
Several approaches to the problem of participation at short courses 
could have been taken. However, again referring to Barnard (2), there 
were two factors of particular interest to this study involved in the 
securing of essential effort. They were (1) faith the effort would be 
fruitful and (2) the requirement that the benefits of participation 
would outweigh the burdens imposed by the organization. These factors 
were recognized to be interrelated and implied that the practicing 
engineer that was relatively active in short course methods saw greater 
benefits than burdens in being a part of the organization and had a 
faith that participation would be fruitful. The converse must be 
assumed for the relatively inactive engineer who apparently saw greater 
burdens than benefits and possibly felt that participation would really 
make no difference to him on his job. It became important, therefore, 
to try to measure this difference in attitudes. Tied in with the 
philosophy of this test was Herzberg's two factor theory of motivation 
( 13). 
Herzberg maintained that man exists in two primary dimensions. 
One dimension was represented by "animal characteristics"--his need to 
avoid fear, death, hunger. The other dimension was represented by 
"human characteristics"--his need to grow in ability, recognition, 
advancement. Herzberg advanced the concept that when an organization 
aimed assistance to the worker on the job toward animal characteristics, 
the results was probably a "non-dissatisfied" worker. That is, he may 
not have been satisfied, but he was not dissatisfied. He, in effect, 
was existing on the job. However, when assistance to the worker on the 
job was aimed at his human characteristics, the results was probably a 
motivated worker. 
11 
Accepting Herzberg's theory, the investigator hypothesized that the 
engineer who was relatively active in short course participation saw 
greater benefits accruing to his human characteristics than did the 
relatively inactive participant. If the hypothesis was tru~, then the 
active participant should have had a significantly higher opinion of 
this type of continuing education (short courses) as it affected his 
chances for recognition, advancement, achievement, greater responsi-
bility, and increased ability on the job than did the inactive partici-
pant. Accordingly, the experiment was designed to test this hypothesis. 
Also included in the experiment were two job-attitude factors which 
Herzberg designated as "satisfiers," appealing to the animal character-
istics of man. These were security and salary. For these factors it 
was hypothesized that there was no significant difference in attitude 
between relatively active participant and the relatively inactive 
participant since most men, by Herzberg•s theory, should be 11 non-
dissatisfied11 on their job, or they would quit. In other words, it was 
believed that engineers that did participate in short courses designed 
to help them on their jobs, did so because they believed it would help 
them gain recognition, advancement, achievement, and greater responsi-
bility with their company and increased ability on their job. 
It was recognized at the onset that the hypothesis might not be 
true in its entirety. However, if such proved to be the case, it was 
surmised that those factors showing no significant difference might be 
the very strategic factors upon which the executive of the continuing 
education organization should concentrate in order to motivate the 
engineer and his company to collaborate on a plan of study. 
Methodology 
To accomplish the objective described above, it was decided to 
design an instrument capable of surveying engineers' attitudes toward 
short courses designed to help them on their job and to conduct the 
survey via the mail after pre-testing. 
Of prime importance in designing the survey instrument was the 
consideration of statistical analysis. It was desired to receive 
12 
data capable of being analyzed at the highest level possible. Research 
of psychometric techniques indicated that questions amenable to answers 
on a Lickert-type scale generated data capable of being analyzed by at 
least ordinal statistical tests. It was recognized that one disadvan-
tage of this design was the necessity to repeat a question in various 
forms to give some dispersion to the quantification of the answers. In 
working with engineers, it was expected that this repetition might 
alienate a portion of the sample being surveyed. However, the advan~ 
tage gained in level of data was thought to outweigh the possible 
disadvantage and the main part of the survey was so designed. 
This main part consisted of a series of five questions for each 
of eight factors selected from Herzberg's work. The factors and the 
questions corresponding to the factors are shown in Table I. 
Some questions were asked in the negative form to compensate for 
"halo effect." 
It next became necessary to measure the degree of participation in 
short course work by the engineer responding to the questionnaire. 
TABLE I 
FACTORS TO BE SURVEYED FOR ATTITUDE AND THEIR 
CORRESPONDING QUESTION NUMBERS 
Factor Question No. 
Advancement 1 9 17 
Recognition 2 10 18 
Work Itself 3 11 19 
Security 4: 12 20 
Achievement 5 13 21 
Company Policy 6 14: 22 
Salary 7 15 ~3 
Responsibility 8 16 24: 
13 
25 33 
26 34: 
27 35 
28 36 
29 37 
JO 38 
31 39 
32 4:o 
14 
Accordingly, a system was devised to ascertain the number of short 
courses attended in the past five years. A respondent indicating that 
he had not attended any type of short course (as defined in the survey) 
in the past five years was classified "none." A respondent indicating 
he had attended from one to five short courses in the past five years 
in any, or all of the categories given was classified "medial." A 
respondent indicating he had attended six or more short courses in the 
past five years was classified "active." 
Additional questions were added to the instrument to determine the 
respondent's age, academic major, major field of work, job function, 
and approximate annual income, plus questions to determine his location 
and the number of years since graduation at the baccalaureate level. 
These data were used for correlational studies and as a check for 
"reality" since it was deemed important to see if the respondent's 
opinion was verified by fact. 
Pretest 
The survey instrument, in its original form was reviewed by se-
lected faculty members of the College of Engineering and one faculty 
member from the Department of Psychology at Texas Tech University. The 
purpose of the review was to obtain opinions as to the clarity and 
validity of the questions. After several revisions, the questionnaire 
was printed, together with a letter from the investigator, and sub-
mitted to five groups of practicing engineers currently enrolled in 
off-campus programs conducted by Texas Tech. These engineers were not 
a part of the sample for the experiment. A review of their responses 
(69 questionnaires were issued and all were returned) and their comments 
~as made and a conference was held with the research advisor. As a 
result of this activity, one factor was removed (there were originally 
nine factors proposed), eight questions were changed for clarity, and 
three questions of a demographic nature were added. The revised ques-
tionnaire !ended itself to satisfactory analysis of data and was 
presented to the Dean of Engineering at Texas Tech in the final form 
shown in Appendix A. 
Scope and Limits of the Study 
15 
The population for this study was defined as any person residing 
within one of the fifty United States that had received an engineering 
degree from Texas Tech University at the baccalaureate, master, or 
doctoral level, or any combination thereof. In addition, it was 
required that there be a known mailing address for the individual. 
According to the Office of Institutional Research at Texas Tech, the 
total number of engineering degrees awarded since 1925, the year the 
University was opened, was 6981. The disciplines in which degrees were 
awarded from 1925 to present were: 
Agricultural Engineering 
Architecture Engineering 
Chemical Engineering 
Civil Engineering 
Electrical Engineering 
Engineering Physics 
Geological Engineering 
Industrial Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Petroleum Engineering 
Textile Engineering 
A computer listing, by discipline, showed 5~65 engineers met the 
requirements for inclusion in the population. 
The Sample 
16 
A sample of approximately 15% of the population was selected for 
the experiment. Beginning with a random selection of the first name 
from the first discipline, the Division of Engineering Services author-
ized a print-out of every fifth eligible name. From the resulting list, 
every other individual was selected for the experiment. However, 
further consideration of the type of survey being conducted resulted 
in the investigator deciding that a larger sample should be selected for 
mailing. A review of reports on results of this type of mailed survey 
showed that a return of JO% to ~0% could be expected. Therefore, from 
the remaining list, every other name was again selected, resulting in a 
sample of 819 engineers. The actual number, by discipline, is shown 
in Appendix B. 
The Limits 
This research was primarily an investigation into differences in 
attitudes of engineers as concerns the value of only one aspect of 
continuing engineering studies--that of short courses. The design of 
the study, the method of investigation, and the population selected 
placed certain limits on the validity of the findings and should be 
recognized. 
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The design of the study incorporated the use of certain job-
attitude factors as developed by Herzberg, Mausner, and Snyderman (13). 
Herzberg's two factor theory of motivation was accepted by the investi-
gator and from the job-related factors were chosen those factors most 
often mentioned in the literature as reasons for participating in 
continuing engineering studies--advancement, achievement, recognition, 
work itself, responsibility, security, salary. Others exist, but this 
research considers only the above mentioned. Also, the design of the 
experiment incorporated the use of annual wages as a measure of success. 
This was recognized as not the only measure of success, but was obtain-
able through the use of a mailed survey. Therefore, it was recognized 
as a limiting factor. 
Conduct of the survey through the use of the. mail was itself a 
limiting factor since it forced the investigator to accept answers given 
by those choosing to reply. It also forced the assumption that the 
questions were understood and that the replies were correct. Had 
resources been available, the interview method might have been an 
improvement over the mail technique. 
The sample for the experiment is another limiting factor since it 
was chosen from a population involving engineers graduated from only one 
institution. However, since a reliable mailing list was available, the 
limiting factor was accepted. Appendix C is a summary of states repre-
sented in the original mailing. Here it should be noted that approxi-
mately 72% of the 819 questionnaires were sent to addresses in Texas 
thereby biasing the report to this geographical factor. 
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Distribution 
On November 21 and 22, 1971, 819 survey instruments, together with 
transmittal letter and return envelope, were sent via first class mail 
to the selected sample. A total of 11 were returned for unknown 
addresses or no forwarding address. On December 31, 1971, the cut-off 
date selected by the investigator, 3369 questionnaires had been received, 
for a return of 41%. Six of the questionnaires received were unusable 
making the sample size for the experiment equal to 330. 
Response by Stratification 
To determine the extent the response represented the sample, a Chi 
Square analysis was performed on the stratification by academic major. 
A X2 = 4.27 with nine degrees of freedom indicated that the null hy-
pothesis (no significant difference in the number received versus the 
number expected) could not be rejected at the a= .05 level. It 
was concluded that the response was representative of the sample and the 
results are given in Table II. 
There was a slight over-representation in Agricultural Engineering 
and slight under-representation in Architectual, Geological, and 
Textile Engineering. 
Definitions 
The primary objective of the research was to test for significant 
differences in attitudes toward the value of short courses in an 
9Appendix D shows that 337 questionnaires were received. However, 
the number 277 was ommitted from the sequence. 
TABLE II 
RESPONSE BY STRATIFICATION 
Major 
Agricultural Engineering 
Architecture Engineering 
Chemical Engineering 
Civil Engineering 
Electrical Engineering 
Engineering Physics 
Geological Engineering 
Industrial Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Petroleum Engineering 
Textile Engineering 
* 
Sample 
Size 
21 
6 
91 
120 
198 
10 
2 
104 
166 
80 
21 
No. of 
Questionnaires 
Received and 
Usable 
13 
1 
38 
51 
80 
4 
0 
41 
67 
JO 
5 
19 
No. of 
Questionnaires 
Expected 
9.76 
2.58* 
37.05 
49.11 
79.84 
4.02 
* 
41.64 
66.92 
31.59 
7.47 
Architecture and Geological Engineering cells were combined to 
meet the requirements of the Chi-Square Test. 
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engineer's professional development. The engineers were to be classi-
fied as active, medial, or non-participating. The job-attitude factors 
against which opinions were to be measured were: advancement, recog-
nition, work itself, security, achievement, salary, responsibility. 
Accordingly, the following terms are defined for purposes of this 
research. 
Short Course 
A course presented by a member(s) of the faculty of a college or 
university either on-campus or at an off-campus location in which 
instruction is scheduled for a period that may vary from two days to 
six weeks. It is typically either an abbreviation of a standard course 
in the subject, a presentation of recent research or developments in a 
given field, a brief review of a broad area of practical knowledge, 
a refresher course, or an intensive study of a narrow segment of a 
subject. (It may also be referred to as a conference, institute, 
seminar, or workshop.) . . 10 It is not offered for college credit. 
Active Versus Medial Versus Non-Participant 
The distinction as applied to engineers for this experiment was 
determined by the procedure described on page 14. 
10The definition used is a composite of definitions given for a 
course and a short course by Learning Resources, Winter 1968-1969, 
Vol. 1, No. 1. Published by Engineers Joint Council, New York, plus 
modifications as suggested by Dr. Monroe W. Kriegel, Director of 
Engineering Extension, Oklahoma State University. 
Job-Attitude Factors11 
Advancement. A job-attitude factor that implies a change in the 
respondent's status or position in the company. 
Recognition. An act of recognition to the respondent from his 
supervisor, a member of management, management as an impersonal 
force, a professional colleague, or the general public. It is 
assumed that the act of recognition is favorable to the respondent. 
Work Itself. The actual doing of the job or the tasks of the 
job. As used in this survey, a query into the value of short courses 
in providing techniques that could be used on the present job. 
Security. Implies job security as reflected by objective 
indications such as tenure or stability. As used in this survey, 
the implication is that participation results in improved job 
security. 
Achievement. Seeing the results of one's work, finding solutions 
to problems, successful completion of a job. 
Company Policy. Primarily personnel policies as interpreted 
to being beneficial or harmful to a proposed program of continuing 
education. 
Salary. An increase in salary or wage. The question to be 
resolved in this survey: Does participation in short course activity 
improve one's chances for unexpected or additional pay increases over 
what one would normally expect? 
11Definitions for the eight job-attitude factors were extracted 
from Herzberg, Mausner, and Snyderman's work (13). 
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Responsibility. An increase in responsibility for one's own 
work, the work of others, or a new responsibility. The assumption 
was that increased responsibility was desired by practicing 
engineers. 
Summary of Objectives 
1) The overall objective of the experiment was to determine 
if certain job-attitude factors could be used to 
di~criminate between practicing engineers that do 
participate in continuing engineering education short 
courses designed to help them on their job and those 
engineers that do not participate. The general hypothesis 
was that practicing engineers have certain attitudes 
towards continuing education that determine whether or 
not they will participate in such activities (page 1). 
2) The investigator specifically wanted to determine if 
certain of Herzberg's "motivators" could be used to make 
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a discrimination between the two groups mentioned in the 
general objective. The hypothesis was that the engineer 
participating in short course activities saw greater benefits 
accruing to his human characteristics than did the 
non-participant (page 11). 
J) Finally, the investigator specifically wanted to determine if 
certain of Herzberg's "satisfiers" could be used to make a 
discrimination between the two groups mentioned in the 
general objective. The hypothesis was that there was no 
significant differences in certain attitudes between 
participants and non-participants so far as "satisfiers" 
were concerned (page 11). 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Continuing education must be as old, or older, than the adage "live 
and learn." Continuing education in a formal sense dates back to 1891, 
so far as the United States is concerned, with the recognition of the 
need for institutions to "extend" themselves into communities where 
education could be used "on the job" (6). Continuing engineering edu-
cation as an organization began developing in the early 1960 1 s and a 
chronological review of literature pertinent to this dissertation 
reveals a rather logical development of the formal organization of 
continuing engineering education programs from 1961 to the present. 
The need was recognized and efforts made to measure this need--this 
developed the purpose. Methods and means were designed to accomplish 
the purpose--this developed.!:. system of communication. Finally, con-
sideration began to be given to who was attending and why--this 
developed a concern for the element of willingness to participate. 
Chronological Review 
Dr. Thomas Stelson (32) is generally given credit for continuing 
engineering education receiving expanded interest in the 1960 1 s. The 
empirical data he supplied (quoted on page 6) was the first measure of 
.... ,. 
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"change and rate of change." However, a close study of his paper 
revealed that Dr. Stelson was not advocating only the~ for contin-
uing education for engineers, he was advocating change in education for 
engineers at all levels--undergraduate, graduate, post-doctoral, and 
on-the-ji;,b. He expressed concern not only for the practitioner but for 
the professor as well and emphasized the need for a broader based, more 
fundamental curricula for students with the thought that specialization 
in the latest techniques could be developed later using these funda-
mental facts. 
The continual incorporation of new fundamental knowledge 
about physical phenomena in both graduate and undergraduate 
course work so that new graduates are in the best possible 
position for current success and continued growth is 
essential ( 32). 
Thus, in 1961, Dr. Stelson gave a reason--a purpose--for organ-
izations of continuing engineering education programs to exist. In 
1962, Dr. Monroe Kriegel (18), noting the "furor" started by 
Dr. Stelson's article, began to refine the broad purpose by specifi-
cally identifying the size of the problem of technical "obsolescence," 
and what, if anything, had to be done about it. From an analysis of 
the data available to him, Dr. Kriegel identified five factors involved 
in the problem of technical obsolescence: (1) an expected shortage of 
people entering the profession while industrial research organizations 
continued a steady but modest growth, implying new developments to be 
utilized by older professionals; (2) the growth rate of knowledge; 
(3) the modification of collegiate training in recent years; (~) the 
influence of computing machines; (5) the practices followed in 
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industrial research of rewarding the engineer for specialization, not for 
keeping up basic academic training. Kriegel developed another vital point 
concerning the problem of technical obsolescence that might answer the 
often asked question: If technical obsolescence is a real problem, what has 
happened to those engineers who have not continued their education in near 
proportion to the recommended amount of ten percent of available time to 
keep up with new developments plus ten percent in refresher training? 
The early 50's, then, was the period of maximum utilization 
of the results of basic science by industrial research. 
Many new people were hired from colleges ea.ch year, and due 
to continuous expansion (emphasis mine), there were ampl_e __ 
opportunities for the comparatively few older employees. 
In other words, during times of rapid expansion, there was room for 
older employees, possibly in job functions other than engineering. But 
as costs rise, productivity becomes vital and only those capable of 
increasing productivity will be in demand. Coupled with his added 
emphasis on purpose, he had recommendations for industry and educational 
institutions which began to bring the element of communication into the 
developing environment of continuing education. 
Dr. Kriegel recommended a "thorough study by each company of its 
expected training needs" which could then be presented to interested 
institutions for development into some type of course work. He ad-
monished the institutions to emphasize the development of courses 
"specifically designed for the man who wants refreshing and updating." 
Thus, in 1962 there was a refining of purpose and the beginning of 
emphasis on methods and means (communication). 
In 1964, the literature on continuing engineering education in-
eluded three noteworthy publications in which a more specific meaning 
was given to obsolescence, the element of cost of continuing education 
was noted, and a study of responsibility for providing such education 
was made. 
William W. Seifert (28) applied a definition of obsolescence to 
scientific and engineering skills as noted on page 7. He further 
pointed out how one could recognize an organization that had, because 
of the large number of individuals suffering from technical obsoles-
cence, itself become obsolescent: 
••• one observes that (1) its products continue unchanged 
over long periods of time, (2) its competition becomes 
increasingly effective in cutting into its markets, and 
(3) few new ideas develop. 
In Seifert's publication he proceeded to list the means available 
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to an engineer to upgrade himself--graduate work, in-house courses, and 
college-sponsored short courses. He also identified, to some extent, 
the role professional technical societies should play"··· enabling 
engineers to keep more or less up to date rather than to catch up once 
having fallen behind." And Seifert made a clear distinction between the 
interests and needs of "overall program managers" and "key engineers 
••• directly concerned with carrying out the technical aspects of 
projects." This was the first recognition given to the need for a 
discriminating function in continuing engineering education programs. 
Again in 1964, Torpey (33~ having recognized costs of continuing 
engineering education programs as a strategic factor, reported the 
results of a 1963 survey of 290 employer representatives from "large, 
medium-sized, and small companies in most major industries employing 
scientists and engineers." The purpose of the survey was to determine 
what industry was doing to provide educational activities for their own 
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scientist and engineers. From his survey he determined: 
• the average cost to the companies surveyed of educational 
activities was 0.539 percent of gross sales • 
• spending on such activities had increased from three times 
to eight times in the past ten years. 
• a noticeable lack of managerial policies and principles to 
assure wide-spread, constructive activity in this area (of 
continuing education). 
• the predominant single technique pursued through company 
funds was the tuition refund plan. 
that 55.4 percent of all scientists and engineers surveyed 
participated in the continuing education programs, on an 
individual basis, less than 11 man days per year. 
But perhaps the most significant finding so far as this research is 
concerned was the feeling among company representatives that their 
companies 
••• would be willing to invest more in continuing edu-
cation of this kind if scientists and engineers in the 
company were willing to participate voluntarily to a 
greater degree. 
In this same year that evidence was found that the element of 
"willingness to serve" was becoming a strategic factor in the developing 
concept of continuing engineering education organizations, Donald B. 
Miller (22) of IBM revealed that his company, in recognizing the problem 
of technical obsolescence, also recognized that the problem occurred 
because of one of three reasons: previous disuse of the knowledge; 
not having really learned the material initially; or that one simply 
forgot. As a result of their study, IBM established new principles for 
guiding their continuing education program: 
1)· Professional growth is a part of the job responsibility. 
2) Growth is a responsibility shared by the professional 
and the company. 
J) Management must place a high priority on education. 
4) Education must, in essence, be voluntary, though the 
environment must encourage it and management demonstrate 
approval. 
From these principles we see that companies were, in 1964, making 
concessions to their technical personnel in order to encourage a 
"wil 1 ingness to participate." 
In 1965, two major reports on continuing education for engineers 
were published. Both dealt primarily with an investigation into the 
needs of practicing engineers, but some thought was given to the 
factors involved in such a program. 
The Engineering College Administrative Council (ECAC) and the 
Relations with Industry (RWI) Divisions of the American Society for 
Engineering Education formed a joint "Feedback Committee" in 1962 
••• to determine, analyze and report the needs which 
engineers believe they have for further training several 
years after they have begun their professional careers 
in industry. 
To meet this objective, 7,185 questionnaires were mailed to 
engineers employed by companies who were active in the RWI Division. 
Of this number, 4,057 were determined to be useful. The engineers in 
the population received their undergraduate degree in the years 1955, 
1956, 1957 since the joint committee wanted to know the needs of those 
engineers who had had sufficient experience to recognize what 
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additional training or re-training they needed, yet had not been on the 
job long enough to be removed from engineering responsibilities. 
The general finding of the survey indicated that this group of 
engineers needed more training (the average number of courses needed 
according to the survey was 24% subjects per engineer). It was further 
pointed out that nine of the first fifteen subjects selected from the 
list of courses provided by the survey were non-technical in nature 
(Management Practices, Technical Writing, Public Speaking, Creative 
Thinking, Working with Individuals, Working with Groups, Speed Reading, 
Talking with People, Business Practice). The committee decided to 
cross-analyze the data according to the academic major of the Bachelor's 
Degree, advanced degree, job function, and industry grouping. The 
committee hypothesized that these factors might have some bearing on 
what the engineer said he needed. In fact, the analysis did reveal that 
needs were a function of these variables with the exception of the need 
perceived for "Probability and Statistics." 
Limits recognized in this survey include the restricted population 
which did not consider the practitioner with ten to fifteen years 
experience, the fact that a list of courses was provided for the 
respondent thereby enabling him to check as many as he pleased, and the 
fact that only university-type courses were included in the survey. 
While the purpose of the study was to determine needs~ the experiment 
was designed to also determine who needed what--a discriminate 
investigation. 
In the same year (1965), Dubin and Marlow (9) reported the results 
of a somewhat similar survey as made by ECAC-RWI. Their survey of 
2,090 engineers (proportionately stratified and having graduated at 
five years prior to the survey) by major industrial group and company 
size was conducted for the purpose of determining the continuing edu-
cation needs of engineers employed in industries in Pennsylvania. 
Using both the mailed questionnaire and group interview technique, 
Dubin and Marlow set out 
1) To determine the continuing educational needs of engineers 
who have been out of college five or more years. 
2) To determine attitudes of engineers towards continuing 
education needs as related to their job, supervision, 
and company. 
3) To recommend methods for providing continuing educational 
programs for updating engineers in Pennsylvania. 
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The investigators' findings so far as objective (1) was concerned 
was similar to the ECAC-RWI findings--eight out of ten engineers 
reported a critical need for strengthening their communicative skill 
(non-technical courses). To accomplish continuing education goals, the 
sample reported that so far as formalized programs were concerned, short 
seminars were most popular, followed by in-plant courses, evening 
course~ and full-time courses in that order. However, the survey like-
wise showed that only one-third of the engineers questioned had partici-
pated in any continuing education activities even though seventy-nine 
percent of the respondents reported that their companies had an educa-
tional assistance program. Interestingly, seventy-four percent of the 
respondents indicated that the availability of such assistance had no 
effect on motivating them to undertake educational work. This finding 
prompted Dubin and Marlow to recommend further study in motivation for 
continuing education. Coupled with the finding that only one-third of 
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the engineers participated in continuing education was the finding that 
two-thirds of the engineers reported that their supervisors did not 
encourage further training. 
By listing some reasons for not participating in advanced degree 
programs, it was found that time and space were the most strategic 
factors--time to go to school and geographic barriers to getting to 
school. The fact that the job did not require more education was of 
about equal importance to the first two mentioned. In fact, eighty-one 
percent of the engineers felt that post-collegiate work was not required 
for promotion or salary increase while only four percent indicated such 
training was necessary--the balance did not know for sure. The survey, 
so far as measuring attitudes was concerned, was apparently designed to 
see if there was a need for an advanced degree program for practicing 
engineers. Engineers were asked if they had an advanced degree or were 
working on an advanced degree. If they were not, they were asked why 
not and given a list of possible answers. The survey did not attempt to 
measure attitudes of engineers towards continuing education in general 
but did note that "strong personal motivation is required for an 
engineer to remain up to date in times of rapid technological change." 
While neither of these major reports of 1965 did extensive research 
into factors involved in participation in continuing education, the 
pattern for such work was laid. 
The year 1966 saw four excellent articles published on the problem 
of continuing education for engineers. One took exception to the then 
popularized phase of "technical obsolescence." Another supported the 
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research findings of ECAC-RWI and Dubin-Marlow. A third introduced the 
use of a psychological_ equation. And the fourth reported a significant 
amount of research at the heart of the problem--the factors involved in 
getting the engineer to participate in professional development. 
Merritt A. Williamson (36) challenged the feeling developed in the 
late 50' s and early 60 1 s that "half of what a graduate knows upon 
graduation will become obsolete in ten years" on the premise that what 
was true ten years ago would be true today. His point in challenging 
the popular phase of technical obsolescence was to point out that what 
really was changing for the engineers was the evolving methods of 
solving problems. Williamson pointed out what he felt were three 
different cases of obsolescence and attempted to point the finger of 
blame for each case. In case one, the man was considered obsolete 
because the job he performed was no longer needed. He was a victim of 
circumstance and the company bore responsibility for giving him the 
opportunity to undertake a new assignment and to take refresher courses 
or upgrading courses. Case two, the man refused to learn new things 
that gradually came along--"The opportunity is present, but the intel-
lectual curiosity is gon.e." In this case the fault lay entirely with 
the man. In case three, the man was promoted to a position where tech-
nical lqiowledge did not have a chance to grow. The fault, according to 
Williamson was hard to pin-point, but probably. lay primarily with the 
company. His point, as was Miller's (22) in 1964, was that so called 
"obsolescence" was a shared responsibility with prime responsibility 
lying with the individual, but companies, professional societies, and 
educational institutions also being a part of the environment. In 
essence, Williamson was recognizing the problem of change and the purpose of 
continuing education while recommending methods of overcoming the 
problem (communication) and pointing out that self-motivation (willing-
~ to serve) was of prime importance. 
Robert D. Best (3) summarized general conclusions from 20 surveys 
(unidentified) "bearing on what engineers say is critical to their 
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continued professional growth." Significant points which Best made were 
• Although most engineers express a desire for more education, 
few are interested in enrolling in formal course work ••• 
• Most engineers, particularly the younger 1 want practical 
job-related knowledge ••• 
Most companies apparently encourage their engineers to 
continue their education but usually along fairly narrow 
lines. 
Best, in effect, was saying that industry, professional assoc-
iations, and educators had identified a problem and developed a purpose 
for continuing engineering education. The practicing engineers had not 
fully accepted the existence of the problem--at least not to the degree 
expected. It reflected on the economy of incentives of the organi-
zation. As Best said, 
How management organizes the work and rewards contributions 
tells the engineer a great deal about what professional 
requirements will be needed in the future. A basic diffi-
culty with our current notions about administering engi-
neering organizations is that they often produce tactical 
groups of engineers suited to work efficiently in a stable 
environment 
In addition to the contribution by Best, John C. South (31), 
borrowing from Vroom (34) and Herzberg (13), introduced the concept of 
applying human motivation models to continuing education studies. 
South reviewed four generalizations regarding human motivation: 
1) A hierarchy of needs exists ••• 
2) Internal sources of motivation are more effective than 
are external sources ••• 
J) Positive motivating agents ••• are more effective than 
negative agents ••• 
4) Individuals possess levels of aspiration which they 
establish and revise based upon their expectancies and 
experiences. The individual does not strive for any 
event or object which is clearly beyond any real likelihood 
of occurrence. 
Utilizing Vroom's model, F = V XE, he applies these findings to 
the concept of continuing education for engineers. Briefly, the model 
is explained as follows: 
F the force or motivation to perform the act; 
V the psychological valence of the outcome, where valence is 
a value the individual places on an outcome, object, or 
accomplishment; and 
E = expectancy that, if the individual takes the necessary 
action, the desired outcome, accomplishment, or object 
will be achieved. 
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The point of the paper was to focus attention on the need to better 
identify purpose (V) for the engineer to continue his professional 
development and to better explain or demonstrate the outcome of 
participation (E). 
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Barnard's Theory of Opportunism1 manifested itself in this paper. 
South had pointed out two specific areas to be given attention by the 
administrator of a continuing engineering education program--two areas 
that, in reality, could be attacked for the purpose of increasing one's 
desire· to participate (F) in continuing education programs. South 
concluded with an observation significant to. this research: 
.It has been noted that recognition, achievement, responsi-
bility, and the work itself are motivators of professional 
engineers. Establishing a close relationship between 
completed studies and increased work responsibility, 
different work assignment, and certain forms of recognition 
should increase motivation. 
Richard Wiegand's (JS) dissertation 11Factors Related to Partici-
pation in Continuing Education Among a Selected Group of Graduate 
Engineers" was completed in May, 1966, and made a direct attack on the 
growing puzzle of determining who participated in what types of contin-
uing education programs. This significant research utilized a question-
naire mailed to a sample of 831 engineers from a population defined as 
"baccalaureate graduates of eight engineering curricula at the Georgia 
Institute of Technology." The population was further restricted 
to the classes of 194,8 to 1963. From the original sample, 435 usable 
replies furnished the data for this research "primarily limited to an 
investigation of the extent of participation in continuing education and 
is only secondarily concerned with the nature of participation." 
Making extensive use of the Chi-square test (312 Chi-squares were 
computed), Wiegand tested twenty-four independent variables ("developed 
after an exhaustive review of previous research and theoretical writing 
••• 11 ) against three major types or methods of continuing education 
1 Chester Barnard, The Functions of~ Executive (Massachusetts, 
1962), pp. 200-211. 
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(course work, professional activities, reading, and self-directed 
learning). His findings are summarized in Table III where 11 X11 denotes 
those instances where there was deemed to be a significant relation 
between independent and dependent variables. 
Even though the data collected did not lend itself to correlational 
analysis, Wiegand did recognize that the "typical participant" in some 
form of continuing education activity might be described. 
An attempt can be made to give a profile of a 'typical 
participant'. However, the specifications would vary 
for the different types of continuing education activities 
covered by this investigation. For example, the typical 
participant in Course Work -- especially in Formal Credit 
Work -- would have had different characteristics in many 
ways from the participant in Professional Activities. 
Recognizing the limitations of the design utilizing a restricted 
population, a mailed questionnaire, plus the limitation of the statis-
t~cal technique available for analysis, Wiegand recommended that more 
research be done in "participation in continuing education among working 
engineers." Specifically, he saw a need for "participation scales" of 
measurement, a need for research into the"··· working environment of 
the engineer," a need to "relate his (the engineer) needs for new 
knowledge to his job," and a need for "techniques ••• that would allow 
future investigators to identify clusters of factors that are related 
to participation." 
Utilizing a "projective test" technique familiar to applied psy-
chologists, Rubin and Morgan (24), in 1967, reported on attitudes 
toward continuing education as perceived by research and development 
engineers. The study was designed to test two general hypothesis: 
TABLE III 
SIGNIFICANT RELATIONSHIPS AMONG INDEPENDENT AND DEPENDENT VARIABLES 
Continuing Education .A.cti vi ties 
Educational Job-Related Factors I Geographical Factors Personal Factors Background 
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c. READING AND SELF-DIRECTED 
LEAR."IING 
1. Types of Reading D-1( 
2. Personal Subscriptions D-1 
,3. Self-Directed Learning D-11 
Correspondence Courses D-1 
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First, research and development engineers regard continuing 
education as a means of avoiding technical obsolescence, 
and, second, research and development engineers regard 
continuing education as a method for organizational 
advancement. 
The population for this study was the research and development 
engineers of one unidentified company and there were 370 individuals 
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included in the sample. There were 312 usable replies which showed that 
participation in continuing education is perceived as 
making an engineer less obsolete. He is regarded as 
clearer-thinking, growing, active, and more up-to-date. 
Continuing education is also perceived as a mark of 
professionalism ••• A participating engineer is also 
regarded as having more ambition, higher initiative, 
more enthusiasm, and higher management potential than a 
non-participating engineer. 
However, the authors cite the last part of their findings 11 higher 
management potential" as a possible reason why some engineers might not 
participate in continuing education programs. 
It is conceivable that some engineers might not bother 
with continuing education because the reward of 
becoming a manager is not what they desire. 
This reference to the economy of incentives tied in closely with 
Best's (J) comments quoted on page 34. It also represents another 
document dedicated to exploring the problem involving the third neces-
sary element in a formal organization--the willingness to serve. 
Articles published in 1969 dwelled heavily on those factors thought 
to be deterrents to participation in continuing education programs by 
practicing engineers. In addition, definite steps were taken to develop 
"measures" of obsolescence and to model a system of continuing 
education. 
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Biedenbach (4), recognizing that tuition refund programs were 
available in most companies, estimated that only fifteen percent of the 
engineers in a company took advantage of such programs. He argued that 
the burden of having to travel many miles to a class after a full day's 
work plus the neglect of social responsibilities to the engineer's 
family, friends, and community were greater than the benefits he en-
visioned by enrolling in continuing education programs. Biedenbach, 
long an advocate of continuing education (thinking seventy-five percent 
a more realistic figure for participation by engineers) advocated that 
willingness to participate could be improved by improved methods and 
means of communication--the use of electronic blackboards, TV, casette 
tapes and other technological developments in communication. 
Interestingly, Karol (15), in a survey of universities and 
companies who were members of the Continuing Engineering Studies 
Division of the American Society for Engineering Education, found that 
approximately twenty-five percent of the engineers employed by these 
companies were participating in some form of continuing education--a 
statistic not too different from Biedenbach' s (4) · estimate.l Karol 
also found that 
None of the respondents (replies from company representa-
tives) reported an automatic increase in status, rank or 
salary upon the completion of CES (Continuing Engineering 
Studies) programs. Several stated that data were entered 
in the personnel files, and two indicated that employees 
received a personal congratulatory letter from management. 
In general, however, industry feels that company recog-
nition in terms of advancement and salary increase comes 
as a result of improved job performance resulting from CES. 
.... 
This was another significant statement regarding the economy of 
incentives as employed by industry. So far as answering the questions 
of "Who pays for CES?" was concerned, Karol found that employers 
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expected the employee to bear one quarter of the costs plus the donation 
of some of his free time, while the company was paying three-quarters of 
the costs and permitting partial use of working hours for CES courses. 
Universities were found to be making little contribution to the direct 
costs of CES. 
Zelikoff (37) made an interesting contribution to the art of 
"measuring" obsolescence of engineers by carefully reviewing course 
descriptions from five engineering schools he deemed representative of 
all engineering schools: Columbia University, Cooper Union, Drexei 
Institute of Technology, Massachusetts Institute of Technolog~ and 
Georgia Institute of Technology. On the hypothesis that obsolescence 
was a difference between what an engineer would know if graduating today 
versus what he knew when he actually graduated, Zelikoff developed 
"erosion curves" which showed the "percentage of applicable knowledge" 
possibly possessed by a graduate engineer as a function of the year 
graduated. His study was based on engineering curricula on five year 
intervals and resulted in Zelikoff stating 
The obsolescence of a particular engineering specialization 
apparently is a function of the year of graduation and the 
number of years past graduation. 
Uniquely, Zelikoff did not use his findings to advocate the organ-
ization of formal regimens of learning. He admitted that the engineer's 
ability to specialize would delay "advancing vocational age" and even 
that "continuing his studies" would help, but maintained that, if our 
technology was to continue to accelerate, "ever-increasing numbers of 
engineers must be sacrificed 
" 
He felt his research proved that 
obsolescence was inevitable. 
This same year another significant article was prepared by Cohen 
and Dubin (8) in which they presented "A Systems Approach to Updating. 
Professional Personnel." It was deemed significant because the chrono-
logical review of the literature to this point has documented the 
natural development of a formal organization of continuing education for 
engineers--from the recognition of the problem, the definition of the 
need, through the development of means and methods of communication, to 
the frustration of attempting to encourage a willingness on the part of 
practicing engineers to participate in such an organization. Through 
the review it was possible to see that this "willingness to serve" 
became the strategic factor upon which much philosophizing was done 
prior to attempts to quantify the problem in the hope it would be better 
understood by engineers. Cohen and Dubin's article then introduced an 
effort to mathematically model a system of updating to "take cognizance 
of the many psychological factors involved in updating." In fact, their 
model incorporated "the educational environment, psychological and 
motivational factors" and was represented as 
where 
t 
0 
= 
t = updated individual, 
0 
I(WPt. + t A) in a 
1 -· 'FtG + H + P ) 
t. = individual coming into the system, 1n 
W formal education, 
P supervision relationships, 
A management policies, 
G peer groups, 
H = self-achievement, 
t = actuation of management policies, and 
a 
I= updating practices. 
Unfortunately, neither field studies nor experimentation were 
reported, but hypothetically, from this model one could examine the 
effects of a certain factor by holding the other factors constant and 
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solving for the desired factor. Again, the article was felt significant 
because it introduced the concept of the interdependence of factors 
thought vital to the motivation of the professional to update himself. 
By 1970, the main emphasis seemed to be a search for support for 
continuing education programs. Fair (11), was advocating that companies 
should have been spending up to two percent of their budgets on con-
tinuing education while, at the same time, admitting that the answer 
to top management's question, "What is the payoff in continuing 
education?" was still unknown. Karol (16) was delineating the problem 
of financing, identifying the li ttle·-known as well as the better-known 
variables involved in financing and simulating continuing education 
systems from a cost standpoint in order to make comparisons of instruc-
tion costs for CES, CES costs per course, and costs per student. 
Paul Mali (21), made a contribution to the area of continuing 
education for engineers by developing a measurement of obsolescence in 
engineering practices to be known as an obsolescence index. Working 
with six companies throughout the nation and utilizing 591 practicing 
electrical engineers from these companies, a search began for "causes 
and trends of obsolescence" in practicing engineers. By developing a 
criteria model based on technologies regarded as current, an obsoles-
cence index (OI) was constructed and defined "as the ratio between 
current knowledge, as understood by the practioner, and the current 
knowledge in the field." The empirical expression was 
OI 
From the research, Mali found that only 50% of the practioners met 
half of the model's criteria. Furthermore, it was found that production 
engineers had the lowest index (.140) as compared to research engineers 
index (.803), the highest. So far as causes for obsolescence were 
concerned, Mali identified four: 
• Failure to keep pace with knowledge 
• Low level of utilization or disuse of knowledge (Half 
of the participants felt their work assignments to be 
within the range of technician) 
• Overspecialization 
• Failure to plan a career life. 
From his study, Mali concluded that 
education per se is meaningless for either the 
individual or his company, unless it is aimed at a 
specific, predetermined target and takes into account 
the many forces present both within and without the 
work environment. 
In 1971, continuing education "came of age" when the May-June 
issue of Engineering Education was dedicated to Continuing Engineering 
Studies. The issue had ten good articles concerning continuing edu-
cation--its promises and its problems. Two of the articles were thought 
particularly worthy of mention because of their bearing on this 
research. 
Katz and Grogan ( 17) summarized the evolving concepts in continuing 
education and identified the purposes and characteristics of CES, types 
of learning situations applicable to CES, and the motivations and 
rewards in CES, They maintained that CES led to 
1, No formal recognition other than subsequent financial 
reward that accrues from increased competence and 
better performance on the job. 
2. Exposure to challenging assignments on the job ••• 
J. Certificate for completion ••• 
4. Recognition of CES by employers as a valid element 
in personal professional development. 
Katz and Grogan's feelings on motivation and rewards were interesting in 
that they possibly pointed out some of the barriers to participation by 
practioners. On the assumption (accepted in this dissertation) that 
Herzberg•s (13) Theory of Motivation was valid, it was job-related 
factors of recognition, achievement, advancement, and responsibility, 
as well as work itself that motivated engineers on the job. If prac-
ticing engineers see no value in continuing education as contributing 
to these factors, it might be possible to explain the lack of partici-
pation that was bothering administrators in 1971. 
Fred Landis (19) authored another of his hard-hitting articles in 
the May-June issue of Engineering Education based on interviews with 
engineering management and data collected from an extensive confidential 
questionnaire having to do with the utilization of engineers and their 
relations with their companies. Landis predicted that regular college 
courses would not play a vital role in the practicing engineer's edu-
cation because the practioner was more interested in learning how to do 
his current job better rather than learning how to do a better job. 
Even in cases where college courses would succeed, Landis felt that 
they would be limited to manag.ement, mathematics, and computer oriented 
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courses rather than basic science or basic engineering courses. 
According to Landis, universities could make a contribution if their 
efforts were in the form of work shops designed to improve skill training. 
Finally, Landis (based on his findings from the survey) had suggestions 
for companies: 
Companies must find the proper recognition and monetary 
reward level for their technical specialists ••• the 
company must show its recognition of technical contri-
butions in a positive fashion. 
Summary 
As mentioned in the beginning of the chapter, a chronological 
review of the literature on continuing education seemed justified 
,because such a study revealed the rather logical development of the 
concept for an organization of continuing education--from Tom Stelson's 
effort to alert the technical society to the effects of rapid technical 
change on practioners, through the development of systems of communi-
cation, to the present and perplexing problem of achieving a higher 
percentage of participation. And each year seemed to bring further 
refinements and redefinitions of purpose and means and methods. It 
seemed interesting that at this date, when purpose and communication 
within such organizations had been rather well identified, that little 
quantitative work had been done on the now~strategic factor of 
participation. 
Richard Wiegand's (35) work on factors significant to participa-
tion made a real contribution toward assisting the executive of a 
continuing education system for engineers. Again, the techniques 
applicable to the available data somewhat limited what could be done 
with the experiment even though maximum use was made of the data. 
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With surveys having been made which identified needs of practicing 
engineers, studies having been performed to develop efficient means and 
methods of communicating new knowledge and techniques to these engi-
neers, and some research having been conducted into the factors involved 
in participation, it would appear that an investigation would be in 
order to determine if, in~ engineer's opinion, continuing education 
is seen as of value in contributing to his ability to gain recognition, 
advancement, achievement, responsibility, improve his salary and/or 
security, or to i1:11prove his ability on the job. Furthermore, it would 
be of interest to attempt to discriminate between those engineers that 
do participate and those that don't based on their opinions plus other 
demographic dimensions. Accordingly, this research attempted to 
accomplish such a goal. 
CHAPTER III 
RESULTS OF THE STUDY 
Analysis of the Survey 
The survey instrument was designed so that the investigator could 
determine to what extent the respondent attended three types of short 
courses: college-sponsored, in-company, and professional society-
sponsored. Given this information, the balance of the information per-
tained to variables which were thought to have some effect on whether or 
not an engineer attended such activities. 
Some of the variables lent themselves to classification only. 
They were: 
D-1 Academic Major 
D-2 Major Field of Work 
D-3 Change in Major Field of Work 
from Academic Major 
D-4 Major Job Function 
D-5 Highest Degree Held 
The remaining variables were considered continuous in nature and 
were used as such in the statistical analysis: 
C-1 Annual Income 
C-2 Sum of Opinion Scores 
(C-3 thru C-10) 
C-3 Advancement 
C-4 Recognition 
C-5 Work Itself 
C-6 Security 
C-7 Achievement 
C-8 Company Policy 
C-9 Salary 
C-10 Responsibility 
C-11 Years Since Degree 
C-12 Age 
C-13 Percent Company Pays for 
Short Courses 
C-14 Percent of Short Courses Attended 
That Were Technical in Nature 
Data Processing 
As explained in Chapter I, the survey instruments were mailed on 
November 21 and 22, 1971. As the instruments were returned, they were 
sequentially numbered and dated, then checked to determine if they 
were usable. Six questionnaires had to be omitted because they were not 
completed by the respondent. Information from the remaining surveys 
were key punched onto data processing cards and verified. 
The data were then processed through an edit program 1 capable of 
detecting invalid entries on the data card. A listing of this data is 
given in Appendix D. The messages noted in the listing were: 
1The edit program was the property of Mr. James E. Archer, Jr., 
General Manager, Caprock Computer Systems, Lubbock, Texas, and was 
modified for this problem by Mr. Archer. 
1) "Invalid Most Important Job Type, Major Used. 11 Where 
this message appeared, the assumption was made that the 
respondent's most important job function was the same as 
his major job function. 
2) "Question 
---
Is Invalid." Examination of every case 
where this message occurred showed that a question had 
been left blank. Therefore, the four scores from the 
other questions pertaining to that variable were averaged 
and this average was used for the question left blank. 
3) "Invalid Work Engineering Field, Academic Used." Again, 
it was assumed that the respondent was working in the same 
field in which he received his degree. 
4) "Invalid Academic Engineering Field, Work Used." This is 
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the converse of "3". The assumption was that the respondent 
was working in the same field in which he received his degree. 
With these refinements, the data then comprised the raw data file 
from which information was drawn for desired tests. 
Tabulation of the Data 
An overview of the data gathered from the 330 usable surveys is 
presented for a better understanding of the sample statistics. 
The variable upon which all tests were designed was "extent of 
participation." Table IV summarizes the number of cases falling into 
four categories: college-sponsored, non-credit; in-company training; 
professional society-sponsored; all courses. The number of cases shown 
in the category "all courses" was derived as follows: If a respondent 
indicated he had not attended any type of short course listed in the 
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past five years, he was classified "none"; if a respondent indicated he 
had attended from one to five short courses in the past five years--be 
it in one, two, or all three categories--he was classified "medial"; 
if the respondent indicated he had attended six or more short courses in 
the past five years in any category, he was classified "active". 
TABLE IV 
CLASSIFICATION OF RESPONDENTS BY DEGREE OF ATTENDANCE 
AT SHORT COURSE ACTIVITIES 
Category Sample Size None Medial Active 
College Sponsored 330 217 106 7 
In-Company 330 109 183 38 
Professional Society 330 230 90 10 
All Courses 330 60 220 50 
From Table IV, it was observed that the majority of respondents 
had attended one or more in-company short courses in the past five 
years, but such was not the case with the other two categories. The 
number of respondents indicating attendance at one or more short 
courses sponsored by a professional society was approximately equal to 
the number attending one or more college sponsored short courses. 
The age distribution of the respondents is given in Figure 2. This 
graph indicated a rather representative distribution whose mean was 
approximately 37 years of age (36. 91) with a standard deviation of 
:!: 9.57 years. 
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Figure 2. Age Distribution of Respondents 
The educational profile of the respondents is given in Table V. 
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Table VI presents a picture of the tendency for respondents to this 
survey to remain in the field of engineering in which they received 
their degree. The "Academic" column represented the number of respon-· 
dents originally receiving a degree in the discipline noted. The 
11 Remain 11 column represented the number of those engineers from column 
one who had remained in that field of engineering. Column four--"new"~-
represented engineers coming into that particular discipline from some 
other engineering discipline. The row designated "Other" generally 
represented shifts to more specializ.ed fields of engineering (systems, 
TABLE V 
EDUCATIONAL PROFILE 
Highest Degree Held No. of Respondents 
Doctorate 
Master 
Bachelor 
TABLE VI 
13 
39 
278 
NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS WORKING IN THE FIELD OF 
ENGINEERING IN WHICH THEY RECEIVED 
THEIR DEGREE 
Discipline Academic Remain % Remain 
Agriculture Engineering 13 6 46 
Architecture Engineering 1 1 100 
Chemical Engineering 38 25 65 
Civil Engineering 51 39 76 
Electrical Engineering Bo 66 82 
Engineering Physics 4 2 50 
Industrial Engineering 41 24 58 
Mechanical Engineering 67 49 73 
Petroleum Engineering JO 28 93 
Textile Engineering 5 2 40 
Other 0 0 
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Percent 
.3.93 
11.81 
84.26 
New 
0 
0 
2 
4 
3 
0 
5 
10 
9 
0 
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computing, aerospace, manufacturing, electronics) while approximately 
one-third of those designating their major field of work as "other" 
were in the military service, sales, management, law, or one of the 
sciences (geology or physics). 
In analyzing job functions of respondents the 12 functions listed 
on the survey were grouped into four major functions as shown in 
Table VII. 
TABLE VII 
SUMMARY OF MAJOR AND MOST IMPORTANT JOB FUNCTIONS 
REPORTED BY RESPONDENTS 
Function Major Most 
Research and Development 44 
Research 
Development 
Supervision 103 
Engineering Managment 
Non-Engineering Management 
Training 
Engineering 160 
Estimating/Planning 
Production/Operations 
Quality Control 
Sales 
Systems Design 
Testing 
Other 23 
Important 
42 
89 
165 
34 
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Table VIII gives the total and average score for each of the job 
attitude factors tested as well as the overall score. The mid-point of 
the range for each factor was 15 and the overall mid-point was 120. 
From the table it was observed that the sample, overall, scored the 
value of short courses to "work itself" and "achievement" higher than 
average and scored "security" and "salary" lower than average. 
TABLE VIII 
SCORES ON JOB ATTITUDE FACTORS 
Attitude Sample Size Total Score Average Score 
Work Itself 330 6620 20.06 
Achievement 330 6322 19.16 
Recognition 330 5033 15.25 
Company Policy 330 4952 15.00 
Advancement 330 4712 14.28 
Responsibility 330 4647 14.08 
Security 330 4215 12.77 
Salary 330 4205 12.74 
Overall 330 40706 123.35 
A histogram displaying the reported salary profile of the respon-
dents is given in Figure 3. The average salary of the sample was approx-
imately $16, 500.00 with a standard deviation of approximately $5 ,000.00. 
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Figure J. Salary Profile of Respondents 
The final two variables considered in this survey were the amount 
of support the practicing engineer received from his company and the 
degree of technical content the participating engineer felt was in the 
short courses he attended. No attempt was made to define "technical 
content". Rather, the respondent was free to indicate his feelings. 
Summary results are given in Figures 4 and 5. 
Statistical Analysis of the Data 
As noted in the beginning of this chapter, the variables selected 
for analysis were designated as either discrete (D-1 thru D-5) or 
continuous (C-1 thru C-14). There were assumptions made for variables 
C-2 thru C-10 which are discussed later in this chapter. Basically, 
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the discrete variables were analyzed by non-parametric methods while 
the continuous variables were analyzed by parametric methods. 
Non-Parametric Analysis 
The statistical analysis began with non-parametric tests to deter-
mine if the respondents' academic major, major field of work, change in 
major field of work from academic major, major job function, or highest 
degree held was significant in his reported attendance or non-attendance 
at short courses. The Chi-square test was appropriate and, as noted 
where necessary, classifications were collapsed to meet the requirements 
of the tests. 
Participation Versus Academic Major 
Table IX represents the appropriate cell entries for testing the 
null hypothesis that academic major was not a factor in attendance at 
short courses. In all non-parametric tests, the Type I error was set, 
arbitrarily, at CL= .05. The computed X2 (Chi-square) = 1.3523 with 
6 df (degrees of freedom). The null hypothesis was not rejected and it 
was concluded that academic major was not a factor in participation. 
Participation Versus Major Field of Work 
The null hypothesis to be tested was that the major field of work 
was not a factor in participation in short courses. 2 The X = 4.1645 
with df 6. The null hypothesis was not rejected at a. = .05. Table X 
represents the appropriate data for the test. It was concluded that 
major field of work was not a factor in participation in short courses. 
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TABLE IX 
ACADEMIC MAJOR AND PARTICIPATION 
Major Participants Non-Participants Percent Percent 
Chemical 78.9 21.1 
Civil 8o.4 19.6 
Electrical 81.3 18.7 
Industrial 87.8 12.2 
Mechanical 82.1 17.9 
Petroleum 80.0 20.0 
All Others* 82.6 17.4 
* ~ All Others= Agricultural+ Architecture+ Engineering Physics+ 
Textile. Collapse of these classifications was necessary for cell size 
to meet the requirements of the Chi-Square Test. 
TABLE X 
MAJOR FIELD OF WORK AND PARTICIPATION 
Field of Work Participantip Non-Participants Percent ' Percent 
Chemical 74.1 25.9 
Civil 79.1 20.9 
Electrical 79.7 20.3 
Industrial 79.3 20. 7 
Mechanical 86.4 13.6 
Petroleum 83.8 16.2 
All Others* 84.8 15.2 
* All Others= Agricultural+ Architecture+ Engineering Physics+ 
Textile. Collapse of these classifications was necessary for cell size 
to meet the requirements of the Chi-Square Test. 
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Participation Versus Change in Major 
Those cases where a respondent indicated he was working in a field 
of engineering that was different from the field in which he received 
his degree were tested against participation since some need for 
training or familiarization was implied. Accordingly, Table XI repre-
sents the data used to test the null hypothesis that the fact an engi-
neer was working in a field different from the field in which he 
received his degree had no bearing on his participation. For~= .05, 
2 the null hypothesis was not rejected with X = 3.7556, df = 1. It was 
concluded that the fact that an engineer was working in a field differ-
ent from the field in which he received his degree was not significant 
in determining his participation in short course activities. 
Major Job Function Versus Participation 
The null hypothesis was that major job function was not a factor 
in participation. 2 The data is displayed in Table XII and the X = 0.2551 
with df = 2. The null hypothesis was not rejected and it was concluded 
that the engineer's major job function was not a factor in determining 
participation in short course activities. 
Highest Degree Held Versus Participation 
The question to be resolved was, "Are engineers with a Doctorate 
more likely to have participated in short courses than those with a 
Master's or Bachelor's?" Likewise, 11 Are those with a Master's more 
likely to have participated than those with a Bachelor's?" The null 
hypothesis was that the highest degree held was not a factor in deter-
mining participation. Table XIII gives the appropriate data. The 
Status 
No Change 
Change 
Job Function 
TABLE XI 
CHANGE AND PARTICIPATION 
Participants 
Percent 
79.3 
88.6 
TABLE XII 
MAJOR JOB FUNCTION AND PARTICIPATION 
Participants 
Percent 
Research and Development 
Engineering 
81.8 
82.5 
8lic.5 Supervision 
TABLE XIII 
HIGHEST DEGREE HELD AND PARTICIPATION 
Degree Participants Percent 
Doctor 76.9 
Master 82.0 
Bachelor 82.0 
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Non-Participants 
Percent 
20.7 
11. 4, 
Non-Participants 
Percent 
18.2 
17.5 
15.5 
Non-Participants 
Percent 
23.1 
18.0 
18.0 
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computed X = 0.2177 with df = 2. The null hypothesis was not rejected 
and it was concluded that the highest degree held was not a factor in 
.participation in short course activities. 
From the non-parametric tests performed, there was no reason to 
believe that any of the discrete variables selected for investigation 
were significantly related to participation in short course activities. 
Parametric Analysis 
To test the general hypothesis that practicing engineers had 
certain attitudes toward continuing education that detennined whether 
or not they would participate in activities such as short courses, 
the tecllnique of stepwise discriminant analysis was used. The basic 
idea of .a discriminant function which maximized the distance between 
two or more groups was developed by R. A. Fisher (12) in the 19JO's. 
However, because of the extensive calculations, it was not a practical 
approach until the introduction of the digital computer. In 1950, Rao 
(23) refined the concept of discriminant functions and in the 1960•s a 
"Stepwise Discriminant Analysis112 program was developed which allowed 
the investigator to specify a level below which variables would not be 
considered as discriminators. The program furthermore allowed the 
investigator to specify a level below which a variable that was entered 
could be removed, thereby providing the best combination of discrimi-
nating variables possible in a stepwise system. 
2i>aul Sampson, "Stepwise Discriminant Analysis," Biomedical 
Computer Programs. W. J. Dixon, Editor. Berkeley and Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 1967, pp. 214a-214t (as modified for 
Texas Tech Computing Services, January 27, 1969). 
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Basically, the computer program calculated a linear classification 
function (the classification functions collapse to the discriminant 
function) for each group to be classified, utilizing those 11p 11 variables 
accepted by the 11F 11 numbers chosen. The functions were of the form 
y 
n 
for 11 n 11 groups 
c 1x p p 
c x p2 p 
c x pn p 
Each case (in this experiment a case was represented as a respon-
dent) was fitted to each classification function and placed in the 
group with the largest 11 Y11 value. The rationale for such placement was 
explained by the expression for the posterior probability of case 11k 11 
in group 11 m11 coming from group 11,!,11 
exp(Y.) 
l 
PW!k n 
I exp (Y ) n 
i=1 
From this expression it is determined that the classification function 
with the largest 11 Y. 11 represents the greatest probability of case "k" 
l 
in group 11 m11 coming from group 11 t 11 • A summary of classification by 
discriminant function versus classification by posterior knowledge was 
then generated. 
Input to the program required the designation of the variables to 
be considered, the number of groups to be discriminated, the number of 
cases in each group, the desired 11 F number" for each variable to enter 
or to be deleted from the program, and the tolerance level desired. 
Table XIV gives a summary of the original tests run at various values 
for 11F 11 , various variables included, and different groupings. 
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Preliminary experimentation with the program revealed that results 
could be noticeably affected with the selection of different input 
parameters. A discussion of the selection of these parameters would 
be appropriate. 
The input parameter most affecting the number of variables accepted 
by the program was the 11 F number. 11 The 11F numbers" selected for these 
tests were strictly arbitrary and represented "threshold" numbers 
only--a point arbitrarily selected for entry. The first 11 F to enter" 
and 11 F to delete" values (0.010 and 0.005) were sug.gested by the 
program description and allowed most variables submitted to be entered. 
This provided a basis for conditional statements to be made as to their 
importance. The second 11F 11 values (1.000 and 0.500) were chosen 
arbitrarily. 
Grouping of the data requires just a note. From the data collected, 
respondents were classified as_"none, 11 "medial," or "active." There 
were three possible combinations to group these classifications into 
two groups: "none-medial," "none-active," and "medial-active." By 
combining classifications "medial" plus "active" another classification 
was generated, labelled "some. 11 As might have been expected, the best 
discrimination resulted between the "none" and "active" groups, while 
the worst discrimination existed between the 11medial-acti ve 11 groups. 
As can be interpreted from Table XIV, the major parameter being 
changed was the "Variables Omitted" in the tests. The variables were 
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TABLE XIV 
TEST INPUT PARAMETERS 
l 0.01010.oos None-Some. x 
2 (60-270) x x x 
3 x x· x· x· 
4 x x x x x x x 
s None-Medial x 
6 (60-220) x x x 
1 x x x x 
8 x x x x x x x 
9 None-Active x 
10 (60-50) x x x 
. ' . .. 
11 x x x x 
12 x x x x x x x 
13 Medial-Active x 
14 .. (220-50) x x x 
15 . x x x x '' 
16 x x x x x x x 
17 l.000/0.500 None-SOllle x 
ll (60-270) x x x 
19 x x x x 
·20 x x x x x x i 
:2i None-Media.l x 
~2 (60-220) x x x 
2,3 x x x x 
24 x x x x x x x 
25 None-Active x 
26 (60-50) x x x 
27- x x x x 
2.$ x x x x x x x 
.29 Medial-Active x 30 / (220-50) x x x 
31 x x x x 
32 x x x x x x x 
"X" denotes that the variable was •not submitted. 
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designated as belonging to two groups which were labelled "Opinion 
Variables" and "Demographic Variables" in Table XV. 
C-2 
C-3 
C-4: 
C-5 
C-6 
C-7 
C-8 
C-9 
C-10 
TABLE XV 
VARIABLE CLASSIFICATION 
Opinion Variables 
Sum of Opinion Scores C-1 
Advancement C-11 
Recognition C-12 
Work Itself C:-13 
Security 
C-14: 
Achievement 
Company Policy 
Salary 
Responsibility 
Demographic Variables 
Annual Income 
Years Since Degree 
Age 
Percent Company Pays for 
Short Courses 
Percent of Short Courses 
That Were Technical in 
Nature 
Of those labelled "Opinion Variables," note should be taken of two 
of them--C-2, 11Sum of Opinion Scores," and C-8, "Company Pol icy." From 
preliminary "runs" with the program, it was decided that C-2, repre-
senting the sum of the eight opinion variables in the analysis, was not 
to be submitted to the program. It being "a sum of opinions" and since 
the general hypothesis of the research was based on engineers' opinions 
on selected job-attitude factors, it was decided to delete C-2 from all 
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tests and leave the various opinion scores intact. Therefore, the 
variable C-2 does not appear in future tables. The variable "Company 
Policy" (C-8) was included in the first tests and deleted in later 
tests. Actually, the survey instrument attempted to have the respondent 
make statements to the effect "that by attending short courses, chances 
for doing a better job (Work Itself), being recognized, achieving, 
advancing, gaining responsibility, making more money, or achieving more 
security would be improved (or not be improved)." It can be seen that 
it was difficult to fit the variable "Company Policy" into the above 
statement since the survey actually resulted in a statement by the 
respondent about the degree to which he felt the company supported the 
idea of short courses. It was considered a valid opinion, but duplicate 
tests were run with it excluded. 
Before reviewing the results of the tests, a summary of what the 
analysis had basically shown should be discussed. Given an arbitrarily 
selected threshold number designated 11F to enter" and another designated 
"F to delete," a tolerance level which, in effect, designated the number 
of significant figures to be carried throughout the run, the number of 
groups and the number in each group for the test, plus the variables 
pertinent to the particular run, the program calculated linear classi-
fication functions which were functions of the maximized distance 
between the given clusters based on the variables available at the 11 F 11 
number selected. Each case, being given as belonging to one of two 
groups, was evaluated using the classification functions generated. 
With this information, the program was able to classify each case. 
Therefore, it was possible to compare the number of cases in each group 
as determined by the discriminant function with the number of cases in 
each group as determined by the degree of participation indicated by 
each respondent. This comparison was reflected in Table XVI, Test 
Results, under the column entitled "Percent Accuracy." Appendix F 
gives an example of the computer print out of the Stepwise Discriminant 
Analysis Program (Test No. 1). 
Results with 11 F to Enter" 0.010 and 11F to Delete 0.005 
By varying the "F to enter" and 11F to delete" values, the number 
of submitted variables entered in a particular test was also varied. 
A low 11 F to enter" and 11 F to delete" allowed more variables to enter 
(when submitted) and generated an "order of importance" of the 
variables. 
Accordingly, 16 tests were run with "F to enter"= 0.010 and 
11F to delete"= 0.005. Examination of Table XVI shows this set of 
tests ranged in accuracy from 59% to 97% with accuracy generally 
improving as the number of variables submitted increased. 
Three of the 16 tests run using the 11 F 11 number mentioned above 
gave better than 90% accuracy. This accuracy was computed on the basis 
of the number of "correct" classifications made by the program util-
izing the discriminant function generated from the input data. The 
design of the program required a posterior classification. This 
classification was based on the respondent's answers to the questions 
on his degree of participation at short courses. The program then 
selected, from the variables submitted, the strongest discriminators 
and calculated the coefficients of the discriminators describing the 
best linear function of each group. From these functions, the program 
then classified the respondents into one of the two given groups and 
TABLE XVI 
TEST RESULTS 
Test Variables Submitted&. Entered* Percent 
No. Fi/Fdelete Groups 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 l 11 12 13 14 Accuracy 
l 0.010/0.005 None-Some 10 6 7 ll x 5 12 4 9 3 8 1 2 ·92 
2 x 8 4 3 7 1 5 6 2 9 10 - - 65 
3 3 8 2 4 6 - 5 x 1 7 9 - - 6:I. 
4 3 6 1 4 2 
-
5 7 
- - - - -
61 
5 None-Medial 9 6 7 x x 8 11 5 4 3 10 1 2 91 
6 10 x 4 3 5 1 8 9 2 7 6 - - 63 
7 3 6 2 5 4 - 10 7 1 8 9 - - 60 
8 2 5 1 4 3 - 6 x - - - - - 59 
9 None-Active 6 12 7 8 13 4 11 5 2 10 9 1 3 97 
10 10 9 11 2 6 1 4 5 3 7 8 - - 78 
11 6 x 2 3 8 - 4 7 1 9 5 - - 68 
12 4 6 1 2 7 - 3 5 - - - - - 62 
13 Medial-Active 10 12 4 1 9 2 8 7 5 6 X 11 3 67 
14 9 10 3 1 8 2 5 6 4 7 x - - 68 
15 9 10 2 1 6 - 3 7 4 5 8 - - 61 
16 x 6 2 1 4 - 3 5 - - - - - 60 
17 1.000/0.500 None-Some x x x x x 5 x 4 x 3 x 1 2 92 
18 x x 4 3 X. 1 x x 2 x x - - 65 
19 x x 2 x x - x x 1 x x - - 61 
20 x x 1 x x - x x - - - - - 61 
21 None-Medial x 6 x x x x x 5 4 3 x 1 2 91 
22 x x x x x l x x 2 x x - - 62 
23 3 x 2 x x - x x 1 x x - - 58 
24 x x 1 x x - x x - - - - - 60 
25 None-Active x x x x x x x x 2 x x 1 3 97 
26. x x X . 2. 6....-1.._.4-5. .:L.JL.X..-=-=- 78 
27 x x 2 3 x 
-
4 x 1 x 5 
- -
6u 
28 x x 1 2 x 
-
3 x 
- - - - -
61 
29 Medial-Active x x 4 1 x 2 x x 5 x x x 3 66 
30 x x 3 1 x 2 x x 4 x x 
- -
66 
31 x x 2 l x 
-
3 x 4 5 x 
- -
61 
32 x x 2 1 x 
-
3 x 
- - - - -
60 
* 
An "X" implies the variable was submitted but not entered 
A numerical entry indicates the order in which the variables entered 
A "-" implies the variable was not submitted 
-.,_] 
0 
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summarized the computations in a summary table at the end of each run 
(see page 72 for an example of the classification table). The resulting 
tables for those tests showing better than 90% accuracy are given in 
Table XVII. 
As would be expected, the results of the three tests show that the 
best discrimination was performed between groups expected to be farthest 
apart--those who had not attended any type of short course and those 
who had been "active" in attendance. 
Considerably less success was realized when attempts were made to 
classify a respondent by opinion alone. Table XVIII summarizes the four 
tests run at 11F to enter"= 0.010 for opinions only. 
The next item of interest was the degree to which submitted vari-
ables were utilized by the experiment or, put another way, given a 
variable was submitted, the percent of the time was it utilized. 
Table XIX summarizes this information. 
As could be seen from this table, the majority of the variables 
submitted were utilized, but it was noted that all demographic variables 
except C-12 were utilized 100% of the time they were submitted. Five of 
the eight opinion variables were not that "strong." 
Since all variables were used at least 83% of the time they were 
submitted, it was necessary to study which of the variables appeared 
strongest under different conditions. Table XX gives some indication 
of the order in which the first five variables entered a particular 
test for 11 F to enter"= 0.010. 
Looking at Table XX as a whole, a fairly consistent ranking of 
variables occurred as the variables submitted were changed except for 
the last entry in each group. These tests (13, 14, 15, 16) were 
A. 
B. 
c. 
TABLE XVII 
SUMMARY OF CLASSIFICATION TABLES FOR TESTS HAVING 
90% ACCURACY OR BETTER; 11 F TO ENTER"= 0.010 
Test No. 1, all variables submitted, accuracy• 
Test No. 5, 
Test No. 9, 
Computed Groups 
None Some 
Given None 59 1 
Groups Some 25 245 
all variables submitted, accuracy= 
Computed Groups 
None · Medial 
Given None 59 1 
Groups Medial 24 196 
all variables submitted, accuracy= 
Given 
Groups 
None 
Active 
Computed 
None 
59 
2 
Groups 
Active 
1 
48 
92% 
91% 
97% 
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A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
TABIE XVIII 
~UMMARY OF CLASSIFICATION TABLES FOR TESTS BASED 
ON OPINION ONLY; "F TO ENTER"= 0.010 
Test No. 4, accuracy• 61% 
Computed Groups 
·~ ·some 
Given ·~ 34 26 
Groups Some 102 168 
Test No. 8, accuracy ... 59% 
Computed Groups 
None· · Medial 
Given None 30 30 
Groups 
· Medial 85 135 
Test; No. 12, accuracy • 62 % 
Computed Groups 
None Active 
Given 'None 38 22 
Groups 
·Active 20 30 
Test No. 16, accuracy= 60% 
Computed Groups 
Medial Active 
Given Medial 133 87 
Groups A~tive 20 30 
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TABLE XIX 
VARIABLE UTILIZATION AT 11F TO ENTER"= 0.010 
Percent Variable Utilization 
100.0 C-1 
100.0 C-5 
100.0 C-8 
100.0 C-9 
100~0 C-11 
100.0 C-13 
100.0 C-14 
93.7 C-6 
87.5 C-3 
87.5 C-4 
87.5 C-7 
87.5 C-10 
83.3 C-12 
TABLE XX 
ORDER OF VARIABLES ENTERED UNDER DIFFERENT TEST 
CONDITIONS FOR "F TO ENTER"= 0.010 
' I 
Condition 
A. , ,All variables submitted 
B. All variable& sub!nitted 
except C-13, C-14 
Test 
No. 
1 
Variables Entered 
lat 2nd 3rd 4th Sth 
13 14 11 10 8 
S 13 14 11 1 10 
9 13 1 .14 8 10 
13 6 8 14 S l 
2 
6 
10 
· 14_ 
.. 
8 
8 
1 
l 
8 6 
.. •'6 ·: 8 
6 
6 
l' 
s : 
S 9 
s 7 
. ;AJ.i variable~'s'iilimitted . . ., .. j'", 
, except c..:.s, C-13, C-14 
D. Opinion, variables less 
C•8 submitted 
7 1 S 3 
11 
15 
4 
8 
12 
16 
1 5 
6 S 
s 
5 
5 
6 
7 
3 
6 
5 
6 9 12·· 
1 11 
3 6 9 
7 6 4 
9 3 10 
9 7 10 
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attempting to discriminate between "medial" and "active" groups while 
the balance of the tests were discriminating between "none" and other 
classifications of participation. 
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When all variables were submitted (Group A, Table XX), the most 
pronounced variables were Percent Company Participation (C-1J) and 
Percent Technical Content (C-1~) as long as discrimination between 
"none'' and some degree of participation was being perfonned. Responsi-
bility (C-10) also appeared in these cases although ranking fourth or 
fifth in importance. 
Removing C-13 and C-1~ from consideration (Group B, Table XX), 
variables Company Policy (C-8), Annual Income (C-1), and Security (C-6) 
become better discriminators, with Work Itself (C-5) increasing in 
importance. Again, test 2, 6, 10 fit a pattern for the reason mentioned 
in the previous paragraph. 
Referring to the first three tests in Group c, Table XX (tests J, 
7, 11) the effect of removing C-8 was noted with the emergence of 
Annual Salary (C-1) as the strongest discriminator followed by Work 
Itself (C-5). 
Finally, when all demographic variables plus Company Policy were 
removed from consideration, Work Itself (C-5) became the best discrimi-
nator (Group D, Table XX). 
An interesting chain was noted in the four groups of Table XX. 
The Percent the Company Paid for Short Courses was the best discrimi-
nator. If this was not considered, Company Policy became most impor-
tant. But in many ways this is a similar measure of percent 
participation. If Company Policy was also removed from consideration, 
Annual Income became most important with Security becoming more 
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important. Finally, with only the balance of the opinion variables 
left, the fact that short courses were seen as a means to gain informa-
tion to help on the job itself became number one in importance. Salary 
(C-9) appeared in the first five ranks after C-13 and C-14 had been 
removed from consideration. Advancement (C-J) and Achievement (C-7) 
were noticed only after C-8, C-13, and C-14 were removed and Recognition 
became a factor only when there were only seven variables left from 
which to account for variance. 
Results with 11F to Enter" = 1.000 and 11 F to Delete" 0.500 
Tests 1-16 were replicated after increasing the 11 F 11 number selected 
for entry and for deletion by a multiple of 100. The result was a 
decrease in the number of submitted variables being entered into the 
experiments as can be seen in Table XVI. Variable utilization decreased 
to some extent as shown in Table XXI which compares variable utilization 
at 11 F to enter"= 1.000 with variable utilization at 11F to enter"= 
0.010. At "F to enter"= 1.000, it was noted that only three of the 
eight opinion variables were utilized 50% of the time or more. These 
variables were Work Itself, Security, and Company Policy. This table 
served to further order the importance of the variables under consid-
eration in this research. Attention was given to the fact C-1J was not 
entered in one of the four cases to which it was submitted under 
11F to enter"= 1.000. Again, the conditions of the test were important. 
In the case where C-13 was not entered, the test was concerned with 
discriminating between "medially active" and "active" respondents. 
Reference to the histograms of Percent Company Participation for 
11 acti ve" and "medial II engineers (pages 138 and 139) which showed greater 
TABLE XXJ; 
COMPARISON OF VARIABLE UTILIZATION AT 
11F TO ENTER".= 1.000 AND 0.010 
' Percent Utilization Percent Utilization 
at 111' to enter"• 1.000 Variable at "F to enter"• 0.010 
100.0 C-14 100.0 
91.7 C-1 100.0 
75.0 c-8 100.0 
75.0 C-13 100.0 
68.8 c-s 100.0 
so.o C-6 93.7 
31.3 c-9 100.0 
25.0 C-11 100.0 
18.8 c-10 87.5 
8.3 c-12 83.3 
6.3 C-3 87.5 
6.3 C-4 87.5 
6.3 C-7 87.S 
7-8 
similarity than the comparable histograms for engineers classified 
"none," implying this factor would not be a characteristic upon which 
discrimination could be based. 
In order to compare the results of the order in which variables 
were entered with 11 F to enter"= 1.000 with 11 F to enter"= 0.010, 
Table XXII was generated in similar form to Table XX. 
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In each case, the order of the variables entering was the same as 
with the lower 11F 11 number. The difference came in the number entered. 
Where all cells were filled in Table XX, ten of the 16 tests run at the 
higher 11F 11 number did not enter five variables. Perhaps, the compari-
son of Tables XX and XXII could be labelled "survival of the fittest~" 
In all cases, it was opinion variables that were not entered at the 
higher 11 F 11 number. There were five occasions where Security and 
Achievement failed to enter; four occasions where Advancement and 
Salary failed to enter; three cases where Responsibility failed to 
enter and one case each where Recognition, Work Itself, and Company 
Policy did not enter. 
Even though not as many variables were entered in the tests run 
at 11 F to enter"= 1.000, it was interesting to note that an insignifi-
cant amount of accuracy was lost when comparing the 16 tests at the 
lower 11 F 11 number to the 16 tests with the higher 11 F 11 number. 
Table XXIII summarizes the classification tables for those tests which 
gave better than 90% at 11 F to enter" = 1.000. It was noted to differ 
from Table XVII by only one case in two of the three tests. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
TABLE XXII 
ORDER OF VARIABLES ENTERED UNDER DIFFERENT TEST 
CONDITIONS FOR 11 F TO ENTER" = 1. 000 
Test VartiJ:>les Entered 
Condition No. 1st 2ri.d · 3rd 4th 
All variables submitted 17 13 14 11 10 
21 13 14 11 1 
25 13 1 14 
29 6 8 14 5 
All variables submitted 18 8 1 6 5 
except C-13, C-14 
22 8 1 
26 8 6 1 9 
30 6 8 5 1 
All variables submitted 
except C-8, C-13, C-14 19 1 5 
23 1 5 3 
27 1 5 6 9 
31 6 5 9 1 
Opinion variables less 20 5 
C-8 submitted 
24 5 
28 5 6 9 
32 6 5 9 
Bo 
5th 
8 
10 
1 
10 
12 
11 
A. 
B. 
c. 
TABLE XXIII 
SUMMARY OF CLASSIFICATION TABLES FOR TESTS HAVING 
90% ACCURACY OR BETTER; 11 F TO ENTER"= 1.000 
. T(!.st No. 17, all variables submitted, accuracy III 92% . 
Computed Groups 
None ·some 
Given ·None 59 1 
Groups 
·some 24 246 O· 
-----
Test No. 21, all variables submitted, accuracy• 91% 
Computed Groups 
None · Medial 
..,..--
Given None 59 1 
Groups 
· Medial 25 195 
Test No.25, all variables submitted, accuracy .. 97% 
Computed Groups 
None · Active 
Given · ·None 59 1 
Groups . Active 2 48 
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Summary of Results with Original Sample 
Two sets of 16 tests each were run using the total sample of 330 
respondents. Twelve of the 16 tests were attempting to discriminate 
between those respondents who reported they had not attended any type 
of short course in the past five years and those that reported varying 
degrees of attendance. Four of the tests in each set were attempting 
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to discriminate between "medially active" participants and "active" 
participants. Given that a respondent was active to some extent in 
short courses, it was not expected that opinion variables or demographic 
variables would differ significantly between groups as participation 
varied. This was borne out in Table XVI where overall accuracy for 
Tests 13-16 and 29-32 remained below 70% regardless of the number or 
type of variables submitted. It was also expected that the variable 
Percent Company Participation would not be as useful a discriminator 
under "medial-active" tests as the others. This was shown to be 
reasonable by ranking the variables as shown in Table XXIV. For this 
table, a weighted average was used. Summing the number of times a 
variable was entered after multiplying by a weight of from one to 13 
depending on when it was entered (13 for the first variable entered, 
12 for the second, ••• ) and dividing by the number of times it was 
submitted gave the ranks derived in Table XXIV. 
From the table, it appeared the demographic variables, Percent 
Company Participation, Percent of Course Technical in Nature, and 
Annual Income, were the best discriminators between non-participants 
and those participating to some degree. The next strongest group were 
opinion variables, Work Itself, Company Policy, and Security. Such was 
not the case when discriminating between degrees of participation. 
TABLE XXIV 
RANKING OF VARIABLES BY WIGHTED AVERAGE 
· Variable 
Opinic:,n 
C-3 
c-4 
C-5 
C-6 
c-7 
c~s 
C-9 
c-10 
»•ographic 
c-1 
c-11 
C-12 
C-1) 
c .. 14 
bnlt:tbg for·. la'1k~n1 for 
Te1t11 .1..-12 Teati ,17-28 
7 
13 
5 
6 
11 
8.5* 
10 
3 
8.5* 
12 
1 
2 
11 
12.5* 
s 
6 
12.5"' 
4 
7 
9 
3 
8 
10 
1 
2 
* :f.:ndicates t:1.e 
tanking for 
Test• 13-16 
11 
10 
3 
1 
9 
2 
6 
8 
s 
7 
13 
12 
BJ 
larlkiq for . 
T•1ta 29-32 
10.5* 
10.S* 
3 
1 
10.S* 
2 
6. 
10.s 
s 
7 ! 
10.5* 
10.5* 
4 
8/,i, 
Security appeared to be the best discriminator in that situation, 
followed by Company Policy, Work Itself, plus the demographic variable 
Percent of Courses Technical in Nature. 
Overall, the tests were considered successful in developing a 
basis for ranking the importance of the variables but it was hoped that 
the overall accuracy of the discriminant functions could be improved. 
Accordingly, two more sets of tests were run with reduced sample sizes. 
Sample Size Reduced for Recent Graduates 
When the input data was reviewed it became apparent that many of 
the respondents (26.6%) had recently graduated and had not actually 
had five years of practicing experience during which time they might 
have had the opportunity to form an opinion of short courses based on 
actual attendance, or the chance to refuse to attend. Therefore, recent 
graduates were removed from all samples on the following basis: If a 
respondent had a Bachelor's degree and had graduated in the past five 
years, he was deleted; if a respondent had a Master's degree and had 
graduated in the last seven years, he was deleted; if a respondent had 
a Doctor's degree and had graduated in the last ten yec\l's, he was 
deleted. Accordingly, the sample was reduced from 330 to 2/,i,2 ("none" 
went from 6o to 31,i,, a l,i,3% decrease, "medial" went from 220 to 166, 
a 2/,i,% decrease, and "active" went from 50 to 42, a 16% decrease). The 
tests were run with an 11F to enter"= 0.010 only, with results shown 
in Table XXV. 
A slight decrease in accuracy occurred with all variables submitted 
for "none" versus some degrees of participation, but accuracy improved 
slightly in most of the other tests. Perhaps of more interest was the 
TABLE XXV 
TEST RESULTS AFTER REMOVING RECENT GRADUATES 
Variables Submitted & Entered* 
Test No. F /F in delete Groups 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
0.010/0.005 None-Some 9 4 6 10 12 11 x 3 1 R' 
2 R' 
3 R' 
4 R' 
5 R' 
6 R' 
7 R' 
8 R' 
9 R' 
(34-208) 9 7 x 8 3 1 .6 10 
10 R' 
11 R' 
12 R' 
13 R' 
14 R' 
15 R' 
16 R' 
None-Medial 
(34-166) 
None-Active 
(34-42) 
Medial-Active 
(166-42) 
2 10 9 8 3 
-
6 
1 x 3 5 2 
- 6 
6 5 9 X 11 10 12 
5 6 x 7 3 1 8 
.. 2 8 x x 3 
-
7 
1 s 3 6 2 - 7 
7 12 5 X 11 4 10 
7 9 1* 2 10 1 4 
2 x 6 3 8 
-
5 
1 4 7 2 5 
-
3 
10 12 8 2 3 1 6 
10 9 11 2 3 1 5 
x 8 7 1 2 
-
3 
6 5 4 1 2 
-
3 
* An "X" implies the variable was submitted but not entered 
A numerical entry indicates the order in which the variables entered 
A"-" implies the variable was not submitted 
7 
4 
3 
x 
4 
4 
6 
s 
7 
6 
7 
6 
x 
7 
11112 13 14 
5 8 7 1 2 
5 4 2 
- -
4 5 1 
- -
- - - - -
4 7 8 1 2 
9 4 2 
- -
6 s 1 
- -
- - - - -
3 9 8 1 2 
6 8 3 
- -
4 x 1 
- -
- - - - -
. 13 S 11 9 4 
8 7 4 
- -
5 6 4 
- -
- - - - -
Percent 
Accuracy 
90 
67 
64 
60 
91 
67 
62 
60 
96 
84 
64 
61 
71 
71 
64 
63 
co 
Vl 
86 
comparison of variables ranked for the reduced sample size, Table XX.VI, 
against the full sample ranking. 
The samples analyzed in these tests represented engineers with the 
opportunity to have had more experience. Tests 1-12 do not consider 
discriminating between "medial-active" participants. The most signifi-
cant change in rank was C-12, Age--from a relatively weak variable with 
the full sample to number three for the reduced sample. Nevertheless, 
the first three variables in order of rank for these tests were still 
demographic variables. Four of the opinion variables made a noticeable 
shift in position with Advancement becoming the most important of the 
opinion variables, Achievement going from eleventh to seventh while 
Work Itself and Security dropped relatively far back. By removing 
recent graduates from the sample, the factor of Annual Income had 
ceased to be a "good" discriminator, implying that the variance of 
this variable between populations was not as great with the reduced 
sample as with the full sample. On the other hand, Advancement had 
become a "good discriminator" with the reduced sample, implying a 
greater difference in attitude toward this factor in the reduced sample. 
When looking at those tests discriminating."medial-active" (Tests 
13-16) it was noticed that all three of the most important discrimina-
tors by rank were now opinion variables--Company Policy ranking first, 
Security second, and Achievement third. The change in rank of Work 
Itself (C-5) indicated that in cases where respondents had been out of 
school five or more years, this variable was not as good a discrimi-
nator between degrees of participation as it was with the full sample. 
A review of the classification tables (Table XXVII) for those tests with 
90% accuracy or better shows that the only significant reduction 
TABLE XXVI 
COMPARISON OF RANKED VARIABLES; REDUCED SAMPLE 
FOR RECENT GRADUATES VERSUS FULL 
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Ranking for Testa 1-12 tanking for Te•t• 13-16 
Variable Reduced :Pull Reduced Ml 
Opinion 
C-3 4 7 13 11 
c-4 12 13 9.5* 10 
c-s 13 5 8 3 
C-6 11 6 2 l 
C-7 7-5* 11 3 9 
C-8 5 4 1 2 
C-9 10 8 .. 5* 5 6 
C-10 7.5* 10 9.5* 8 
l)emographic 
C-1 6 3 11 5 
C-11 9 8.;5* 6 7 
c-12 3 12 7 13 
C-13 1 1 12 12 
C-14 2 2 4 k 
* indicates tie 
TABLE XXVII 
SUMMARY OF CLASSIFICATION TABLES FOR TESTS HAVING 
90% ACCURACY OR BETTER WITH SAMPLE REDUCED 
FOR RECENT GRADUATES 
A. Test No. l R', all variables submitted, accuracy • 90% 
·None Given -
Groups .. Some 
Computed Grcups 
·None -~ 
33 1 
22 186 
B. Test No. 5 R', all variables submitted, accuracy• 91% 
Computed Groups 
· ·None · "Medial 
· None 33 1 Given -
Groups · Medial 17 149 
c. Test No. 9 R', all variables submitted, accuracy • 96% 
Given l,ione 
Groups Active 
Computed Groups 
N<>ne · Active 
33 1 
2 40 
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occurred in the number of misclassifications of those respondents 
classified "some" and "medial. 11 In Test 1R 1 the misclassifications 
were reduced from 25 to 22 and in Test 5R' the misclassifications were 
reduced from 24 to 17 (based on an 11F to enter"= 0.010). This did not 
represent any real improvement over the original tests. There was one 
other logical reduction in sample size considered. 
Sample Reduced to Delete Respondents Not 
Presently in Engineering 
From a rev.iew of the input data generated from the samples which 
had been reduced by deleting recent graduates, it was decided to in-
vestigate those respondents indicating that they were working in some 
field other than those given in the survey instrument. From the 
reduced sample, 45 respondents had indicated "other" as their major 
field of work. Of the 45, JO had indicated a more specialized field 
of engineering than those listed, while 15 indicated they were working 
outside the field of engineering. These 15 respondents were removed 
from the reduced sample, making the newest sample size equal to 227. 
Of these, 32 were classified "none" (6% reduction), 157 were classified 
"medial 11 (5% reduction), and 38 were classified "active" ( 9% reduction). 
Table XXVIII summarized the results of tests run under this further 
reduced sample size. Again, the overall effect appeared to be a slight 
reduction in accuracy for test 1R11 and otherwise an overall slight 
improvement. 
The comparison of ranked variables for this reduced sample size 
with the first reduction and the full sample, Table XXIX, showed little 
change in the rankings from the first reduction. Variables C-13 and 
TABIE XXVIII 
TEST RESULTS AFTER REMOVING RECENT GRADUATES AND RESPONDENTS NOT IN ENGINEERING 
V.ariables Subllitted & Bnterect• Percent 
Test No. F /F in ·delete Groups 3 4 
5 . 6 7 8 9 10 111121314 Accuracy 
1 R" 0.010/0.005 None-Soae 6 4 7 11 x 8 10 3 s x 9 1 2 90 
2 R" (32-195). 10 3 11 9 8 1 4 6 s 2 7 
- -
70 
3 R" ·5: 4 x x 7 
-
2 8 3 1 6 
- -
67 
4 R" 1 2 5 6 4 
-
3 7 
- - - - -
61 
5 R" Non~edial 6 4 8 X 10 7 9 3 s x x 1 2 91 
6 R" (32-157) 6 s 9 10 3 1 4 x 8 2 .7 
- -
69 
7 R" .5 6 9 10 3 
-
2 8 4 1 7 
- -
66 
8 R" 1 3 5 6 2 
-
4 7 
- - - - -
62 
9 R'' None-Active 7 x 5 10 x 4 11 6 3 9 8 1 2 97 
10 R" (32-38) •. · 10 7 ll 3 8 1 4 5 6 9 2 
- -
80 
11 R" 6 7 4 5 8 
-
2 9 3 10 1 
- -
59 
12 R" 1 6 7 2 4 
-
3 s 
- - - - -
63 
13 R" Medial-Active 11 9. 8 2 3 1 6 7 12 X S 10 4 69 
14 R" (157-38) 9 7 8 2 3 1 5 6 X 10 4 
- -
70 
15 R" 10 7 6 1 2 
-
3 9 5 8 4 
- -
63 
16 R" s 6 4 1 2 
-
3 7 
- - - - -
62 
* 
.An ''X" implies the variable was submitted but not entered· . 
A numerical.entry indicates the order in.which the vasiables entered 
A"-" ~plies the variable was not submitted 
'° 0 
Var:lui. 
O,:ln:lon 
c-3 
C-4 
c-s 
c-6 
C-7 
·c.-s 
C-9 
c-.10 
.Deiloarapb:l~ 
c-1 
C,;.11 
·c;..12 
C-13 
C-14 
. ··.· * . indicate• t;l.e 
TABLE XXIX 
CCltfPARISON OF RANKED VARIABLESs DOUBLE 
REDUCTION VERSUS SINGLE REDUCTION 
VU.SUS FULL SAMPLE 
la~ld-111 . for 'ra1t1 . 1•12 · lukiq for Te1t1 
bducedll leduced '·· · 
. . 
ruu Reduced" laducecl' 
'6 4 7 10 13 
7 12 13 8.5• 9.5* 
12. 13 5 7 8 
13 .11 6 2· 2 
11. 7-5* 11 3 3 
3. 5 4: 1 1 
s 10 8.5* s s 
8 7.5* 10 · s.s• 9.5* 
4 6 3 12 11 
10 9 8.5* 13 6 
.. 9 3 l,2 6 7 
1 1 1 11 12 
2 2 2 4 4 
91 
,, 
1 .. 1, 
full 
11 
10 
3 
1 
9 
2 
6 
8 
s 
7 
13 
12 
4: 
C-1~ remained as rank order one and two throughout the tests when 
comparing no participation with some participation. Variable 
c-~ wu noticeably stronger when compared to the full slfflple which 
indicated more of a difference in attitude toward this variable with 
the reduced sample. 
No real improvement in overall accuracy of tests was experienced 
by reducing the sample for recent graduates or by further reducing it 
for respondents not working in the field of engineering. When 
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Table XXX was examined, it was noted that, again, no significant 
decrease in misclassifications could be detected. In all classification 
tables summarized, it was noted that one case given as "none" was con-
sistantly classified "some," "medial," or "active" regardless of 
sample size. This case was reviewed and it was noted that the respon-
dent, an Electrical Engineer from the Class of 1958, making between 
$15,000 and $19,999, had written in his survey that he had attended 
11 1-511 in-company training courses of from 118-16 weeks" duration during 
the past five years. This length of time exceed the definition of a 
short course and he was classified "none." His attitude towards short 
courses was favorable to them and based on the discriminators, he should 
have been classified "some." 
Using Table XXX as a basis, the 21 misclassifications of Test 1R11 
(excluding the misclassification mentioned above) were also reviewed. 
From Table XXIX, it was observed that C-13 was the best discriminator. 
Accordingly, the survey review showed that 18 of the 21 cases which 
actually had attended short courses on a medial basis (as determined 
by the experiment) received no company support. Two of the remaining 
A. 
TABLE XXX 
SUMMARY OF CLASSIFICATION TABLES FOR TESTS HAVING 90% 
ACCURACY OR BETTER WITH SAMPLE REDUCED FOR RECENT 
GRADUATES AND RESPONDENTS NOT IN ENGINEERING 
Test ~o. 1 RII, all variables submitted, accuracy• 90% 
Computed Groups 
· None · ·some 
Given · ·None 31 1 
Groups 
. ·some 21 174 
B.' Test No. 5 R",. all variables submitted, accuracy • 91% 
Computed Groups 
None · Medial 
Given· · ·None 31 1 
Groups Medial 16 141 
c-.. Test No. 9 R", all variables submitted, accuracy • 97% 
Given 
Groups · ·Active 
Computed Groups 
None · Active 
31 1 
1 37 
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three received from 26~50% support. The remaining case indicated 
100% company support. 
The second best discriminator was C-14, the Percent of Courses 
Attended That Were Technical in Nature. Of the 21 cases, seven reported 
technical courses comprised 0-25% of their experience while ten reported 
100%. The one case reporting 100% company support also reported 51-75% 
technical content. Third in importance as a discriminator was C-10, 
Responsibility. The one case, which to this point seemed an exception, 
had a raw score of ten on Responsibility which was below the reduced 
sample average on this variable of 13.58. Likewise on C-4, Recognition, 
fourth best discriminator, this case scored ten as compared to the 
sample average of 14.98. Yet the overall score of this case was 125, 
well up with the sample average of 121.42. In general, the respondent 
ranked the value of short courses to himself in this order: Achieve-
ment, Work Itself, Advancement, Salary, Company Policy, and tied scores 
for Recognition, Security, and Responsibility. The case was judged to 
be one of the exceptions to the method used to discriminate between 
populations. 
As for the balance of information gleaned from the survey review, 
one of the 21 cases held a Master's degree--the rest held Bachelor's 
degrees. Civil engineers had the most representatives (7) and the 
Class of 1950 was the mode so far as "Year of Degree" was concerned (5). 
The average annual salary was approximately $15,600.00--in line with 
the sample average. 
CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The experiment was designed to generate data that would be useful 
in examining hypotheses concerning the effects of opinions of graduate 
engineers towards one aspect of continuing education~-short courses. 
From the hypotheses it was expected that information would be gained 
about the practicing engineer, the concept of continuing education, and 
continuing education as an organization. 
Conclusions 
The Hypotheses 
The general hypothesis of the research was 
that practicing engineers have certain attitudes 
toward continuing education that determine whether or 
not they will participate in such activities. 
This hypothesis was concluded to be false. The conclusion was based on 
an analysis of those tests made utilizing only "opinion variables" 
(test numbers 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, Table XVI). This group 
of tests had the lowest percent accuracy of any group of tests, ranging 
from 59% to 62%. These results implied that a "guess" at whether an 
engineer would attend a short course or not was almost as good as a 
statistical analysis if only opinions were used in the discrimination. 
Two specific hypotheses were investigated in conjunction with the 
general hypothesis. First, it was reasoned that the more motivated 
engineer would be more likely to attend a short course than the less 
motivated engineer. Herzberg maintained that the motivation for an 
engineer came through recognition, responsibility, achievement, advance-
ment, and the work itself. The rationale of the first specific hypothe-
sis was that those attending short courses saw such activities as a 
means of receiving this recognition, responsibility, advancement, 
achievement, or knowledge to use on the job. This hypothesis was con-
cluded to be false. Unlike the general hypothesis that focused 
attention on "opinion variables" only, the entire environment as des-
cribed by the variables selected for this experiment had to be consid-
ered. This consideration was represented by test numbers, 1, 5, 9, 13, 
17, 21, 25, 29, Table XVI. Table XX emphasized the relative importance 
of "demographic variables" as compared to "opinion variables" and 
implied that discrimination, when based on all variables considered, 
would focus on events rather than opinions. The important questions 
were: "Did the company pay for the course? Was the course technical 
in nature?" Answers to these questions were what determined attendance 
--much more so than the engineer's opinion of the value of short 
courses. 
The second specific hypothesis was formulated on Herzberg's theory 
of "satisfiers" or "hygienic" factors. Herzberg maintained that there 
existed certain factors necessary for the engineer to realize a satis-
faction on the job, but these factors did not motivate the engineer to 
do better work. Of several such factors identified by Herzberg, salary 
and security were selected to test the hypothesis that there was no 
difference of opinion in certain attitudes between participants and 
non-participants so far as satisfiers were concerned. This hypothesis 
was accepted. Again, as in the first specific hypothesis, the 
"demographic variables" were the strategic factors, and removed most 
"opinion variables" from the higher ranks of consideration. Test 1, 
Table XVI, shows salary to be the poorest discriminator entered in the 
program, and security to be the next poorest discriminator entered. 
It was concluded, in general, that for the population represented 
in this experiment, there was no reason to believe that a measure of 
a practicing engineer's opinion toward short courses would imply a 
correct classification of the engineer as a participant or 
non-participant. 
Relative Strength of the Variables 
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In reaching conclusions as to the hypotheses of the research, it 
was noted the "demographic variables" appeared to be much stronger dis-
criminators between participating and non-participating engineers than 
"opinion variables." This point was emphasized by summarizing the 
ranking of the variables under two conditions and taking a weighted 
average to generate a final ranking. Four groupings were considered 
in the experiment: "none-some," "none-medial," "none-active," and 
"medial-active." If the problem was attendance or willingness to 
attend, the two groupings of most interest would be "none-some" and 
"none-medial." It was conceived that attention given to "none-some" 
tests were related to the overall problem of continuing education short 
courses for engineers while "none-medial" tests were related to a more 
specific problems of differences between engineers that do not attend 
and those that attend on what was termed a minimal basis. Table XXXI 
summarizes the order the variables entered in Test 1 and Test 5, 
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TABLE XXXI 
RANKINGS OF VARIABLES FOR STRATEGIC GROUPINGS 
Groupings Overall 
Variable None-Some None-Medial Ranking 
Opinion 
c-3 10 9 10 
C-4 6 6 5 
C-5 1 1 8 
C;..6 11 12 
C-7 13 
C-8 5 8 6.5* 
C-9 12 11 11 
C-10. 4 5 4 
De111ographic 
C-1 9 4 6.5* 
C-11 3 3 3 
C-12 8 10 9 
C-13 1 1 1 
C-14 2 2 2 
* indicates tie 
Table XVI, then ranks the variables based on weighted averages for the 
two tests. 
Based on the rankings of Table XXXI, the best discriminating 
factor was the obligation of the company to pay for the short course. 
Considering that factor, the next best discriminator was determination 
of the content of the course as to whether it was a technical course 
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or not. Continuing through the rank order of variables it was found 
that achievement, salary, and security were the poorest discriminators. 
Table XXXI was considered to generate a "profile" of the characteristics 
of the clusters developed by the stepwise discriminant analysis of the 
data. It was most important to realize that the profile was based on 
the selected variables and had different variables been selected, a 
different profile would probably have been generated. This realization 
led to the additional conclusion that the finding that demographic 
variables were relatively stronger than opinion variables was more 
significant than the order of the variables themselves. 
A Check on Reality 
In Chapter I, page 14, it was stated that certain demographic 
variables were included in the survey to be"··· used for correlational 
studies and as a check on •reality• •••" The "reality" being sought 
was an indication that those engineers who were of the opinion that 
short courses were of value to them were actually realizing some 
benefit--in this case, a measure of annual income was used. The fact 
that opinions proved to be relatively poor discriminators led to the 
hypothesis that such data would be inconclusive. Table XXXII shows 
a general trend for average annual income to increase as participation 
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increased among those engineers who had an above average opinion of 
the value of short courses. However, a similar trend was noted for 
those with a below average opinion of short courses. Furthennore, those 
engineers with a below average opinion consistantly had a higher income 
although the standard deviations of the data negated any significance. 
Opinion 
High 
Low 
TABLE XXXII 
AVERAGE ANNUAL INCOME AS PARTICIPATION INCREASES 
FOR ABOVE AND BELOW AVERAGE OPINIONS 
None 
$13790 :!: 4570 
$16980 :!: 6340 
Participation 
Medial 
$15630 ± 4300 
$17500 ± 4880 
Active 
$17500 :!: 4000 
$17900 ± 5640 
An examination of Figure 6 gave some indication of how these 
respondents with an opinion toward short courses that ranked below the 
average opinion for this sample came to have higher incomes than those 
with above average opinions. Whereas 64.7% of those engineers making 
$10,000 or less annually had an above average opinion of the value 
of short courses, this percentage consistantly decreased as annual 
income increased. In the final category--those respondents making 
$25,000 or more annually--only 15.8% had an above average opinion of 
the value of short courses. This infonnation could lead to suggestions 
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that either the potential value of short courses was perceived to 
decrease as respondents earned more money, or--if the theory that in-
come increases with experience is accepted--it might suggest that 
experienced engineers were disenchanted with the concept of short 
courses. In either case, the only conclusion that could be reached 
from the data was that income apparently increased as participation 
increased, but no causal relation was implied. 
~ 
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Figure 6. Opinion and Annual Income 
Implications 
The results of the experiment strongly implied that attendance at 
short courses depended mainly on company support and company support 
appeared to depend on the technical nature of the proposed course. If 
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the purpose of a continuing education program was to keep the engineer 
up to date .on developments in his field of interest then two factors 
appeared important. First, company-supported short courses could 
accomplish the purpose of a continuing education program only to the 
extent that the engineer's personal goals were "in phase" with the 
company's goals for that engineer. Second, if (as is usually the case) 
these goals were different to some extent, then an effective continuing 
education program would have to provide other means of up dating--
perhaps credit work which would award the engineer by the concrete act 
of conferring a degree and identify an end point of effort for a phase 
of professional development. 
Surveys by ECAC (10) and Dubin (9) found that engineers perceived 
their needs to lie primarily in the non-technical area. This research 
found an apparent contradiction in that most short courses attended were 
technical in content. But the factor of company participation was 
important. As stated above, compa~ies paid for courses that were 
primarily of benefit to the company. 
The means of communication are available to the continuing edu-
cation organization. They must be utilized effectively. The purpose 
of the continuing education organization is heavily interdependent on 
securing essential services in the form of willingness on the part of 
the engineer to attend. The challenge to the executive of a continuing 
education organization is to become aware of industry's needs and the 
individual's goals to the extent that both can be integrated into a 
program of continuing education. It would appear that effective action 
for the executive would be concentrated on knowing his "market" inti-
mately. Utilizing a system of questionnaires and/or interviews, the 
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executive of a continuing education program must identify individual 
"wants" and goals. He must then make these desires known to management 
and attempt to establish a basis from which both industry and the 
individual will be satisfied. 
Recommendations 
This research selected one group of engineers and certain job-
attitude factors identified in one theory of motivation and attempted 
to discriminate between engineers that do attend short courses and those 
that do not attend. Many additional studies should be made in this 
area. Perhaps the most logical extension of this work would be an 
attempt at discrimination of engineers based on credit course work. As 
suggested in the above section, successful completion of credit courses 
are direct recognition of the individual's efforts and might be re-
flected in changes in opinions and attitudes such that opinions would 
become better discriminators. Other variables should be considered. 
The variables used in this experiment were chosen from one of several 
theories of motivation. Other theories should be examined in con-
junction with this area of research. 
Also, the trend for above average opinion of short courses to 
decrease as income increased is an interesting phenomenon and deserves 
further research. Other populations might confirm this finding. If 
so, then opinions toward education itself might be interesting. 
Engineers have been characterized as a "peculiar breed" of 
individuals who are wrapped up in their work and look for recognition 
and self-achievement as reward for effort more so than money and 
security. This may or may not be true, but a replication of the 
experiment for other professions or for those with degrees in other 
fields would be interesting. 
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Finally, of the many ideas and thoughts scanned as this research 
was being planned, one approach was particularly appealing--an investi-
gation into the continuing education programs of the Armed Forces of the 
United States. These programs are highly successful and while one 
might intuitively reason their success, much could be learned from their 
efforts. Who is selected, how selections are made, when a course is 
offered, why it is offered, what the reward is for attendance, how the 
material is presented, how the material is updated--all are factors 
which, when answered, might give the continuing education executive, 
company management, and practicing engineers a better insight of what 
it takes to establish common ground for a program of professional 
development. 
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APPENDIX A 
THE SURVEY WITH ACCOMPANYING TRANSMITTAL LETTER 
Texas Tech University 
P.O. Box 4200 
Lubbock. Texas 79409 
Dear Alumnus: 
College of Engineering 
Office of the Dean 
Phone (806) 742·1211 
Alumni groups throughout the country can do many things to and for their 
Alma Mater. While much of such activity is generally associated with their 
university's athletic department, it is not often that they participate in the 
design of a proposed program of education. However, this is exactly what I am 
asking of you. 
We are thinking of expanding our efforts to provide meaningful programs of 
continuing education for engineers. Before going into the planning stages we 
are sincerely soliciting opinions from our engineers that might tell us what 
importance the concept of "short courses" play in their professional 
development. Accordingly, I am asking you to take 15-20 minutes of your time 
to reply to the enclosed questionnaire with my assurance to you that the 
replies are strictly confidential and to be published only in summary form after 
the data are analyzed. In fact, if you would complete the survey and return·it 
in the pre-addressed, stamped, envelope today, we would publish the results in 
the. spring issue of Tech Today. 
Your opinion of continuing education for engineers will make a difference! 
Please take a few minutes to let us know how you feel. Comments will be most 
welcome. 
Sincerely, 
dt:. Bradford 
Dean of Engineering 
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Thia questionnaire Is Intended to be filled out by those who graduated from Texas Tech with a baccalaureate, 
muter, or doctorate In engineering. All answers to this questionnaire will be considered as strictly confldentlil 
and no use of the data will be made that will in any way identify individual respondents. 
The questionnaire is designed to take a minimum of your time - 15 to 20 minutes - yet It $hould be 
understood that supplementary notes or comments are welcomed and encouraged . Simply staple or clip such 
notes on the questionnaire and mail in the enclosed addressed envelope. Return postage is paid . 
Part I 
Please give the name and location of your company : 
Company 
Ci ty State 
Please indicate ([!)) all degrees received from Texas 
Tech : 
O Bachelor 
O Master 
D Doctorate 
Please indicate ( v'I your age bracket: 
20·24 
25·29 
30-34 
35.39 
40-44 
Please Indicate ([ih your academic major and your 
major field of work in the boxes at left: 
.!! 
E Jj 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
0 01 Agricultural Engineering 
0 02 Arch itectural Engineering 
0 03 Chemical Engineering 
0 04 Civil Engineering 
0 05 Electrical Engineering 
0 06 Engineering Physics 
0 07 Industrial Engineering 
0 08 Mechanical Engineering 
0 09 Petroleum Engineering 
0 10 Textile Engineering 0 11 Other _____ _ 
plsate specify 
Please indicate the year you received your Bachelor's 
Degree in Engineering: 
Year 
Please indicate (0) degrees received from Universities 
or Colleges other than Texas Tech : 
D Bachelor 
D Master 
D Doctorate 
45.49 
50-54 
55.59 
60-64 
65 and over ( 
Below is a list of general job functions. Please 
indicate (W) which function takes the majority of 
your time. Then indicate the function you feel is 
most important in your job: 
0 
D 
0 
D 
0 
D 
D 
D 
D 
0 
0 
D 
cc 
t ·B ~ 0" 
.. Q. c oe~ 
:!:-IL 
0 01 Development 
0 02 Engineering Management 
0 03 Estimating/Planning 
0 04 Non-Engineering Management 
0 05 Production/Operations 
O 06 Qual ity Control 
0 07 Research 
D 08 Sales 
D 
D 
D 
0 
09 Systems Design 
10 Testing 
11 Training 
12 Other ________ _ 
please specify 
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Part II 
This is the "heart" of the questionnaire and will hopefully give you a chance to express your opinion about 
one aspect of continuing education as it relates to your work. 
We specifically want to know how you feel about attending short courses. We will define a short course as<& 
course presented by a member(s) of the faculty of a college or university 
either on-campus or at an off-campus location in which instruction is 
scheduled for a period that may vary from 2 days to 6 weeks. It is 
typically either an abbreviation of a standard course in the subject, 11 
presentation of recent rosearch or developments in a given field, a brief 
review of a broad area of practical knowledge, a refresher course, or an 
intensive study of a narrow segment of a subject. {It may also be referred 
to as a conference, institute, seminar, or workshop.) It is .!l!ll offered for 
college credit. 
On the following pages you will find statements about the effect short course work might have on your job. 
Attendance at the course implies successful completion. 
• Read each statement and decide the extent you agree or disagree. 
• Keeping the statement in mind, indicate in the appropriate (@) whether you personally strongly agree, 
generally agree, are undecided, generally disagree, or strongly disagree. 
• Remember, keep the statement in mind when deciding how you feel about this aspect of continuing 
education. Plea\K) be frank. Give us your true opinion of this method of continuing education for 
engineers. 
• Please answer every item . 
On. my present job, I feel that my attendance at a short course . 
>-
... 
im :?: ';a ~ ... I! g, !l l; !l i ti lt et c ~ 
""' c'5 Cl <( :, Cl O .,So 
1. is of no value so far as promotion is concerned ....... 0 0 0 0 0 
2. would result in more notice of my efforts by my supervisor 0 D 0 0 0 
3. would provide me with problem solving methods that could be 
put to immediate use ........... 0 0 0 0 0 
4. would not contribute to my job security 0 0 0 0 0 
5. would be of value to me in my work .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 0 0 
6. is an integrated part of my company's program to maintain 
professional competence ............ 0 0 0 0 0 
7. would improve my chances for a pay increase 0 0 0 0 0 
8. would result in me being given _increa5ed responsibility for the 
work of others . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 0 0 
9. would be a waste of time so far as improving my chances of 
advancement is concerned ..................... 0 0 0 0 0 
10. would be highly desirable because of the recognition I would 
expect to receive from management ............... 0 0 0 0 0 
:?: .? I ff >- 31 g!l 1 ~ 1 l"' Ji .t c!J cT :, <!lo .,s! 
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On my present job, I feel that my attendance at a short course .•.. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
would give me insights to better ways to perform my job ... 
is an important way to improve my job security 
would make me feel more satisfied with my job ........ . 
is strongly encouraged by my immediate supervisor ..... . 
15. would qualify me for a better salary than others in a 
comparable position 
16. would not result in me being given an increase in responsibility 
for my own work ......................... . 
17 .. improves my chances for promotion .............. . 
18. would be seen by employees of my company as a mark of 
recognition ............................. . 
19. is unnecessary because I have all the education I need to do 
my job ............................... . 
20. is directly related to increased job security 
21. contributes nothing to my personal goals 
22. is not seriously recognized by company policy as a means of 
updating or upgrading the engineer ........... . 
23. . might mean an unexpected wage increase ....... . 
24. is an excellent way to qualify for more responsibility 
25. means the difference between whether I receive a promotion 
or not ............. . 
26. would result in my receiving recognition of the effort by my 
professional colleagues ...................... . 
27. would result in learning new methods and/or techniques that 
would be of help to me on my job ............... . 
28. means the difference between who is kept and who is released 
during a "cut back" ................. · ....... . 
29. is evidence of my desire to maintain prcfessional competence . 
30. is an important factor in company policy concerning promotions 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D D D O D 
D D O D D 
D D D D D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D D D D D 
D D D D D 
D D D D D 
D D D D D 
D D D D D 
D D O D D 
D D D D D 
D D D D D 
D D D D D 
> t!l I !~ ?!l 1! !~ :::,f ~f &t il,:t ,H' ~o Jla 
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b h I U u 
~1. 1,0,.. w.v I oan qutllfV. for I merit pey 1ncrt111 • . , . • • . , 
~. would . .,,.,,1 111 1hf. opponvnlty for mt -., mllkt mort. 
CMC.lstotwon,myt)Yln ~ ·,., ;, .,. ~· ··.- ..• , ....... ~.,,, l. 
WQ.Uld not hlVt f ·• t ii '- 1 • 04 .• i I I t' t I t • ( ' I, t t • ,- , ,ii ~· • 
34, · ~· nothinq In the forl'!I c>f tec»gnltlon for mY ebl!ltlft In l'llV 
QOrnpany I ' • • I O f I O I O O • I I I f • I I I. f I f I I I I I • .• 1° 
36. would give me idus that t coukt try .out on my job . . . • • • , 
36. is.11 ~ pert ofmafntelnJng my job IKl,lrltv , • , , .• i • 
37. is one thing I cen p0lnt to as .-.,1c1ence of IIQhlevernent in rny 
professi~n t • , , • 1 • • , 1 1 1 1 • , • • I 1 •. 1 • 1 I 4 • • I • • t 
38. should be on company time • • • , , • • . • • . . • • . • • • • • 
39. would be well worth my time so far es finanolil ~rde .. 
concerned ••••••.••.•.•••.••••••••••••••. 
40. would reduce· th, emount of ll!P8rVislon I am presently 
receivillg I I I I I I I O I I I O f I O I f t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I f 
0 0 0 0 0 
c:ICJOCCl 
0 0 O t3 0 
tJCJClDO 
00000 
tJDOOtJ 
o o a o o 
0 0 0 0 CJ 
00000 
Please indicate (!!I) In the appropriate boxes the number of short cou...- of the type deacrlbed vou hove 
attended in the past five years: 
No. of courses attendE!d in Past 5 yean 
0 1·5 6-10 
Short Co\Jrse - college sponsored, non-credit CJ 
Short Course - In-company training O B 0 0 
Short Course - sponsored by a professional society O 0 C) 
Percent 
0,25 26-!0 
What% of these courses ware technical in nature: 0 0 
What % of the total expense (registration, travel, :subsistence) was 
· paid by your company: 0 CJ 
Plei!S8 indicate ([El I your approximate annual income from w!!Q8$: 
O under ~.000 
0 $5,000 to $9,999 
O $10,000 to $14,999 
Cl $16,000to $19.999 
CJ $20,0® to $24,999 
0 $26,000+ 
51·75 
0 
0 
11+ 
0 
0 
0 
7&-100 
0 
0 
This concludes the survey. Please plllC!I the qu~ionnalre in the rewrn envelope and mail. Any comments on 
this survey or other functions of the College of Engineerihg will ~ appreciated. Thank you for the time you 
toolt to give us your views on this aspect of professional development, 
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APPENDIX B 
POPULATION AND SAMPLE SIZE 
BY ENGINEERING DISCIPLINE 
115 
Discipline Population Sample Size 
Architectural Engineering 32 6 
Chemical Engineering 617 91 
Civil Engineering Boo 120 
Electrical Engineering 1318 198 
Engineering Physics 69 10 
Industrial Engineering 698 104. 
Mechanical Engineering 1104 166 
Petroleum Engineering 536 80 
Textile Engineering 139 21 
Geological Engineering 16 2 
Agricultural Engineering 136 21 
5465 819 
APPENDIX C 
SUMMARY OF DISTRIBUTION OF 
QUESTIONNAIRES BY STATES 
117 
State Sample Size 
Alabama 4: 
Alaska 1 
Arizona 7 
Arkansas 1 
California 44 
Colorado 11 
Connecticut 3 
Delaware 1 
Florida 8 
Georgia 3 
Hawaii 1 
Illinois 11 
Indiana 2 
Iowa 2 
Kansas 4 
Kentucky 1 
Louisiana 19 
Maryland 10 
Massachusetts 1 
Minnesota 1 
Mi ssi ssipp i 4 
Missouri 1 
Montana 1 
Nebraska 2 
Nevada 1 
New Jersey 7 
New Mexico 18 
New York 6 
North Carolina 5 
Ohio 2 
Oklahoma 18 
Pennsylvania 3 
South Carolina 4 
Tennessee 3 
Texas 589 
Utah 1 
Virginia 8 
Washington 7 
Wisconsin 1 
Wyoming 3 
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APPENDIX D 
COMPUTER PRINT OUT OF RAW DATA INDEXED 
BY SEQUENTIAL NUMBER ASSIGNED 
AS SURVEYS WERE RETURNED 
~?UlZ'3TlClbX 
ftliJAUO MOST 
t,OZ lJ23tX53Jt. 
' 
.~·.iqz~txnx· 
119 
. . . l 09'Q'6 t>~ ··~ i~~??2,t2222.?2.?!~l~~,~1U!U21?.12-.?.~22?_2_!.1.U _____ t,_. 
IMPORUNJ JOQ TYP!:, MAJOR us&o. 
4 0909 0.,.04 ~-43Mtl32343334443UH~543544Hll~5h3U 22f 2 4 3 
J 0909 0404 2Z424222224242ZlZ412UZ42442422t;U5Z421t2 111 l 1 · 4 
il)04U23lX'5!3X .. 4-0~05 ;)301 .41451tlll4141U_222SHflUl4141Ul14f4222 ur--···3·· 
jUESTION. l5 IS INVALID. 
O:>~U2HX37l< 
i)06iU4lXU~. 
J)O 71124 TX6lX 
0081124TX49X 
Ol'll124TX58X 
Oll l124TX71X 
0121124TX69X 
013ll24TX64X 
0141124TX6lX 
.0151124TX59XX 
Ol61124TX58X 
Ol11124TXS2X 
1 04M 0206 24322'f34244443H44243433244343433342·'t't44 221 z 3 4 
'!, Qit01 QJO~ .2.1t't?4c~_412~?.4-~_lt4t.4J}l.~!.3_'t}.3J't5-}~~~3.,J4413 ____ 2. __ J 't __ ,L 
3 !)909 0202 424444U1252?4U2ll222Hl2H5ll)l2SU52i 242 4 4 4 
s 0404 0203 ~4445J42224241t21t2.222p21t21t1t21t22z443z4z52 221 1 1 1 
_3 9H LQ40_f! ?4'!2't_4.342.'l'l.!4.1.?1~1M?t'!.1.?i4it!:t44442,4~4i_42_ gu __ j 4 3 
0 030} ()309 23444134Hi't3.32442142444?1t43424542444H3 q1 1 l 3 
1 0303 0405 2241422322523242241222?42443422442424242 2 1 4 3 
. 3.. oaqJ .Q5.()5 1352.?52'3l25_:q_42322lPl'3U,2532221s2't43l 24 ... 4 4 3. 
2 0404 0211 2452154'4i3S454424414U2544$2524542S44444 2U 4 4 3 
3 0101 0107 445454322252423424i222221452422222425.432 111 3 
4 0511Q3032432443'324443432431422242442444322324423 lll 5 
Ol8ll24TX47X 5. oau 1H2 51U211151ZHH5ll212_llll?l2112152112ll 112 1 4 4 
QU~STION 22 IS INVALlP· 
Ol<1ll24T)(53X 
02Dll24T)(60X X 3 0311 0909 545i552422~42422121j21242253532443534544 2 4·4-3 
0211124TX64X XX 2 QlOl 0707 1244554214524325442222222452524223522322 22? 4·4·4 
022l124tx36X i 0505 0209 244442333243li242323333i22'3243Z3244i3422 Ul l 1 5 
02Hl29LA5f;X 3 0909 0101 113154432444344334i412243't3343434244434.l 222 3 4 ti 
024 ll29LA50X 4 0404 03 5544355ll4l5252252452142124245424H2254l.. 222 ie' 4 6 
I N'/ALI D MOST l MPORTANT JOB TYPE., MA.!OK l,JSEO. -··· ___ ------·-··---------····------·--·--·--···· 
025 ll29TX63X 
0261l29C047X X 5 0505 1111 52445~H2?'>24224124.224222?4342_2224't2~_322 2 2 4 3 
02Tll29TX59X 
029'1l29TX70X 
3 oioa 0404 s13:n222323223l3232323232.3't34;32333ltHH2_121 2 !...!!. 
o 010.3 0105 43444322323233J42_112n2zg42_12222~4.22~1~ _Ut _____ ] 
120 
01GJU9THllC 2 07tU 0303 2444't2224342H't't22:22U2222'tVt3202't.2HlL121 .. S ... ~ • .l. 
o.u 112,n,qp,c ... --- i o,o.~ __ OjQ:9 ... .!?~'tU.aH152 . Hi~1H .. U.il~~,zsjJ4~44Uil.LU! .. __ :t. 
ou 112•ru91 1 oso• cnot 1ti1i2~ttou,aiu~.2.a.22.21.2~n1titti. ... iu12uo .... t .... ~--~-l. QUES1lDN 31 IS INVALID, . 
on unouox 
D34li29TUOX -- 3 0404 0402 544544TI544142l5l411121U24lltllll4414!H1 211 4 4 J 
03'ill29TX67X 
01·6 l129TX69X 
.b371l29TX54X. 4 0808 0412 4222344221322l212222222211214i1223324241.121 2 4 4 
038ll29TX(l7X l 0505 0505 °i442444424-44434244i°42l34°:3344431t44.i444444 222 2 4 3 
039l129TX67)t 0505 0608 24324222i2422224i2l22422}2421t222224221t32 23i 'f ·4 -- 4 
040l129TX51X - ··-- - .5.0505 0202 25422555254535255425225552252555421t53435 2 lt--~i; 
~41 ll29TX't7X 
042112':I TX58X 
04Hl29TX64X 
0441129TX71X 
, 0411 0303 5225211is1lis11s11111sil11s1s1111sslls1l 111 l 1 4 
4 0505 0404 4234432222424222222.!22241242422442424422. 221·4-4"5 
2 0808 0101 4344433323443242431323442243434433444543°. 2-4 4 3 
3 
045U29NC66XX l 0711 0304 34242533345214243212i3221231433222421tl22 232 i ,;-4 
0461129NM59)( xx 2 0101 oio7 23442-42222423222i2iff22324-42't3)3331t241t32 T2r··1 4"4 
0471129TX46X 6 0505 0202 2342543324544333331212242353443442433'i42 2- 4 4 5 
048ll29lX6lX 4 0505 0901 i434424313442~32442215242243422242424422 22 2-, i 
QUESTION 14 !S _ INVALID, --·----·--·--·- ______ ..... --------------·-------- -----·-------------·-
0491129U48X X O 0505 0909 54545122425252242212442411515lll24522422 122 _4 l 4 
0501129C066XX 1 0109 0303 2343443212424234331212~32342434432421222 4 4 4 3 
---·· - . 
051 U29AR5JIX X 3 0505 0909 32343}22423_?23.21t?33_222g2._43~ft:.22221tlt_31t_lt2.2.. 222_ 4_4_5 
0521129TX67X )( l 0707 0505 243452242242242442121224244242242'i422'i42 22 3 3 3 
053ll29WA50X 6 0303 0101 42244212424242242Jl22222~24342122342,222 221 4 4 4 
054ll29CA58X .1 .0808 0102_ 21t?~21t'!'-.?.44gU1t3~~1J232}_~1t1t_?.:5~'!34_?,.?.4~3l_J ____ _L1_ __ ~ 
055}J29TX65X X 1 0707 0503 42354111424232222322231.32)'tl4~33l't412322 122_ Ll,__,3-
O%H.t9lX57X 
Q.!pit29AL5U 
.Oltt;fl29M059X 
3 070 7 08 08 224442222242422424222222244?422222424'!42_ 122 3 _ 3 _ 6 
4 on 1 O<J09 514544J,15!_4~_21_1snn21t1,H21t525-_!.H'-.'!J,4_5-_!.L_~.?..Li~--~-
3 0707 0202 42343222423222242222241U.2J242Ui4-U23'U. 2 3 4 5 
0'591129TX34lll 7 0511 0105 •••2••••2•4t4l4244241234l+4344l442lll44l 2 .2 l 4 
oc,:>HZ91'1056X 1 04 010124_525S23245.145~24.H.U?U3~,1s22~2?52?4?? 211_2_4_5 
INVALID WORK ENGINEERING FIELD, ACADEMIC useo. 
06l 1129TX70X 0 0404 0303 24414444134444424412113~4444534442444444 111 3 
062 ll290K71X l 0509 1109 4235422233321_342312l't332323422544323524 121 4 4 2 
QUESTION 14. H. lt_HIALIOo 
063l129NA40X 
064 ll29NY67X 
065 ll29TX51X 
066ll29TX50X 
0681129TX61X 
7 0505 0404 5l454ll2414llll51121252113414llll541444l 223 3 2 6 
l 0505 0101 2453553514534542341312343442522432534543 221 4 4 3 
2 Q505 0'>()13 44545_?22324,3_1t33:334222_323245353443252_5322 __ 2 ___ 4 1_3_ 
4 0808 0202 2442424412544242441412342443534441444244 2 1 4 3 
2 0404 1212 4224422242324424242224222442422224424422 2 4 4 3 
Ob9ll29TX62 X X X 2 0808 0909 4?24~2224:.P~222_1t_2~it2242224?J422224?22_222 J!_! ______ '! 
07Jll29TX65XX 
071 ll29WA57X 
Q72 ll29NH64)(_ __ 
0731129TX68X 
074 ll29TX63X 
0751129TX49X 
l 0505 0101 2452543423433432432311342453533432434343 131 2 4 4 
4 0101 0203 4242552321545411241]12152453521524534522 121 4 1 4 
?__0_80~_ 0803 24545542235442424214_15221452524321524241_24] 4 4 3_ 
2 0703 0503 4443522442~35422241212242351412432524224 2 4 4 3 
2 0404 0101 4441442442443224221222241242422424422322 22 4 4 3 
5 _09-09 _ _!205 s_~1t~~_1q1t111u_1c5-_1,_11t14:q1q41sJqt44J441!_ _123_ _2 _ 4 6_ 
076112<HX5BX 3 0808 05 1441544414454_32441311352442423431424242 22 2 4_) 
QUESTION 14 IS (NVALID. 
I NVALl D M.AJOR JOB TYPE, HOST lMPOR TANT USED • 
. 0111129 TX48XX 4 0505 o~ 01 J~3?5_2332441t~z34~1+p_2123?45?5_3_3}3_2434 l1t_ __ !l.! _L!_5_ 
QUESTION 40 IS INVALID. 
07 81129 TX69X 
0791129TX51X 
0801129TX66XX. 
3 0909 0209 42444423224222242422223424~1422422424442 232 ~-4-~ 
6 0404 0203 2424442222422224222422222242421114412422 221 4 4 4 
1 0101-04-04 24524541ti1tS444424·n,;iii423!f443l442544!f.:f3 -222 4 4 3 
08lll29TX33X 8 0504 1212 3_444·'t4424444344442322444444444442444444 211 l 4 4 
QUESTION 02 IS .NVALID. 
082 ll29C070X ______ Q_ __ 0807 0506 _2443?34314434H344241 l354344333343433444_1 l l ___ l_ 
083ll29TX71X O 0611 07 33334]1333322323]3322323333243233332432l 111 l_l_l 
l~VALIO NOST IMPORTANT JOB TYPE, MAJOR USED. 
084 ll29 IL65X 
08'ill29TX63X.. . 2 0303 0503 2422434221422222221221142251422224422422 132 1 4 3 
086 ll29.TX63X 2 0404 0909 -224424232242443341t2ii11iti2421t124121t34341t-U2 4T4 
121 
122 
oa911291'1l!iax 
0-90112'9T.51X . 
3. 0311 Q402. H~tt3Ul4Hl2HHJ2l't,HH311tUH'!.41232i 2U .. 1 _t_:,_ 
4. 0404 0202 2242!i441ti1t1t'!4:3'!?'!4141HH~541t.'+2441',444·43 ?2. 3 4.J 
091 ll29Utj6X ...• __ 1. 010.1 _0404 __ 2324433343,223224223244222222222224322322 111 1-U 
0921129'~611< X 2 0505 0405 24245544224-24522441121241_442422222424442 433 2 4. 4 
0931l290K631l 
094112 9 TX5_9X 
2 0808 0303 4343244322432323322223242242422432423323 2 2 ~ 4 J 
3 Q409_. 92 0.2 1t221t3'!42?32.2~2.i1t.'!.H.2.4??2..?21t?1t212~242?_!?.1_ ~2_L! .. L~ .. 
095 l129TXS1X 4 0404 02 02 21152455221.114'_551tH1t2U2?2442 l ll211?421 2 .. l It 5_ 
ou~STION 15 IS INVALID. 
096l129WA571l 3 0804 0101 42454h242i515llitl4Ui41114515ll223524422 242 4 3 5 
097 l129TX42X xx 6. 0505 ·oio2 444-4454424424542442222242°242422442424444 -22 4 ,.-· 6 . 
098ll29JX66X 1 0808 0902 4252444324445432342322242451542432524442 112 4 4 4 
099ll29TX70X 1 0808 0303 4453423322545]3j44221434j3445j3452433432 121 1 4 3 
100ll29TX5Cfic 5 0505 oio& i44i.54442.254"4I4244i4ii4"4'Hit453444'ztt44344-·-·2-·4-4_5_· 
l~lll29TX64X 1 0303 05~5 43243412422222252442222224~2422222~14421 23~ l 4 4 
l~21129TX64X 2 0308 0312 244144331444443234l412j4344343343l444432 122 2 4 4. 
10H129TX50X 5 0708 0909 44224234444't42223224442422424.22424422224 .. 2- 2 1 3· 
10411290K50X S 0909 0304 2242432224433134231224221231412224433441 221 2 4 S 
1051129AR60X X 2 0808 0101 42_542222242322222222322234342222~423432 
QUESTION 03 IS INVALID, _ ...... __ --·---·-·-·----- __ 
t:)61129TX64XX 
~i)71129NH37X 
5 0808 0202 1452524324545452451511443553543334533542 12J 2' ~ 
1 0505 0210 4234442242422324232222242241411234422432 211 3 4 6 
10 8 l 129NM56 XXX 3 0505 0707 4452442222424:}2?.:23_422224~ ~.It! 5 L l?2}'!J~'!32 _ 2_2_! ____ ~ __ '! -~-
l J9 l l 29TX67X XX l 0808 0505 l4434533224234243222ll2J~2't2434333422444 121 2 4 3 
U:Jll29TX39X 
LU 1129TX61X 
q21129TX47X 
IP 1129i'X49X 
l}41129TX70X 
t l5ll29TXo2X 
6 0909 0504 2445422232444234241324342442422242444443 111 3 
2 0311 0202 _24_52544422~'t:44434414?241t341t44324324341t44 __ 2L " 4 5 
6 0308 0104 4423334323332244342332432223422424423422 212 4_} ~. 
5 0809 0109 3435352141312124222254231241412324411312 2 4 4 5 
. . 
0 0505 1001 _ 2-'t2255_55J~441_442_43241;.!4_4lt4-'t45_4}'t5llt34233_ 121 3 4 3 
2 0811 0202 42545512115245142212~112ll51511Jt34522311 322 4 4 3 
UbU29f>C66X 
U71129TX65X, 
l18U29HA70lC 
123 
1 0808 0303 145l54014':i45't32451HU-H55454454U453't3 zn .2 .'t .1 .. 
.. 2 _ 0808. 0109 _242244432242442342 ll2134ll4142H3232332l _ 122 4 1_ 3 __ 
0 0404 060J 1554555~1,5545~J43,,JJ4!J?Jl54255J533522 22t ! 1 ] __ 
1l91129CA64X lC 2 05o5 0909 42444242221t_4232~2114232?22445322241t43~1t2 ? 1. '-~-
izQH?9!X~'5lL_ ___ :_.~ _0303 _02_05 54~j53242354434334141421t14535Z~32424Zltlt _l2j_~3 4 4 . 
l2 l1 l29CA58X 
l221l29Tll48X 
l 0909 0405 3)55532211425222221_1141414525114051334? 2 4 4 J 
5 0808 0502 l4441t22214424222441;!12242442422242424142 J21 3 4 4_ 
1231129CA55X ·--~- . . !t J)~09 0505 _it434534423434334342324332442423)324243H. __ 2 3 It 4 
124 l 129TX4 7X lC 5 0811 1212 2452555323544443421312233353532234532453 222 ~ 4 ~ 
12s1129CA58 xix 3 0111 0404 4135311141313~1,22212s1111314f11154l2421 112 ~-4 t 
_12.61129NM6'~------- -~ _0505 0909 _ 334442234342334334l212342353434332523532. 3 4 4. 4 
1271129CA58X 
1281129TX55X 
3 0909 0502 4432443333443243344332332332433223333432 112 ~' 4 
3 0811 1111 3434213233323334232223121242532234434323 121 4 4 l 
1291129 l!l4_9_>< ________ 5. 0404. 03 09_ 334444332343323433222224234242_3224423413 2 __ 4 _ 4 1t _ 
ll01129TX50X 
13111.29 TX64X 
5 0511 1212 3334322242324]242.2222't222~_42423334424323 _ 112. J l .~ 
2 0404 0202 4255522222~24224241214242451522222522522 llJ ... --~ 
l321129lX64X ___ X -- 3_ 0505 _ 0303_ 2154522231523U422Ul2231454522223523422_ 121 __ 4 _4 3 _ 
133U29fx6BX 
li4U29tX52X 
1. 0808 0909 1451524514535l34441311452452434442521t255 2 l.~.1-
4 0111 os9a 43253Pl4241211412112324121t1321322423332 _122 __ 1_ tt_ 5 
l3'5 l l29TX69X ...... ~ (>701_ Q13Q8 --~}2.~-?JJ4_?.}_?.22?4?_2_1?_32?22?.3-2.2J..22.22_222_3_2L_ __ j __ .!.____!_ 
QUESTION O~ IS INVALID. 
1361129TX55X 4 0711 12J2 244342322343433244132334j't43434332434j22 i2i_j_3_f 
U1ll29.CA58X X 4 0505 0909 23324443ii!34334434l23113323't2433332443232 111 It 4 4 
13a11z9tx.i>i>(- ·--- f ·ci50·5- 020Cit244.4i+ii42,.i2124-2222iii22i42i+222224i24·22TH1t1t--,,. 
l39ll29Fl38X 
1401129TX49X. XX 4 0811 1212 155l53451555445252222335215153424j42324i ti( i-f-~ 
l4lll29tx52X 4 0404-1()09 2423443323i244:f3:f3232°124.224443-333:Z434-242-ifi-433-
1421129 TX69X 
1431129CA49X 
1 0711 0509 4224442232424234231223222442422422424222 
6 1007 0503 244)444324434432431222342442444432434442 2 3 4 4 
_l44 ll29TX68i<·--···-· -z 0909 0804 1432423423424232422222342342°422432423434 ___ 2 _4_44 
l451129KS66X 
124, 
l'+61129CA 54X 3 0411 0808 4245442242423114242114121443422422414121 llLl . .... 6 
l471129CA59X )( 2 O!IU 92 9? .. ?4,'!2'!244 t ~.,2'! 14244 t ~ J ?2't i~n~i 2?.'!2 5H.'!4' _ l _J_-.,. ___ , __ 
llt81129TX58X lC 3 0505 0901 51555llll15llllll11111111.5l5114i541,51J UL ... _!t 
1491129 TX4U xx 4 0)03. 0702 423232221242~324321222222142422433421432 2 4 4 
' 1501 l29TX50X,.. . ' 0909 Q203 2H~,323221.2.3422Hi~Hi2.u.~2~u,_,2i.~.L-lLLL! ... QUCSTIONS 25128138 ARE INV4LID, 
151 ll30TX58X 
152 ll30TX58X 
1531130TX67X 
1541130TXb7X 
l561130TX69X 
1'>1'1130TX51X 
158ll30TX49X 
159ll30VA61X 
lb Jl l30M06 lX 
lf;lll30TX52X 
l621130TX65X 
lb'Hl30TX62X 
l64ll30TX66X 
l65ll 30TXBX 
l66ll30IL64X 
l67ll30CA51X 
l681l30CA50X 
3 0505 0209 4234341152413124122132121231411212313411 131 1 4 5 
3 0909 0303 5245542221415532141112241141512442414522 123 3 4 3 
0303 ·12::>2 424442224242332i.22i.2232222i+24322244221t2i.li;Cf_4 ___ j. 
1 0505 1212 2451543414445441441322253452434542433544 222 2 4 3 
l 0707 0505 1431425224443434341224222345532222435132 121 1 3 3 
s 0808 0212 513541115 i f1411ff1fi2si4il4i4112T11;1431 C1Ti----··-3· 
5 0409 0302 5423222242322214222123131441411333424231 221 4 4 5 
2 0805 0808 1541554414444541441411444444454441444353 232 2 4 3 
3 0511 0808 2445't223234333333313123333333333323::f4l33 222 2 4··-4 
4 0505 0909 2342434322434233242322343442433342433432 111 3 
X l 0606 0405 5244442142422324122222222242422114422221 111 4 
2 0505 0202 2444411121423215111215111242511415~14412 2 3 3 4 
x l 0505 1/JlO 5235421342',24324241124132441521322414413 2 4 4 3 
8 0202 0207 4344422143435215241315141442422214425521 111 5 
2 0808 0209 424441222l4222242212l223224131223242313i 222 4 3 4-
5 0404 0102 5442422242S24222241224442452522422524244 221 1 2 5 
5 1011 0911 4234442242423224222242222443422334322522 12 3 4 3 
1!»9ll30TX70X O 0303 0505 1442534314424433441313143453533331424344 111 1 l 3 
17lll30CA64X XX l 0303 07J7 2433443422424422241212242442433443443443 121 4· 4 4 
l72ll30TX71X 
l73U30TX32X 
1741130M049X 
1751130TX48X 
1761201TX61X 
1771201 TX50X 
0 0811 0808 5115111151311111111135111121511115111222 2 4 4 3 
8 0807 0808 1441534424444332442423443444444442444243-lli --·--4· 
~ 0909 1212 5235441131434235322222141332432232334431 2 1 i ~ 6 
5 0505 0404 2453443322422444322232242242542334434243 121 { 4-~ 
2 0808 1012 423441122242322424223422144211i124423421 12C4 4·3 
4 09 02 312442124242221_512234121242421224412412 111 
125 
QUESTION 16 l& :(l!t.v.n10. . ,.,... . . . ., 
rNVAL[D WORK ENGl~EERJNG FIELD, ACAO!MlC useo • 
. P,IVAl.f ~ MCl$.l. JMPQR f *'"!LJCIB .. lY.P.J; t..MAJOR_ !,J~EO '·-· .. ----·····-·-· .. - ·-· 
l78UOlO!<UK l 0711 021.0 4425441424424,22241222242442522222424422. 2 
"' 
4 
' H91ZO l TX63X 2 0511 0502 .1322444212432342521412132243532242334332 23 3 4 4 
J 80 l?ql .TX4BlL ... .... LO.'.JL~203 5 24~42Jl~l!+_l52. l.5l34 P4 l.. Bl~!.~.11.P,441.it~?.J. ??.~ 
"-· 4 4 _ 
1811201 TX61X 2 0303 0202 5244452242424423141221141441412233422432 222 l 4 
" 
1!1212'.H TX61X 3 0711 1212 2442553414534442441311443452543441424544 222 2 4 4 
l8312.)lCA6~)( ' .... ... 9 Q4ll, 040,4 J32145~1t?4l42,ll54135ll41t42454111144533J '' 1_21 __ 4_ lt,_3 __ 
ltl4 l20 lMN69)(l( 0 0303 0101 1541555515555555551511454555545541545254 222 3 4 3 
18512 1) l AR56)( 3 0404 03 2441544413544342441412443454433442434344 212 4 1 3 
INVALID MAJOR JOB TYPE, MOST IMPORTANT U.SED. 
l8bl201M062X ·2 0111 0808. 144254441244443242131.2343353433442434444 121 i 4 3 
1871201 TX69X 0 0404 0505 1551555514554451541512453554544551545343 121 4 4 3 
18812)1 TK61X 2 0505 03:H 4224422242423424222224222242422224424222 111 4 
189120lCA52X 4" '0511 
., 
0909 2442444423444443442321342442442444242432 22 4 3 5 
l901201TX60X 3 0404 0402 2442411142444414221215121441511124424411 121 1 4 4 
1911201 TX57X 4 0909 0606 5145421121413414121125121251411214412325 2 2 2 4 4 
l92l201TX58X 3 0808 0502 1412534314~44333441224243441432322424422' 121 4 l 4 
1931201TK65X 4 0505 0202 4234322242323224223244222232322224323422 121 4 4 4 
1941201MD5bX x 3 0404 O"i05 1441554414444443431411242342542342444543 232 4 4 4 
l95120lIL49X 5 07 0405 2443443323434423442323333443433432434433 222 3 4 4 
l,~VALIL> WORK ENGINEERING FIELD, ACADEMIC USED. 
19612:l lNYb3X 2 0505 0202 4454442222422444222224222242422222422344 J.42 2 3 4 
l971201UT62X 3 0305 0610 3453514424,54243541414333253523242444142 22 3 3 3 
1981201PA59X 4 0705 0210 4244452242524424221211341254522442424222 121 l 4 5 
199120lfL69X 0808 0101 2435322221212144132143231241414215212421 121 2 4 3 
2CJ1201AR64X 
.. 
x 4 0808 0204 ~531352314343523433432142232431323332331 2?1 3 3 5 . .. _____ ,, _____ , 
20ll201LA70X 0 0303 05()5 3333313233223232333333222332432234312532 111 3 
2)212'.ll TX50X 4 0909 0403 2232243221422323212312132242422232422432 121 1 4 6 
233l2020K48X 5 0404 0305 _4 34244432 35443]_3441314)4244_4423242434 4 32 231 1 3 5 
.. -· .... ···--··---*·· -----
2041202TXblX 3 0101 0503 1433544414545233221312243453531541525532 231 4 2 4 
126 
2 :>, lZOZTXSOX 5 0404 0202 4444432324434332441224242452422342413~22 22.4 1 !. 
20 71202WY47X 6 0309 O'H2 15444454144543524424U4.42't444.444'?1H4242. 2 .... La. 4 
.. 
2l.812-~2TX50X 6 10 05 .15515111515551515~1512555555555551555555 121 l _1,. 
INVALID WORK ENGINEERING FIELD, ACADEMIC. USED. . 
• "Y-AL l D _HOST. J HPO~ f A~H. JO~. TY.P.1:11....M~JO.R .. !J~.EI;), ... ________ .. _ ---·----- ... --------· .. ·-------------· 
20912•lZHD58X 4 0505 0202 1444414214444554451451242344542242424232 2f J 4 l 
2101202CA69X O 0511 0202 343344ll2342331513~1331211J341 __ 24422322 1zi. 4 4.1 
QUESTIONS 31,32 AR~ INVALID. 
21 nznNY49x 5 os · -··0204· s 1 i 151s iT 1 ~1 i"1i+21"i.ff 1422121tif1 i"ii 11111:ii n c1-··c6-
1Nv4u o WORK ENGINEERING FlELO, ACADEMIC IJSED. 
2131202LAb7X 1 0408 0509 4424212241442224221224222442422442422244 121 4 ~ ~ 
2141202 JX&9X ...... 1 0808 0505 244244442443444343q2t_4't241t2.1t_33't33434344 l22 __ 3 .i. _ _3_ 
U'H2:J2 TX66X 
2lb l202lX65X 
2171202GA49K 
i?18la)2JX70X 
2 090~ 0503 4452454413544533221221242352422222523433 222 4 4 4 
2 0505 0709 4544454222425522421212142442522422524422 222 4 4 3 
s 1001 0211 244453441454433244l2P4!t3!t545444_4254433} 2 4 __ 4_ 4_ 
0 0709 0303 2543444323423432341112341342412442414433 121 4 4 3 
2191202TX49X X 5 0707 0505 4343422332445343442413344444533443424344 211 3 4 4 
2201202TX34X X 7 0511 1212 2422444224444242442422242442442442424442 2 4 4 5 
22 l 12'l2AR64X 2 0811 0101 42232421214312232222331_2221422223223412 121 4 4 4 
QUESTION 24 IS INVALID. 
· 22212::l2CA6bX 1 0311 0303 5144411241413115231125111443411234414322 121 4 4 3 
22312.J2MD68 XX 1 0707 0103 244i544514444334441311343443443432433433 2 4 3 3" -
22412020E63X 2 0303 0202 4344452224432422241211131342412342424321 131 l 4 4 
Z2512')ZLA70X 0 08 0308 2435423222422115332223222242422323312222 111 3 
INVALID WORK ENGINEERING fl ELD, ACADEMIC USED. 
- -~·-·----
22bl202TX71X 1 0704 1212 4552542312544322421211252454522541515444 111 l 1 3 
22 712(.120H6'tX 2 0808 0202 1442544514424242441212242442424422424442 234 4 4 4 
22812.J.3TX63X 3 0707 0512 2245422212524224221222222442422442424422 2 4 l 4 
2291203TX71X 0 0806 0909 1452412244445434251412231441422222422432 112 3 4 2 
2301203lX50X 5 0707 0505 4244544422~22442221211242252424442422242 3 4 4 3 
. 23l 12J3NC49X 5 1010 0505 4442454423544542541414353443533434544344 322 2 3 5 
··-- ·---•-.·-·-·-·· 
2321203Nl169XX 1 0505 0102 2552551414~34421331351133153535133524533 121 It 4 2 
127 
2331203Wl7lX 0 0807 0303 4453444422433242221322343243444443434343 121. .l .4. 3 
2341203TX59X. 
.. . .?. OJQlt Ol.0.2 ___ H.424 P32?'144333.33235'! H.24~2433_4 3 34445 3~ .121_ 3_ 4_t_ 
2351203TX56X 4 0707 0505 2244524222524124422254142452522222525142 2 ~ 4 5 
23bl203LA51X 4 0803 0308 2215541121414334351112151552522222414141 121 4 4 4 
2371203Wl57X 3 0311 0502 424242222242422442122424??54222224424242 222 __ 3 4_ 5. 
238l.203DC56X 4 0707 0909 4243422333544233342224242442423334434422 2 4 4 5 
2391203TX60X 3 0909 0202 3451532322534234241214221342422333424533 111 5 
21t:ll2BC050X 5 0505 0202 144245442452434243141144234344233142423~ 3 4 4 4 
·······--· -- ····· .. ·-~. 
241 l2HTX60X x 2 0505 0101 4442422232423244321224222242422223423332 121 4 4 4 
24212'.l3NM68X 1 0711 0404 4241441122414415422115121151441224414212 121 3 4 3 
2431203TX37X 8 08 0305 1551544324544432441112242452444442544443 231 2 4 4 
INVALID ACADEMIC ENGINEERING FIELD, WORK US ED. 
2441203TX34X 1 0404 0303 2442523422444344441222242442422223222423 111 3 
24512)61N58X 3 0505 Ob 10 2442422422444422441312342443522341424242 22 4 4 4 
2461206AL59X 4 0404 0201 4242442412424422241312242342422222422422 222 4 4 5 
24 7l206LA4tlX 6 0309 0202 2442S53411543432341211251321522422544444 222 2 4 5 
2481206 I059X 3 0908 0808 4224422222424334342222232442422222424422 222 4 4 5 
- ---··~--- ----2491206CA70X 0 0311 1212 5115111151111115115155111111111115111111 111 2 
2501206CA50X 5 0505 0303 2332243313433344341222342344434342334432 123 4 3 4 
25 l 12%LA64X 2 0404 Oli)S 4224322222222224222224222242422224322222 121 l 4 -4 
25212,)6M070XX 0 0808 O'ilO 2241443432443432331412353354533443443334 111 1 l 3 
2531206TXb2X 2 0808 0802 424145421244]352431411241454523432524452 222 3 4 4 
2541206Flb8X 1 0411 0211 2444554424545422441411242453534542324452 122 4 4 3 
25512'.l6C055X 4 040'• 0909 2242424423444244442424242243422242424422 121 1 -4 -4--
2561206TX60X 2 0303 OHOS 4224422241222124125145221111221224212222 232 3 3 4 
25 71206NC68 )( 0101 0505 3224513412523234332213232243522323523443 123 3 4 3 
258120bTX59 x x 4 0505 0203 2452423324544433341311442452542442525542 22- 4 -4· 4·-
2591206TX50X 5 0404 0312 2244412232~44124241415352454512224424532 2 l 1 4 
2b0120l.>OK71X 0 0303 1212 4454212(22423224221213222241522354422112 111 1 l 3 
--
- - --- .. - ·-----26 l 1206CA42X 6 0303 0202 4443432242423_24242323342443431122424232 121 4 4 5 
QUE S Tl ON 14 IS INVALID. 
128 
2621206TX63X 2 0111 0412 4424442242223215134145241231312224421521 131. 2 4 2 
2631206PA57X 3 Q5Q5 0(,01 2442443314~443424314~3243454433}}2445143 
.L. 4 __ 4_.3_ 
2641206MT70.X 2 0505 0405 4433442333434333342323143342433222423,32 121 4 4 2 
2651206VA60 XX 2 07 0404 4224321241322114132144111141511224414411 121 3 4 4 
INVALID WORK ENGINEERING FI ELO, ACADEMIC USED. 
2&61206FL57 XXX 3· 0707 0202 5235421142413215112125llli41311215414~ll llf --- 4 
26 71206DC4BX xx 5 0811 0202 2444442322423224322222242242422323422432 221 3 4 5 
2681207TX64XX 1 07 0434 4222423322324242423224222231212444422122 121 l 4 4 
!~VALID WURK ENGINEERING FlELO, ACADEMIC USED. 
-···- ··----
--
269 l2Cl7 ll62XX 3 0707 05 o,, 4244412242425214211114211251412224411331 22 4 4 4 
27•H207TX69X 1 0808 0112 2545424424224243432242221234432443224222 111 3 
2711207 rX47X 6 0909 0505 4434422223333324322122342333422323424232 11? 2 3 
2721207TX58X 3 0909 0503 2442443323434433332322333343433332434433 222 4 4 4 
2731207TX53X 5 0505 0502 5155511111414215111114141441414445414211 121 4 4 3 
2741207KN64X 2 0711 0301 5315341151313115131315111321411315314531 3 4 4 3 
2751207TX69X l 0303 0506 1431554515455352441513453445533443435151 111 3 
276120 7TX68X l 0505 0903 2445414221414534425142221241212434514412 2 4 4 3 
21012010Hs ex 4 0811 081)8 4234433333434233331213232343432223434232 131 4 4 4 
27'>i208TX56XX x 3 0808 1212 3444541213443443341311341444414342444422 2 4 4 5 
2B'.>1208TX50X 4 0411 0803 2442422224424222222222242242422422422424 112 4 4 4 
2811208TX48X 5 0511 Ofl )4 2242432222t,24324441212221442522232424442 3 3 4 6 
2821208AL67X 0303 0101 5244442142421444112244121242421424234512 231 3 4 3 
2831209NY67X l 05Q5 0202 242453142242521442lil2121451511112514512 122 1 4 2 
284l209NY70X 0 0711 0'105 4224412322422222221314341242422224422132 22 2 4 3 
2851209GA 7l X 0 0505 0101 2542552324543514241411131444522522445524 121 4 4 3 
286l209UC40X 6 0505 0202 4425422242~12114232123141441421223412432 2 3 4 6 
2R7L209TX68X 0608 03'.)5 1542514415545142431415451454513552555323 121 4 1 2 
2881210lX69X l 08 0402 4434451413424512241111141341511422425524 121 l 4 2 
INIIALIO. WORK ENGINEER ING FIELD, ACADEMIC US.ED, 
2891210FL56 X xx 3 0707 1212 145_142254544324442422242252422224524442 121 4 4 .i, 
QUfSTION 04 IS INVALID, 
. -·. --·-------- -.-
H01210CA67X x l 0505 0202 2444542414j24524441212242453521432524333 141 4 4 3 
129 
29112100K48X 4 0303 0905 4244444232~22424241221222443433343432422 221 3 4 4 
2921210MP56X 4 0404 0707 244545114241]415121111121241511312513512 321 4 4 
~-
2Hl214NJ7JX 0 0808 0312 15425344154445]3422212234142444422424322 121 4 4 3 
2941214TX68X 0808 0606 1541545514444344431311343343433441434244 121 4 4 3 
·. 2951214TX64X 2 010 l 0707 44244l22422242lll42Ll22ll4414L222241432l 212 3 
.3. 3 ___ 
2'l61214TX70X 0 06 02 4444553322~25512441211342242422422423322 3 3 4 3 
I NVALI O WORK ENGINEERING FIELD, ACADEMIC USED. 
(l,IVALID MOST IMPORTANT JOfl TYPE, MAJOR U:.ED. 
2'>71214TX64X 3 0505 0201 3453212325534322341224343343522443534444 111 
- J 
29Al214TX71X 2 0404 1212 45444534234)33]2412212332342424432423323 111 1 1 2 
29 1H214SG59 X x 2 0808 0202 2442453313433433451322332453433442533343 222 2 4 4 
30Jl215TX62X 2 0711 0504 2442424322444343441412343444424342434243 121 2 4 3 
3011215TX70X 0303 0503 2442444234444442341422232443433322444433 2 2 4 4 3 
3021215TX48X x 5 0911 Oll2 2352154323~44333332211342253533322434434 32 4 4 5 
301l216AR60X 3 0808 0101 2452414244442224342122111241442224424242 121 4 4 5 
3'.l41216AL70X 0 0505 0303 2544432223524322232213132443532221424312 2 4 4 2 
3051216LA52X 4 0411 0403 4241411141412115221124221351411113414322 22 3 4 5 
3061216TX59X x 3 0505 0109 2242322222324224234234222241422334422432 122 4 4 5 
3071216 TX69X 0808 o·rn9 2443443233433424242322231431422233424432 2 2 4 3 
308 l217AR 71X 0404 1212 2322332333~34323331113233342432331323433 111 1 2 
309121 7C068 X 2 0505 0 1.0 l 1551534424444332441414343453433432544434 121 4 4 2 
3101217ND57X 4 0909 0505 2442444422444432431422242323432432422442 121 4 4 4 
3111220lX64XX 3 0505 0109 2551544414J45541451415352554544451533344 221 4 4 4 
3121220TX43X 6 0411 0909 2442433323434234242323333443433332424432 211 4 4 5 
3131220TX50X b 0404 1)2 ')2 4434342242122224224)42232232422222323222 111 1 1 5 
3141220FL65X 3 0808 0':>02 2451515424J54134331125121453533452535143 111 l 1 3 
3l51220TX67X 2 080A 0909 4244442243424444222212122242522222424411 211 4 4 3 
3161220C048X 5 0309 Oji)] 4215232242112125213142131222421223222222 121 3 4 6 
31 H22l TX70X 0808 0'>05 2452':>52312':>45432431411241452532551544332 122 4 4 3 
318123l lL61X 3 0111 0401:1 1442444412~34532431312241352413421521424 131 l 4 4 
3l.91231Al59X xx 6 0801:1 1212 4224222242222224224244222222422224223322 122 4 4 4 
3201231FL66X 2 0808 1001 
~2 U231Tl(63~ _____ } 0811 1212 
3221231 WA54X x 5 0303 0101 
3231231 TX63X 3 0808 0')09 
3241231CA6!~------ 2 0505 _1109 
3251231MS70X 2 0505 0101 
32612311 L39X x 7 0408 0L05 
3271231TX70X 
.. ~ 0707 0303 
328l231TX57X 4 0909 0205 
32912310K61X 3 0511 0505 
3301231TX53X 5 0711 0405 
3311231MD64X 4 0404 0505 
3321231 TX56X 4 0505 0101 
3331231 TX61X 6_0408 0303 
3341231 TX60X 5 01:108 0505 
33">1231 TX43X 1 0909 0808 
3 3 6 12 31SC58 X 4 0505 0109 
3371231 TX57X 4 0707 0)02 
NUMBER OF CARDS READ 330 
130 
5115 l ll 151 ll ll'l5l l2U5ll11U'til 1 l 5.3l l ll L RLL\. .. _'t 
_422232_33z3444232332_3?J~l?H'+.'t_nu'!n~~~?. .. !U . ..!....J-2_ 
'5244 522232 32424422 l? 15 3412524223444244_2? _11 LL_l__} __ 
2542554214544144441311242442534441424542 _221.~-~-A. 
242.14544244432424424_112_43_44.'!.'!'!'!.'!~_2.'!'!~2'!1 ... J 1-LLLL 
445251342454412224l4l5552455512442525532 111 l l 2 
4252552225~45432451412343555544452444243 224 4 4 4 
423,,2 22142412 314222 22223 ~ ?424212? 3423'!_g__L.U 1_1_J. _ _! 
11424lll514llll5111144llll415llll55ll5ll 111 l _ l 3 
1434552423324222222212241241422224422241 131 1 4 6 
2435442222422224222222222242222223424222 132 2 4 5 
- ··---- ·- ~·-·---· 
2325222254222425242224222222222222222422 222 4 4 4 
2452424422444233332322343243433442434422 121 3 4 4 
.. 
4445312222323224232245441441422324424231 121 4 4 4 
. ·-- ·-···- -- ·--·-----
2432414414444232441222341441422222424442 111 1 1 3 
2442424323434242442214243442422424424442 111 1 l 4 
2422522214443432241423141442422422424332 111 1 1 4 
2451545414~44322531412352354534432424244 121 1 4 3 
APPENDIX E 
HISTOGRAMS OF VARIABLES C-01 THROUGH C~14 
BASED ON SAMPLE SIZE OF 3.30 
NONE ANNUAL INCOME 
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I ********* J --·---- . ------··-·· ·___ ********* 
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********* 
••••••••• 
********"' 
___ l.Q_ . .L .. . ........ . 
~· ********* 
********* 
*******.c..*~*-------I 
********* 
********* ********* I ********* ********* 
5 'i--- ----·--------···-··-·--·-- ::::::m m::::::. ::::::::: . unu••* 
I -- ------------- ::::::!:: . ·::::::::: ::::::::: ·::::::::: -::::::::: 
__ _:_J ********* *'******** ********* ********* ********* ********' 
I . ******-*** ----.-;;;.***** ********* *******•* *****"'*** ******.,*' 
I ********* ****'°'.!..*.** ·--*'*"'****** -********* ********* ----******••• 0 
UNP.E~ ... 
$5,000 
$5t OOQ 
$9,999 
___ U 0., . .0.0lL ______ l .l5...&Q.Q_ ____ l2.0.i.OQ.ll _____ J25J.0.00 
Sl4,999 $19,999 $249 999 AND UP 
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________ M_E_IJ1_· A_·L ___ A~_Irtc_o·~.l: 
150 
I 
I 
I 
r 
·-·------~---·---~--- ·----·--------------
100 -~'-----~----------------------------1 
.J ... ---·-· -----1 
********* 75 t •······-·- -·· ::::::::: * ........ ---------------------···--·-· 
------+'------ ----------*-*-· ~·-·~·-·~·-·-·---*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*----
********* ********* 
********* ********* I i -·---~-·--···--·---· •·*••*••.-• **•****** 
50 J __ --· "-- -·----· ********* ********* 
- ---· ********* ********* 
' 
.:___;___J 
I 
__ J_ 
25 ·I 
_J 
I 
-·--+" 
o I 
********* ********* ********* 
********* ********* ********* 
********* ********* ********* 
- ----···----·· .. - --·--····--------·--·---------- --··--------·-·-·----· 
********* ********* ********* 
********* ********* ********* 
----- --·--·---··-------·-- ---·----~----~ -~---------- --
********* ********* ********* 
********* ********* ********* 
********* ********* ********* ·····~··· 
*********. ********* -- *********-.... ********* .. 
*****"'*** 
********* 
----~ __ UNOE !ls _____ -·-- .. $5..1J>OO _______ $10 ,900 ____ $ l 5 t.OiliL_ ___ $2Qt.i)lLO ______ J25, QOO .. 
$5,000 $9,999 $14;999 $19,~99 $24,999 ANO UP 
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134 
ACT I YE ANNUAL INCOME 
la9---+----·--------------
·+------------" 
?S I 
....... L---------·------------------------· I · . 
. . . \ ........... ·-.... ----· -~---. 
----------- ------- .. , -
20.~_l...._~-----~---------------'*~·~·~·~·~· ....... ·~·~·-------------~-r ••••••••• 
... , ___ .. __ J ________ _;______ ********* 
I ********* 
. l_ __ ., ____ . -···--- ·······-·-·-------15 1 ********* ********* 
********* ********* 
I ********* ********* I ..... _____ _ ********* ********* 
---- --------------·-------· I ********* ********* 
__ lQ ... _j _ . ********* ********* 
- ********* ********* ********* 
********* ********* ********* 
I 
. I ********* ***·****** ********* 
... ____ .... J ........ ____ ,. __________ ********* ********* . ****m.!* -·------............. .. 
5 I ********* ********* ********* ********* 
0 
. j .... ----------- ---·---- ********* *********- ********* -.-. ********* 
I . ********* **'******* ********* ********* 
********* ********* ********* ********* 
I ********* ••••••~•* ********* *****~*** ********* 
I.. *****·**** -···· ·********* .. *********-~*~*~******* --********* -· *********-··· 
-- . --------------------- ... ·---------------------------------------------
. UNOE R .... 
$5,000 
.... $5i00.0. _____ ,._$U.,QQO ________ U5..,.0Q.0. _____ ,$20.1.DO.O .. ... $ 25J 000 . 
$9,999 $14,999 $19,999 S2't,999 AND UP 
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··-----· --------·--..-····· ···-------,.------------------------
ACTIVE PERCENT J'ECJiNJCAI,, CONTENT 
.. JQ_J . . . ---------------------· 
- ,J. ---· . ·----··-- -·· ·---.. -----· 
25 I 
·-----~/-.~-- ·_____ . ----------~-------------
... -· . .11·· ..... ····•· -···-·-·-··---····------- ··-···-
******** **** ** * 
...... 2~b..___~I--~--'----~---------------------------*~*~*~************ 
.I 
lj 
I. 
15 I 
------L I 
J 
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*************** 
·-------·--·--·--·------------------------- . ***************·-
............ -----·····--------------------------------------- ***'************-
*************** 
*************** 
*************** 
-- ··-·--·- ... _ ·-·------------***** ********** 
*************** 
***·****** ******-· 
*************** 
_J,cO .... L -----< ------·- ,c -- .. _____ ... .**************·* ------ ----------- ->C<**************-
*************** 
*********'°'*-*-*-*-*~· ---******·********..!....... 
:1 •***·*******'"*** 
---~', ...... -*~*-************* 
*************** 
••••••••••••••• 
*************** 
*************"'* 
··.. . ·t ***'********·**** ************~*-*-*--· 
s I *************** . *********·****** 
*************** *************** 
*******"******---- *************·** 
*************** **************• 
I • ******** ***. **·--- -----**** * **** ****** --- .. *..!:-'!'..!~'!'-*'!'*..*.!.!..*...*.! .... -----*~***** "'******'!' 
I ***"************ 
___ l __ *****A********* 
I •••~***'******* 
0 I ****'* .. ******** 
*******fl<******* 
*****'°'********* 
*************** 
*************** - . ·-·-·· -
*************** *******"'******* 
*************** ************"'**. 
***************· *************** 
**·*****·*****·*** -------*********-******. 
---· .. -.....,_·, . 0. -- .. -- .. ----. --- .... -·---------------. -------------------------------
. 0-25 
PERCENT 
.2P-50 
PERCENT 
.... U::7.~- ______________ 76.::100_ 
PERCENT PERCENT 
------------- --·-·-- .......---------------~-----
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MEDIAL PERCENT TECHNICAb CONTENT 
150 I 
I 
,---r------,--------
.IIT 
I 
,-------
···· ----1--··- --------· -·-- ' ---------·---------------::::::::::::::: 
100 *"'************* 
I J .... ______________________ _ 
I 
I 
*****"'********* 
**************"' 
*********"'***** 
*"'**"'********** 
-1 s r -··-·· --· ----------------------------------
**"'************ 
*************** 
·----·------------·----------.-************** --+-
i 
-".,- --·--------------------··-------
- Jo_ L ___ . --------------------
1 
*************** 
**********"'**** 
*************** 
*************** 
--------~--~----- -----· 
**********'°'**** 
*************** 
*************** *************** *************** 
---·· L ***********"' .. ** ·------------- - ***** ********** - **********.*'°'•*! ..... 
25 I *************** *************** *************** *************** 
-' ****'°'**:I'!!*:* . .**!'-··---·-********.****** ., __ !.!_!!J**.!!.!.!.! ** • ________ !!!.*.!*.*.!.*! *-* *-"'-"' ---
' *************** *************** *************** ***********'°'*** 
----~-*****-******* *** *************** *************** *************** 
r ••••••********* *************** *************"'* *************** 
_0 _._J _ *O****.!!"'**!*__!_ ______ _!_!_!!_'°:_*_!_*_*_!**-*'!'_!_ ____ *************** ___ *******!*_*_*_*_*_*__* __ 
--- 0-2 5 _ _ -- _ -- _ _ 
PE RC ENT 
--~-6-50_ ------· ---- ____ 51-75 ---------- ---- 76-100_ 
PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT 
·------------------
NONE PERCENT TECtN JUL CONTENT 
.. 60 .. --'---- ----- _ _ -··· 
50 
I **·*********.**** 
__ I 
I 
I 
* •••••• '!'**-** *** ·-·-----------
··············  -*************** 
I .********~****** 
I ***!'.**~*****!~-* 
I *************** 
I **************! _____ ···--·-------··----------··------ ·-----1 ••••••••••••••• 
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-------------------·~--
__ 't.O_ __ L *·***"'****.!.~*~•~•~•~•---------'-------------------------
1 *************** 
I ***"'********'** 
I *************** 
I *************** 
30 I *************** 
____ L __ *************** 
20 
I *************** 
I *************** 
I *************** 
I *************** 
I *************** 
--~·_!_************** 
I *************** 
- I *************"'-*------ -------------·---------·-----------------·-----·------·--
10 I *************** 
I *************** 
I *************** 
···- . _J ___ *************l!... 
I *************** 
o I *************** 
0~25 
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***** ****c.*.**.>1<:1'.,.._. ___ -· *******·*****·*** ---*************** 
26:-50 
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51:- 75 ________ --- ... 16:-:10.0. _ 
PERCENT PERCENT 
---- --------------
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ACTIVE PERCENT COMPANY PARTICIPATION 
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50 
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40 
1 
····r---------------------------
*************** 
*************** 
I *************** 
I *************** 
.. I . *************** 
I *************** 30 ··,·-· --·-·-----·---·---------·- ··-----· ·-·-··-··--····-···---------- ···------------------------•••• -*********** 
.. 20 
-----------------------*-*-*-*-*********** 
*************** 
··---- - -------·· ·------------ ----
*************** 
-··----· -· ---- -·- -- - - - ·--------
*************** 
*************** 
*************** 
. *************** 
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. -____ t__ -·- - -----------··-·· '----- - --------···---------------··---------------...!.!..'!_* '!'!.!_* .!!!'!'"'.!!_ 
10 I 
_l 
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*************** 
----------------- -------- -----------*********** **** -
*************** *************** 
*************** ****!.!*********-
' *************** *************** *************** 
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---------------------------------~----------------------------------------l 
0-25 
PERr:ENT 
__ 26-50 __________________ 51-75 ___________ 76-lOO _______ _ 
PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT 
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> 
H~DI AL PERCENT COMPANY PARTICIPATION 
_.}_Q(! _ _._ _______ _ 
I 
·•··· ------,----------··--···--- ----------· -----------------·-
250 I 
_____ L ____ ·-------------------------
1 
··- ···--···-·L _______ _ 
I 
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PERCENT PERCENT 
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---------------------·-·. 
PERCENT COMPANY PART JCJPAT JON 
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APPENDIX F 
STEPWISE DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS 
" TEST NO. 1 
8MD07-M - STEPIIIISE UlSCRll'IINANT AffAl:YSIS - REVISEU _J_~y 24, 1.%9 
H:UTH SCIENCES COMPUTING FACILITY, UCLA 
MODIFIED FOR TEXAS TECH co~PUHR-- Sfl\YICEc - JANUARY 21. 1969 
NOBLE M CODE DVRAU 
!UM.BER OF VARIABLES l't 
_WIIB-E'R __ QF _J;ROUJ>S_ 2 
NUHBER DI' _CASES _IN E6£H GRGUP 6) -27. 
~_3__lifil._f___fllRMA T ____ ___Jl!)!__,F4. LU_._Q_uJ<il__~Jll_ 
DATA INPUT FRD'I LOGICAL TAPE 10 
H:UIS 'fTl-tE 1.,.-sr COLUMtl COHAINS THE-GRA~l) -MEANS OllER THE-GROUPS--llS-ED I~ HE ANAL\<SlSI 
--------. ------
GROUP 
Nl;l'fl; SOME 
VAU.6.BLE 
L _ 3.566!,J_ 3.84815 J~J96'iH _ 
2 11a.41,1,,1," 124.'>1481 1-z,_.33333 
3 13. n2.1:L ______ i,,~uH 1 ______ i,, _ ._.rru~------ _ 
4 14.SOOOO 15.55185 15.,5151 
_!;_ _ ___ 19. 416-66 20. 2 J3&9 20. ,b,)5-9 
s 12.1>16.f,7 12.aoHr 12.11273 
7 18,B-<,9<,9 l9.ll41U l9. l5756_ 
t, 13 •. 181133 15.~0000 14.99697 
9 J.2..16UJ _______ J.2, 859U,___ .l2,.Dl>_3_<, _____ _ 
lJ 13.66667 14.17037 14. ,1879 
11 12.516&1 13.4)741 l3.e"r545 
12 36.08333 37.H259 36. IM09 
13 14.25)00 79.)1251 67.<4242 
14 l4.2~')0J 62.'12221 53. ,0909 
STAN04RD DEVIATIONS 
V4RllSLE 
&RDUP 
NONE 
____ L_ _____ l.l5H9 
2 26.50'.Jbb 
3 4.3bl99 
4.2B83 
3,82161 
4 .6:}[.,88 
7_ 3. 7'u29 
~ 3.5,J:55 
1 4.30)13 
l) 4.25'/25 
11 ll.4Z47L 
12 lt.6n5u 
l'"i 9 .. 682:44 
H 9 .t,8244 
SOM-E 
0.95;)0) 
24.&)774 
,, .)%-J2 
3.982 38 
3.25483 
4,44312 
J.j592l 
3.)24}& 
4. l '.)393 
4.1H56 
8. l5 Vt2 
<). ,68>6 
21.~ 4J98 
28.,59)2 
WITHIN GROUPS COVARIANCE ~ITMlX 
VAR I A file S 
l 3 4 b 7 8 9 ,..,. 
-.J 
I',) 
V:ARlABLE-
1 0.98020 
-~~.158!Jl ___ 6.22.'il,4263 - ·-- --- --" ----------------- ----------· ----
3 -o. 71980 91.50394 17. ll!l.202 -
4 --0.70662 85 ... Z.2<17 12.15750 16.229-0-0 
5 -0.447"0 ;3 .. 19244 5.91787 5.95:005 11.3-1811: 
6 -o.t&61-6. 9,;.02994 14--; .:5a6a 12.27335 6.a1so.a 20;01225 
1 -0.67009 55.57729 6.41628 7.70537 7.9.1961 - 6~58487 10.1917& 
8 -0.-33180 M.71233 8.16910- - 8.03100 4.1,6279 8.61068 4.16729 14.83451 -
9 -0.524'40 fH.82671 14. )0226 _____ 11.55-041 5~16"i. 99 ____ 14.325-79 -- 5.5-&6:M__ 7.5-64.\-8_ - _17.138&4 __ 
t:l -0.97158 &9.f>&-21.4 u . .t0-068 11;5Z67b 6. 74673- l3o0&8S8 7.08561 8,51290 12.57653 
11 5.03-_(>'9-2 -17.15962 -3~13'258 -2.2667l -1.95821 -1.25275 --2.001·54 -2.81t346 0.298llr"·--
12 5.07602 -17.66629 -3.3U9il -2.210-M -2~1.i:121 . -1.00939 -1.ans.a -1.;.734-; o.59026 
13 1.03428 10.!.!!:_l,_Q60 L.48-001 l.%H>5 -!_.790~!._ ___ -:-0·l~'J! -2.6~7lb l,!.'!..5:0_9§0 0.!'.6705:!L 
14 -1.61·2'+1 22.47272 -0.4479'4 4._69932 ·7.42074 -1.-86179 5.25485 10.6096 -2.89414 
VARIABLE 
VARIABLES 
10 11 12 )._3 
1) 17.14449 11 -4.20236'=---~8~0.70627 ________ - ---
12 -4.00i71 7t.81929 -92 • .>6:128 . 
13 -2.1702.3 - -25.Jl187 •2-2. 15176 -- 411.476-81 - -
14 
14 -o. 3421(> -18.l 6-'t32 -14 .2497'6 52.91835 704.6t.l.87 
W_lTHIN GROUP!i CORREL.ATIOl'<t MTRIX _____ _ 
VHIABLE 
VARIA.BLES 
·c--
l 1.00000 
2 3 ·4 5 
2 -0.20874 _____ 1.)000:) ---- --- -------------------
3 -0.17540 o._8844,& 1.;:;oao:> 
6 7 - - · -8 
4 -0.17717 0.849-58 J. 7280.5 . 1.00000 5 -0.13438- - - - - O.b3349 0.42437 -------0.4390,,_2 ___ 1.00000-----------~-------------
9 
6 -o.1nso o.ss112 o. na16 o.68103 o.391n1 1.0000 1 -0.21201 o·:69751 o.48487 0.59913 o.73739 · o.46lo-s ____ 1_.o_o_o_o_o _____________ _ 
8 -J.08701 O.t.7317 O. 54926 0.51759 0.32126 0.50323- 0.3_3892 1.00000 
- 9- ~0.12794 J.84999 o.81596 0~69257 ---- ----·-o:37J63 _____ -----ii~'77354" --- -- - 0.416-66 -- - ·--0.47441- ---1~00000 
1J -0.21101 o.et.1ao J.'f5747 o.69103 o.4&433 o.70663 o.53603 o.53380 o.73368 
-·-1i - o.56&31 -o.on42 -o. _;8412 -0.06263 -'0.06H9 ·- -o~o.nn · -0.06979 -o.oa21a ·· -- o~ooaoz 
12 o.53435 -:>_.JUJJ ____ -0.-=-.tl.1:lQ. -0.058_14 -0.06537 -0.02353 -0.06.J.JQ -O.L0,')4-0 Oi.OJ..U~-
13 0.05138 0.:>2130 o.~1756 0.02394 -0.02617 -0.00212 -0.04093 D.17250 0.00197 
__ 14 _____ -0.06135 _ o. 03392 -0 • .104_(!1' ______ Jl. 0439~--- ___ _9_._Q83 ~----- __ ~0.0J_5!>ft__ __ _ _O.Q!>201 ________ O. l():411,_ _____ :-:-Q..02631t 
____ yARiABt._ES 
13 
VH IA8LE 
1:- 1.00000 
11 -0.11297 
12 -0.10073 
_l.i..._ ___ -=0.02578 
14 -0.00111 
i.l 
l .)!}000 
0.91440 
-O.l3728 
-O.J76l7 
12 
1._;o:ioo 
-0.11456 
-J. ,5595 
13 14 
1.0000J 
o.o9ao,;---- ----- --i~ooo5o 
f-.l. 
-J 
w 
. _rwr~aac.U. . . ·5 
··--F'~IE:vt( FOR lNC(USJOti ··o.oiori 
F~.l:E~L :FOR .PEUHDN O,,OQ50 
Utt!,ltiW'CE LE:Yo.L .(1.-0010 
COl'tfROL liALUi!S lOlHHlllllll 
--- ---· ----·-· ... ..-...-
...................................................... ~ ....... ,~··--~··· .............................................. . 
STEP ljUMBER O 
VARIABLE ENTEltED 
.. VARIABLES.NOT INCLUDED AND F ro·E.NHR . ...: DEGREES Of FREEDOM.- l 3.211--------- · · ·--·-~ · -----.i- .. - .-· .·· 
l· ·3.9:677- 4· o. 9209 - 6 ·o. OBH - - 8 H,.2.60l . . - 19 
I Q .• 4774 9 1.3082 ~J_ 
O.'laf>3 _ 12 .0.5"31·- . 14_- 163.6838 
3 1.4296 5 2. f>•l!:.66 Q.4826 l3 498.055,l 
-~*******'*····~···•**** .................................... ~.~·····~**~~··-· ................................... ------- . ·. ---.. 
STEP NU1'181:R l 
-VAR'IABLE ENTEREif Y3 
'i·Ail !ABLES lNCLUDl:D ANO F tu M.1:·IIOYE - D£GRE:ES OF. ~EE:OOM 
- Ll. 499;oss2 
328 
. -VARI 41!U(S-iior i NCI.UD£0 Am> -F TO ENTER - DE.GREES. OF 'FRl:EDDfl ·1 327 
0::-01:;"5 
0.3.!>_92 
,.2833 
_ 3.·. (l.2559. 
U-STATIST1~ 
AP-l'ROXI KA TE F 
~Ti,;--· 
5 l.9578 
o. 397j7 
491l.055l8 
" 7 
0.0471 
i.02n 
DEGREES OF fREEOOlt 
DEGREES Of FREEOO.. 
F MATRIX - DEGREES OF FREellOM l 328 
GROUP 
··--~ONE 
GltOUP 
8 
9 
l. l 328 
1 32s.oo· 
SOME 498.05~3 __ 
·--~----·-- -~-·------··--·---· 
10 0.8070 
11 ·--~-6~. 
12 4.3515 
. H . 44.IJl!ll 
- !~~·~~·~~·~**··~····_...... ................... °**********•••••**•••·~····· .. ••••• ......................... ... 
STEP 1'/UMBER Z 
VARIABLE ENTERED 14 
VA~IABLES INCLUDED AND F TD RE~OYE - DEGKEES Of FREEOOM l 327 
1 i 2gf.914s 14 44.96U 
'"RUBLES NOT INCLU-OED AND F TO ENTER - .:,EGREES OF FREEDOM l 32b 
).8461 
a,z&J4 
U-STATI sn: 
APPROXIMATE F 
4 
5 
,J. ·)· 
) • 5964 
0.3,11)1 
304. 885-J L 
F ~ATRIX - OEGREES OF FREE00M 
GROUP 
SO>!E 
Gil.OU? 
rtO..E 
334.88428 
· o.-J'I05 
J.2811 
DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
DEGREES OF FRtEOOM 
2 -327 
s 
9 
~.2032 
~.5478 
2 l 328 
2 327.0~ 
10 
11 
0~7136 
6.9677 
l2 5.013f> 
..... 
-...) 
~ 
--·-~~---- -··--.r ...... · 
ST.El' NUMIIE-R 3 ·. 
iii.RIABLE ·,ENll:REil 11 .. --···-----~----· ---------.------
VA-R"IABLES fNCLUOEO UD· F TO 11.EMDll-f - OEGRE1:S OF FR'E"EIIOII l 326 
. 11 6.9676 ·. l3 306-'113-"1 14 u.2612 
Vl!IUA-BLES NOT (NCLlfOES ANO iF TO iithR :,. "iiEGR£ES. OF FREEDCHI l 325 
l )~531>3 
-- 3 0.5?]1) ----
.,; o. 0.191 
~- 0.8680_ 
6 o. l.469 8 o. 09211 10 1 ~3229 
_____ i __ Q._5_l.OL_ --. ~_____o..::Hl6.!i ___ -'-'-_ __u_q.u_u___:._. -.-. -·---." _ 
,-----~-:---'--·. 
. U-2AHST!1: ____ . 
__ 0.3,.177 ,_DEGREES OF Ff!Ef00M ___ 3 ___ 1 na ________ ·-- ·--------·---------·~ --~---
APPROl<-ll!ATE F 209.28•882 DEGJCEES OF FREEOOI! 3 32·6.00 . ' 
F H,URIX · - DEGR'EES OF F-R,EEDOM 3 326 
---- GROUP - -
_ ___ ___ . __ ND!tE __ _ 
GROUP . 
so,11e 209.zaso6 
--.... •··~·~·~·~··•***-**'4!'*"~····~··· ... ··~···~··· ...... ·~···~~··*•·•:*..._ .. ~·~· ................. ~ .. ··~~ ~.---
__ s_rn _NYJ!.IIER ---- _ 4 __ _ 
VAR IA•BLE ENT'ERED 10 
---
·V4RU8LES lNCLUDEll ANO F rn REMOVE ,- 0£~ES OF FREEOON l 325 
lJ l.3.229 11 7.56'15 .13 306. 8242 U 46.0571 
VARU.Bt.ES -OT INCLUDEO. AaNO F TO El'UER - i)EGREES OF FREEDOM 1 -324··-·-
---- --------------- ------
1 0.2523 4 o. 8231 6 o.3106 8 1.2.323 12 0.1785 
1 :>.0512. .5 Q. lll34 . .1. -0.0139 9 ... .....0,.0'iZ9 ....... ___ 
. _\r.STATl.STU: ... 0.34038 DEGREES OF FREEDOM .. 4 1 328. 
AP>ROXlltATE F- 157.4529'+ DEG~EES OF FREEDOM 4· 325.00 
--------------·----~- -·-. ·····--- ----. -- ------------------ -----
F MATRIX - DEGREES OF FREEUOM 
GROUP 
GROUP 
1>10 .. £ 
___ Srute __ _i.57:.4~z53 
4 325 
•••*********************•••••••*********•••••**•················~******••······· ........................ . 
_ STEP r<UHBER 5 
VARIABLE E~TEREO ~ 
VARIABLES l 'ICLUDEO AND F T.1 l\EMOVE - 0€GrlEES UF FREEDOK l 324 
8 1.2323 10 2.4638 li 7.5925 13 299.2402 
VA~!ABLES NOT INCLUD·ED AND F TO E•HER - uEGREES OF FREEDJM l 323 
0.2005 
J.Ou54 
U-STAIISTI: 
A>•ROX (HA TE F 
4 
5 
:;. 4429 
~- 2o83 
:;.339H 
1Zb,298H 
0.14H 
Q.J4jCJ 
DEGREES O~ FREEOO~ 
DEGREES OF FKEEOUM 
9 
12 
Q·.,)022 
0.2&% 
S l 328 
5 324.00. 
14 47.0874 
f',,> 
~ 
\Jl 
F !'IHRIX - DEGREES OF FREEDOM 5 324 
--i;-..ouP 
SO!o!E 
---- l>ROUP 
NONE 
126,29!165 
······********'*I*'************'········-······-*******···· .. ·········-............. _ ...... ~_-................. ~ .. ·------~---·------------
S.TEP "'UMBER 6 
VARIABLE ENTERED 4 
\IARIAB-LES INCLUDED AND F TO REMOVE - OEG.<HS OF FREEDOM l 323 
4 0.4429 - 8 ----o. 8506 -- l j 2. 7826 
VAR !ABLES NOT lt-lCLUOEO AND-F ·ro- ENTER ;: DEGREES OF FREEOOH 
o. 2364 3 0.1295 0.3866 
U-STATTSTII: _____ -o; 3386~ -- -DEGRE.ES- (if-FREEDOH 6 
~_f>__Rl_l_(LMATE _1'__ ____ 10~.14_192 DEGREE!. Of' __ FREEDOM _6 
ll 
6 
7.6719 
---rr2 
0.0250 
l 328 
13-297.11865 -- 14 47.2046 
7 0.2310 9 0.0414 12 0 •. 2H& 
323._J_~---- _ _ __--------------
F MATRIX - DEGREES OF FRE=EJ~· =O~M-~6~~3~2~3~-------------------------------------------
GROUP 
--------NONE 
GROUP 
S)HE }0~.14182 
·············••*************************'**,..:;:************'***********'******•••••••** ....... * .............. . 
STEP- NtiMBER--
Vl < I ABLE ENTERED 
VA~ !ABLES l~Cl1.!0~Q__A-NQ___f_ TO RE_MO~E _.,- _l~E_G~EES __ Of_FREE_DOM __ J 
4 ).560~ J.3866 8 J.8978 l) 2.1)26 11 7.685;5 13 297.6877 _ 
v,, !ABLES ltOT I NClUD-EO Al-ID F ro ENTER - -,EGREES OF FREEDUII l 321 
_14 _ 45. 7322 
___ I _J.2299_ _ 3 _0.1163 
J. 33822 
90. 00575 
_ !> _ o.ons _____ __ 1 __ _o • .Q].J.-'t 9 _ _jl~l)$cQ6 ______ 12 -- 0.2524 --------·-----
U-STATISTli: 
A?>ROXIMATE F 
DEGREES OF fREEDUM 
DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
F MATRIX - DEGREES UF FREEJOM 7 322 
G~OUP 
SO"E 
GROUP 
Nt.lNE 
go.o:·563 
1 1 328 
7 322.JO 
••*••···········••*** ..................... JJ"···············••*******************•·--····· ..... ········*······ 
STE 0 ~~~BER 8 
VARIABLE ENTERtD 12 
VU !ABLES l "ICLUDED Ar+o F P REMOV!c - OEGHEES OF FREEDOM l 321 
J.5524 
).3741 
8 
lJ 
). 97)6 
2.1s;1 
11 
12 
2.s:.20 
0.2523 
13 297.2485 
14 45.8060 
VA<IABLES ~OT l"ICLUDED AND F TO E~TER - cEGREES OF FREEDOM l 320 
J.2)4! u-. 1112 o. )2&5 0.0142 9 0-"1581 f-> 
-.J 
(j\ 
!J~"ff'.STI'C · ·w."3"7'1'6 -~[~ O'F •f-REl300M a l ·3=:z=s __ _ 
AP?ROX-IMATE _F 78.6037G DEGREES OF FREEBl'JM 8 321.00 
-FHATR1x·-::-DEGREES OF -FR:EEl>OM 8 321 -
GR-otJP 
__________ NO)<L _________ _ 
GtOUP 
_ SOME ____ 78.&0368 ____ _ 
................................................... ****••••,••·•'*'**********'*'*········· .. •••• ....................... , •••••• 
__ STEP _.~UMBER ____ 9 ____ _ 
VARIABLE ENTERED l 
vARiAiiCEs ·1tic:i"uoeo -AND F ro 1IeKovE - DEGREES oF FREEDOM- --- ·c-i20 ____ ------------------
0.2041 
-- 4 -- 0.5873 
5 o. 3681 
8 -- 0.905&_ 
U lo9't30 
___ lL _Z.6.2.46 
12 0.22·66 1.r. .r.5.201,I, 
__ j3 29~.Sll.6 ___________________ _ 
_,YAR_IABLES NOT __ INCLUDED AND F TO EN·TER_ - D_EGREE_S_ [}f _fRJ;EDOM _____ l ___ ~19 
3 ~.1134 6 o. 0377_ 
U-STATISTlC 0.33774 
-APPROXIMATE _F ____ 6'1:719~2 
F ~ATRIX - DEGREES OF FREEOOM 
0,003!!_" 
OEGREfLOF fREEO\)M _ 
DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
9 320 
----------------------· 
GROUP 
___________ NON"----
:;~OUP 
SJ~"!.E ___ 69. 71948 
.2. ~ 
9 l 328 
9--320.(10 ... 
. *'*****••····~······* ... 1!***-*~·······•*****·***·***************~···············••**••••••••••***~~··~~~--
. STEP _NUMBER 10 
--------··----· - -~ ---~--·~ 
V4UAB-LE ENTERED 3 
VAR !ABLES INCLUDED At-ID F rn REMOVE - DEGREES OF FREEDOM l 319 
0.2061 
O. ll35 
4 
5 
0.6980 
o. 3548 
- ---~----------------------
8 
la 
0.9892 
1,2079 _ 
11 2.6763 
12 _ 0.2210 
_ V_AR I ABLES r.lOT INCLUDED AND F TO EOHER -- l>EGREES OF FREEDOM 1.. ,_318 
.o_____0.._u1,1, ____ ~1_0._o_c_<,lL _________ __2____ o_.ODl>t! 
__ U:,SHTISTIC 
APPROXIMATE F 
0,33762 
62. 585:l8 
F MATRIX - DEGREES OF ~REEUOM 
G~OUP 
SOME 
GROUP 
1110-NE 
62.58476 
DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
DE~REE, OF FREECOM 
10 319 
10 l 328 
10 319.)0 
13 289.'tl33 
14 4!1.1932 __ 
-.----.!...'~-**:~ !*****"~** *** **** ** ** * * ** •• * ***** * *'*** ***** ** ·****,.* * •• ~. * ~:"* * * ·-~* ** •• ** ** ****** *** *·*-*. ** ****** -
$TEP NUMBER 11 
VlRIAgLE ENTEReD 
VA~IABLES INCLUDED AND F IJ REMOVE - DEGKEES UF FREEDOM l 318 
,-,. 
".] 
".] 
I ).2289 
3 0.1921 
---------·------
4 --0.5657 
5 0.31>31 
6 
8 
0.1165 10 1. 3100 12 0.20&.-. 
0.9215 ---- 11 2.1>80'5 _ 13 288.1230 
l,. t,4.6705 
YU !ABLES NOT INCLUOEO AND F TO ENTER - DEG,REES OF FREEDOM l 317 ___ -------------------
7 o.oo~o 9 0.0389 
1:1-SUTISTIC 
APPROX!l'IATE F 
0.337!>0 
56. 7,.861 g~~:::~ g: ~:::gg: a 31!.o~:~2·8~-----
f MATRIX - DEGREES OF FREEDOM------ri--
GROUP 
IIIONE 
GROUP 
_ SOMf __ 56. 74825 ____________ _ 
*********•••••*······················•••******'********************************* .................... . 
STEP NUMBER 12 
VARIABLE ENTERED 9 
V~RIASLES ll'fCLlJOED AND F TO- REMOY'E - DEGREES IJF FREEDOM -1 317 
o .2305 " o. 5918 6 0.1491 9 0.03119 11 2.6542 13 285.-7&3" 
3 o.099s ______ s_ -~-3768___ a o.8926 10 1.157() 12 _9,_~!] ___ J4 __ 44__e_5725 
__!1_~~~131£5_ NCl!__l_NCLUQED A'ID_f TO _ENIER_-__!)E_G_RfES__!)F FREEDOM l 31~6 ___ _ 
7 J .0086 
ti-STATISTIC 0.33H5 
A?PRDXIMATE F 51.86~2 
MATRIX - DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
G~OUP 
GROUP 
NDNL ___ 
_SJ]ME ___ 2,l. 86531 
DEGREES OF FRHDOII 12 l 328 
DEGREES Of FREEDUi-! 12 317.00 
12 -311--
F LEVEL INSUFFICIENT FOR_FURTHER COMPUTAilON ______________________________ _ 
VARIABLE 
FUNCTION 
NONE SOl'IE 
--i- - -4.89-252- <lc.73891-
3 0.18907 0.22785 
4 0.36265 J.28576 - ---- ---
5 l.59940 1.65268 6 ----- -=-o.1•n1 -0.11153& 
8 _ 0.48248 0.4J355 
1 -0.14918 -0.11647 
lJ 0.00412 J.11961 
11 -1:-63408 -1.51835 - ---
12 1.59112 1.56124 
--i3 -O.OJ118 0.1~714 
14 -o. 00583 0.05431 
CJ~STA,T 
-48.0B&H -56.35527 
GROUP WITrl 
LA~GEST PROB. 
SQUARE OF DISTA~CE FRU~ A~D POSTERIOR 
PROBABILITY FOR GKOUP -
GROU!' NONl: sn•E- !--' 
""'1 
00 
NONE 
CASE 
1 NOM' 5.686 O. 999,. 19. 730 0.001, 
2 f'IUNE 6.17'5 0.99·8, 18.757 0.002, 
__ 3 ______ NONE 2.41H o.9,9.g, .. 14.887 0:002,-------
4 N0'1E 16.723 0~-~99,._,,6~·~~2~7~-~~~4~1.___,0~-co.,,~4~-------------------~--------~--~. 
5 NCWE 7. 001 O. 999, 21. 770 :,. 001, 
!, ___ NONJ;_ l.L.391. o .• _9_'19, ____ 2_5.6<,,9 _2_,0\ll~-----------------------------
7 NONE 9.881 0.998, 22.315 0.:002, 
__ 8_. _____ NO.NL_. ·--~o.Ul Q._999, ____ 22.J90 __ o_.001.~---------------------
9 NONE 8,421 0.999, U.184 :..001, 
10 NONE 7.694 l.OOJ, 23.523 ,;.O.QO, 
11 NONE 7.736 0.99'i, 17,953 0 •. 001>, 
_ _1_2 ____ NONE h55(> __ Q. 999.__ .l.l_,.2n __ ~,!l.____ 
13 NONE 14.036 0.999, 26, 7}6 Q.001, 
~_I+ ____ _ f'IONE__ 0 __ 8.,._l83 _ 0, 999 ,_ __ 22 • U5 .Jl....!!Ot_. 
15 NONE 8.600 0.994, 18,744 ;.oo.&. 
16 NON;_____.12,995. 0,999, 2.LJ19l,__y,"-""'-".L.-------------------------~-----
l 7 NONE 17,558 0.99<,, 30,898 u,001. 
__l_8 _______ NONE _____ 5_,24Q_ l• 000 .__ __ 21,272_.'J.oO.OO, 
19 NONE 16,877 0.'199, 30,891 ~.001, 
_2_Q__ -·- NONE _ 9, 21_3_ l. 000,. 25.1_7Q_J..._OOQ,_ 
21 NONE 9,405 0,997, 21,152 o,003, 
22 NONE 7.463 0.~.1...J!Il~Ou.,L_ _____________________________ _ 
23 NONE 14,254 O. 999, 27. 739 J.001, 
_?~ ______ NONE _9.064 0.999, _ 23,391 _ ,:,OOh ... 
25 NONE 6,028 l.iJOO, 21,,684 ,),000, 
_2_<, ____ li~ __ H,092 1,000, 27 .• Hl .J.:>OO,, ____ _ 
27 NONE 7. 794 O. 999, 20, 934 J, 001, 
28 N~E 8,914~..___JJ.~~Q,..._ ___________________________ _ 
29 ltO!tE 7,283 il.999, 22.440 .;,001, 
3.P. ___ tto.-.i:._ ___ 5.890 0.999, 19,639, ;;,OOh ____ _ 
31 NDliE 10,381 0.999, 24.950 .i,001, 
.32 ________ IIDl<E 15.873 0,'199, 29,719 u.001, 
33 NONE 25.853 1.000, 41.803 :e.ooo. 
34 Nil.~7~88..8_0 .• .289_L--2!>.L'i.1:2__.t..Jll.l..~-------
35 NOt-lE 6,183 0,999, 20.716 J.001, 
36_ NONE 9,809 0,999, 24,320 u,001,_ 
37 IIDNE 8.296 0,999, 23.402 ,.301, 
38 rtONE 15,975 0.998, 28.416 l.002, 
39 NO,.E 11,214 l.OJ(}, 27,383 ,J,000, 
4 J NOl'IE __ -----6~ 9_1.D __ l. ODJ., __ 22. 775 ___ Q.,l!D.O.,, ____ _ 
41 NONE 2.885 0.999, 17,054 •,.OQl, 
42 NONE 17,510 0.998, 29,965 u.002, 
43 NOOE l6,J04 ;i.987, 24,6J8 -.,.013, 
44 NONE 7.478 0.999, 22,397 ~.001, 
45 'IUNE 16.6Gl 0.996, 27,1>25 ;,004, 
-~-NOt'lL_ U.,!f93 __ .L_000, ___ 2q,47', __ .;,_0J.Q, _____ _ 
47 ~NE 3,648 Q;998, 16.117 -i,002, 
48 NONE 15.094 0.996, 26.145 co004, 
49 NO'IE 12,310 ~.998, 24.767 j,002, 
.5) HONE 14,106 J,999, 27.751 ),vOl, 
51 NONE 13,157 J.994, 23,522 -0006, 
_.5.z_ _ ___so11£ _____ 2J • .66'L.0, D00, __ 5. l92.-1J.0.ilJ_.____ __ _ 
53 NONE 6.344 1,000, 23.356 ,,000, 
54 NONE 8.267 Q.999, Zl,695 -·,001, 
55 NO'IE 13,453 0.993, 23,362 ,.J07, 
56 N01-4E 13. lOC O. 999, 27. 5lt4 ..,. 001, 
57 NONE 14.162 0,999, 29.269 ,.001, 
_ __'.:_8.._ ______ NO'lt_ 11,324 ;J,999, 25,521 o.001, 
59 ~ONE 10.420 0.998, 22.60b .• 002, 
6'J NONE 10.653 l.O')J, 26.2:35 j.000, 
:;1>,QUP 
SOl"'.C 
CASE 
__ NONE SD •E .. 
f-..1. 
--._] 
'° 
l NONE 33.413 0.887, 37.526 ,.113, 
2 SOME 23.049 0.000, 5.1711 l.000, 
-~-- sol'IE 29.0'>6 0.000, - 10.3116 r • .ioo, 
lo SOH-E 18.B76 0.001, 5.015 ,.9_99, 
-- _5_____ SOME- 31.307 0.000, 12.395 l~OOO; 
b SOME 35.258 0.000, -lb.253 l.000, 
1 SOME 26. 873 O. 001, 13.loOlo }.999, 
8 NOICE 23.526 0. 76S, 25.917 J.232, 
9 SOME 24.33B o.OOO, 5.928 i.000, 
10 SOME 33.096 0.001, 18.771 J.999, 
11 SOME 26.343 0.000, 3.224 l.000, 
!; ~: 2!:~:~ ~=~~: 1::!!: 1:~go~l~:~~~~~~~~ 
14 NONE 18.&88 0.999, 33.617 .i.001, 
15 SOHE 38.017 O.Oll, 28.9<ft3 J.989, 
16 SOME 16.770 0.003, 4.920 ,.997, 
---n----- - SOME 20.553 O. GOO, 3.%7 1;000,-
18 SOME 24.276 0.000, 5.153 l.00~0~~~~~~~~-
19 NONE 16.239 0.909, ZJ.852 u.O'H, 
2J SOME 23.434 0.000, &.124 1.000, 
--2 i------- SOME- 21.ise o. c;oo, a.409 1. ooo, 
22 SOME 22.228 0.002, 10.ZH J.998, 
--23 SOME 23.112 0.000, 3.945 l.000, 
~: ;g:~ ;!:!:~ ~:~~~: 2;:}:; t:~~~L:~~~~~-
26 SOME 24.459 J.OOJ, 5.531 1.00(,, ._.., 
---27 SOME 20.831 0.-001, - 7.077 ,.9H, -
28 NONE 19.879 0.977, 27,4J4 c.J23, 
29 SOKE 18.'t37 J,004, 7.308 J.996, ,.., 
30 ____ soME _____ 32.l29 o.ooo, __ 1u.s23 1.000_.____ 
31 SOME 16.058 G. Jl2, 7.213 :;.988, 
32 SO"E 24.327 0.000, 6.1>85 J.000, ~ 
-33 SOKE 39.922 J.)Qj, 17.953 l.000, 
34 SO>tE 24.757 0.001, 1.:,.277 ,.9'1'9, 
35 SO•E 26.950 O. 000, 8.2<ftB t.00-0, ~ 
36 SOME 34.720 O,OOJ, 13.516 t.000-~~~~~--
31 so~1c-~22.-ss2-ii. ooo;----i..-035 -1-;a-oo, 
38 SOHE 38.5<ft4 G.000, 20,lJ4 l.000, .., 
39 SOME 35.778 0.000, 14.751 1.000, 
40 SOME 31.576 o.oo~. 14.227 1.000, 
- 41- SOME 29.825 0. ll4, 21.362 ,.986, 
42 _NONE _22.600_0.94~, ___ 28.450 J.051,_~~-~ 
43 NONE 16.427 J.941, 21.97• ,.059, 
44 SOME 20. 298 0. 003, B. 352 ->• 997, 
-45 S<lME 23.300 0.001, 8.699 1.999, 
46 SOME Z6.J57 J.QOO, 5.548 1.GDO, 
-47 SOM.E 22.663 V.002, 1::, .. 357 .;.998, 
48 NOtiE 4.647 0.997, H,.502 ,.003, 
---,;-q- ----sciME 25.c:i6 ,.oio,-- 4.209 1.00~. 
70 ~OME 25.079 0.000, 5.49b :.OOO, 
51 SO~E- 2 2. 1B8 0. ·J04, lC .. 954 ..,. 996, 
52 SO~E 26.065 ;.')00, 9.3H ;.ooo, 
':3 SOME 29.i)93 }.OOJ, 1:,.Jeb ::..:::>oo, 
54 tiONE 7.625 J.994, 17.977 ~-~-J6, 
-55 -S0!-1E 21.731 ll.000, lt.786 1.000, 
"",b $0HE 13.7b4 J • .)11, 4.73S .• 989, 
S7 SO~E 26.222 0.000, 9.J63 !.OOJ, 
58 SOME ZJ.138 J.')03, &.206 _.997, 
~9 SO~E 27.~55 J.)03, 15.70g J.997, 
6) SOM~ 26.993 G.JOJ, lJ.295 :.JOO, 
61'"- SU~E 31.003 O. JOJ, 12.167 "-•000, 
~2 SUME 13.8,4 ~.141, l~.1g4 .859, 
63 SOt-1'..: 3).4:i3 ).o.J:J), -,.44-~ J...JOJ, 
64 SOME lb.802 ..:.,. '.)02, 3.983 J.998, 
05 SO~f 28.416 J. JO·), b.666 l. 00.), 
6h NONE 18.786 J."i9l, 19.522 .• 40~, 
...&."';!:."", ... __ :-~ 
67 SOME Z0.'>75 0.001, 7.362 ,.999, 
68__ SOIIE 29.981 o._c,o~. 11,8'>3 _1,og_o, __ 
69 S-OME 18.099 0.017, 10.020 ,.983, 
70 SOME Z<ft.568 O. 000, 7 .9'01 l.000, 
71 NOtlE 22.355 0.1159, 25,%1o J~l41,----
72 SOME 19.018 o.oo~ b,Q3.2J.9lli__ 
73 SOME 38.437 O. 000, 2J.366 1.000, 
7', SOME 25.547 O. !>00, ___ 6.804_A,00Q,_ __ 
75 SOME 26.333 0.000, 8.097 1.000, 
76 SDKE 28.97& O. 000, _ 7. 799_ l_,OOO,_~ 
11 SOME 20.398 0.009, 10.985 -J.991, 
78 ~OML 22.220 0.000, 5.955 1.0~ 
79 SOME 28.965 0.000, 10,236 l.000, 
_ so SOME 22.349 o, oo~.-- _ll~JijD___}_,_9_9&, __ 
81 SDIIE 30.0lo3 0.000, 13.285 1.000, 
82 NON£ 14.455 0.901, 15.91s _.;_.o•n,._ 
83 SOME 25.163 0.001, 10.859 .;.999, 
~~~1_0.016, 19,049 il,98't, 
85 NO~E l2.91o9 0.808, 15.819 J.192, 
____ §6 501'1E __ 28._123 O. 001, _ 13_~6'>_8_~.999.____ 
e 7 SOME 39.1192 O. 000, Zlt.160 1. 000, 
SB, SOME 21.953 0.002, -- 9_,40L;l,99B,~ 
89 SOKE 23.510 0.013, H.811 J.987, 
90 SOME 30.00<ft 0.000 1 10.548 1.000, 
91 SOME 29.028 0.000, 12.250 1.000, 
_92 SOME 36.924 0.104, __ ,32.6,l_b_J~_Q_9!,_.___ __ 
93 SOME 27.258 0.003, 15.585 J.997, 
~4 SOME_ 22. 72.r, 0.009, _ ,l3_.ltl2 __ ;>.991L __ 
9S SOME 2t,.12J _Q.003, 12.686 J.997, 
96 NQN_E___ __ J2,_9M___D._2_'}~.293 i,003, 
97 SOME 16.398 0.280, 14.510 ).720, 
98_ NONE, __ l6.93f, o.s19.__,,,19.962__,1_,1._f!l,~ 
99 SUHE 25.1'>5 O.OOlt, l4.2H J.996, 
100 SDl,IE 25.396 0.012, l6.58<ft, :;._9!!8 1 _ 
DI SO"'E 21.lt53 0.000, <ft.280 l.OOO, 
_ _i_:;,_2_~~-~0t,L_U_~<ftl!LO_.~QU, __ -1,_,~2-9_h_ 
103 SUME 27.201 0.000, 8.857 1.000, 
1)4 SOME 31h2l8 0.000,_ 21.927 ,,ooo.___ 
l )5 SOME 15.836 ~.010, 6.637 ,.990, 
lJ6 SUHE 29. 312 O. 000, 10. 883 ! • 00-0, 
lJ7 SOME 25.107 O. OO<l, 8, 116 l. 000, 
__ _L1lL_. ____ SO~E__ _ _J_6',556 __ ;,._oo_;i_. ___ H._2);a_i._Ql!Q,__ 
109 SOME 23.775 0.000, 5.183 l.ODO, 
llJ SOME 28.917 0.000, u.121 ,.ooo, __ 
lll 5UME 27.t.28 O.OOJ, 6.057 J.000, 
112 SOME 23.869 0.000, &.075 1.000,_ 
113 SOME Zb.323 0.000, 8.973 1.000, 
___ 11_4___ _ SOME _n.1,9z_o.001,._ __ 1_3_,502 __ ,h-'!9~-
ll5 SOME 26.042 0.000, 7.048 1.000, 116 SOME 25.896 0.000, 6,315 1.000, 
li7 SOME 27.814 0.000, 10.596 1.000, 
118 SOIIE 30.J83 0.001, 10.157 1.000, 
119 SOME 33.884 O.OuO, 13.412 i.000, 
___ 121 ,OME 19.979 o.oo~. 3.537_. .• oi>a.____ 
121 su,.E 21.<.99 o.vo7, 17.641 _.993, 
122 iOME 28.972 O.DOD, 11.344 1.000, 
123 SOME 28. 95't u. 002, 16. lUl .J.998.-
124 NONC 17.492 o.q35,. 22.824 J.')65,,. 
12~ SU~[ 2b.443 O.JOl, 8.29J !.Joo. 
126 SOME 25.876 O~OOJ, 6.337 i-~JO,. 
127 SUI-IF 22.209 E: .. 00~, 4.636 lcOOO. 
128 SOKE 27.751 0.001, 12.786 J.99Y, 
129 SO,i'![ 22.567 0.000, 4.BoZ ~·000, 
l3J SOME 2S.643 0.10;. ll.107 •• Ovv, 
131 SO!'t£ 17.381 C.Otl, e.3"95- ;.989, 
132 SO~E 24.911 0.00), 6.666 1.o;io, 
...... 
co 
0 
133 SOME 20.782 0.004, 9.767 ;.9%, 
134 SOME 31.779 0.000, 11.408 t.000, 
-~---- NONE - --7.180 0.997,- 18. 744 J •. 001; 
136 SOME 21.218 0.000, 5.656 1.000, 
-n1--·-·-· soME 25. 664 o. ooo, 9.421 (; ooo;--
138 SOHE 28.492 O. 000, _ 8.285 l. 000, 
13"9 SOME 27.291 0.000, 6,731 1.000, 
140 SOME 27.710 0.000, 8.375 1.000, 
141 SOME 28.764 0.000, 9.951 1.000, 
142 SOME 30.156 O. (104, 18. 975 ;. 9%, 
143 SOKE 22.601 a.boo,. 4.722 1.000, 
144 SOHE 40.398 0.000, 18.497 l.000, 
145 SOME 20. 998 O. OOil, 2.491 1. ODO, 
H6 NONE 7.978 0.988, H,.876 .J.012, 
lH SOME 24.5120.000, b.325 1.000, 
148 SOME 32. 566 O. 000, 14.204 1.000, 
---149 ____ soHE- 25.577 0.000, ---s:ajoT.ooo·, 
~~~ ~g:: ~~:!~~ ~:g~~; 3i:i;; i"":"-~8,._o~=--'-:-------------
152 NONE 27.718 0.839, 31,123 ,.161, 
153 SOME 33.674- O.IJOJ, 15.482 1.000, 
154 SOKE 41.431 0.000, 26.090 1.000, 
155 soHr-zt.-: 699--0.-001, 13. Joi· ,. 999~ 
156 SOME 30.493 0.014, __ 21.934 .,.986, 
157 SOME 32.100 J.000, 10.570 l.000, 
158 SOME 18.084 0.00.2, 5.233 ,).996, 
-~9----so..-e···--11.147 0:005; ··· a.on -,:992, 
l&O SOl'IE 26.797 0.000, 8.009 1.000, 
"Ti,T- ---SOME 26.516 0.000, 9.755 i".ooo. 
162 SOME 30.624 0.000, 13.754 1.ooq_, ___________ _ 
153 SOME 26.DB O.ODO, 8.728 1.000, 
164 SOME 26.411 0.000, l0.54b 1.000, 
165 SOME 21.261 0.001, 7.841 ).999, 
lbb SOME 20.070 0.)42, 13.807 J.958, 
167 - SU'IE 23.784 0.000, 5.4H 1.000, 
168 SOME 24.749 0.000, 1,201 ,.ooo, _____ _ 
169 SO~E 29.1·"1 0.000, 10.516 l.000, 
170 SOME 24.218 0.000, 5.114 1.000, 
171. SOME 28.817 0.000, 10.217 c.000, 
172 SOME 24.355 0.000, 8.21>1 1.000, 
173 SOME 27.762 Q.000, 7.127 i,000, 
_1_7~ ___ _50HE 27,797 0.000, __ l.J.553_1,000, _____________ _ 
175 NONE 22,006 0.966, 28.687 J.034, 
176 SOME 43.693 0.000, 26.519 1.000, 
177 SOME 27,068 u.000, 9.659 l.000, 
178 SOME 32.334 0.000, 16.145 i.000, 
179 SOME 34.446 0.001, 19.246 1.000, 
180 SOME 45.671 ).000, 27.462 1.ouo, isf ____ SOME "2f:-zo5 0.000; - ~.032i.000,----------------
182 So>4E 21.529 0.003, 9.710 J.997, 
183 SOME 26.378 J.GOJ, l.J.971t i.000, 
lB• SOl'IE 24.100 0.012, 15.273 ,.986, 
185 SOME 42.l70 0.000, 2•.833 1.000, 
186 SLIME 23.256 0.000, 7.•81 l.JOO, fer·----- SO!-IE lCJ. 2ir.4 o. 000,- 3.296 ! .• 000, 
138 SOME 17.532 0.002, 4.939 J.998, 
189 soa.E 25.752 a.JOl, 11.553 t.JJO, 
190 SOME 31.9350.JOO, l4,782c.OOO, 
l>l SOME 39.955 0.000, 2J.458 1.000, 
192 SOME 2.l.492 ).30), 15.225 i.OOJ, 
-193 SO•E 29.lSl G.003, -17.4% ,.997, 
194 ,OME H.522 O.OOJ, 21.314 I.ODO, 
1~5 $01"':'!: 24.435 ri.::,02, 12.448 ~·-998, 
1~6 SOME 23.qlz 0.000, 5.78:, l.:J:lJ, 
197 SUKE IR.093 U.'JOZ, :i.614 ..;.998, 
198 SOMf: 22.207 Q .. '.)Ol, ts.969 J.999, 
- > 
.. ,~----·---- _:,;;--.. __ 
199 SOME 17.627 0.015, 9.Zt.8 0.985, 
200 SOME 33. 711 o. 000, 14.0115 i.000.,___ 
2Jl SO!IE 17.335 0.006., l'.0711 0.994, 
202 _ SOltE 29.921 o. 000, 10.428 1.000, 
--203 ___ --SOME 211.3't0 0.000, --i0.259-l-~Ot>0,---
204 NOHE 16.911 0.961t, 23.461 a.036, 
2)5 SOfolE 20.851 (1.001, 5.906 .J.999, 
206 -- SOME _37.0ZO_O._ooo, 19.135 1.000, 
207 SOME 17.839 0.028, 10.769 0.972, 
nl} ______ NON_E -- _5.1_\U. o.~99._______J.!!_._77_'!:_;!.,0_QlJ __ ~ 
209 soHE 27.968 0.000, 11.233 1.aoo, 
210 SOKE 12. 783 O. 020 1 4.975 J,980_.__ 
Zll SOME 23.546 0.000, 6.284 1.000, 
__ 212___ NOl'IE 62,802 o-.566, 63.3~ ;..43t,.___ 
213 SOltE 30.380 0.002, 17.666 u.998, 
214 SOME 26._184 0.000, __ 5._553_1.000, __ 
215 SOME 2't.938 0.001, 10.233 uo999, 
Ll.1L_ __ _20ME 17.871 Q.007, B.067 }.993, 
217 SOME 18.410 0.007, 8.570 .l.993, 
ns ____ -- _ NOME 13._186 _0.939,___111_."5L.l.Obl_, __ 
219 SO!IE 19.'t91 D.003, 11.UO J.997, 
220 SOME 18.905 0.012, 10.123 u.988, 
221 SOME 27.836 0.000, io.-J.39- i.000,---
222 ~!)ME_____ll_.203 O. 000, 13,320 1.0~ 
223 SOIIE 25.002 0.000, 6.478 1.000, 
224 so,u, 26.175 _ o.oo-i:, _ _16_.3eL_,,,993L_ __ 
225 SOME 32.311 ().001, 18.655 ~.999, 
225. SOME __ 17.141 0.004, ____ 6_.303 _ _,i._996,. 
227 SOME 17.974 0.015, 9.603 <>.98S, 
228 SOME )9,271 0.002, 6,320 J.'198, 
229 SOME 35.290 O. 000, 13.563 ,.000, 
---- no _____ . SOME ___ l9..72l __ Q. 005, _ ___2.Q93 __ ;._995.___ 
231 SOME 31.842 0.000,. 14.606 1.000, 
232 SOHE ____ 26.178 o .• ooo, ___ 7.438_L.:l00., ___ _ 
233 SOME 22.185 O. 001, 7.46ll ,.999, 
__D_4 ____ SJ)lt_L__Z_~...ZH_\hJ)JU._ 11.163 J, 99'u.___ 
235 SOHE 25.316 a.oo~. 9.051 1.000, 
236 _SOME 29.517 0.000, ___ U.38? __ 1~00:)L.___ 
237 SOME 22. 758 o. 000, - 3.8511 1.000, 
238 SO"E 27.21>7 O.OOO, 100627 J.0.10.__ __ 
239 so .. E 21.907 0.000, 5.765 i.ooo, 
__.2!dL---5lJl!.L-21>,.5!.(l_il.J!2~3L._i!._'l.l!O_.___ 
241 SOME 18.146 :l.003, 6.309 ).997, 
242 SOME 31.015 0.000,_ H.606 1,000,____ 
243 SO"E 43.296 0.000, Z0.765 1.000, 
244 SOME 21.611 o.aoo,. 8.693 1.000, __ 
245 SOME 16.581 Q.()23, 9.049 j.977, 
_ __241,_ ___ _. ____ soi,u: 21t,2J.1_0._o,10, '\.U\ 1.ttllih__ 
247 SOME 18.165 0.017, io.104 J.983, 
248 SOME 10.671 ;).107, 6.426 . .i.893, __ _ 
249 SOME 23._616 0.009, 14.249 ,.991, 
25~ SOME 25.152 0.003, 13.616 ].997, 
Ul SO~E 2!>.165 0.000, 7.360 1.000, 
.2s2_ _ _ _ _,.SOML. __ _l 3.ZH_Q~J..6't . .__l;I.L)±__;liJlli.___ 
253 SOME 12.107 0.164, 8.851 l.836, 
2,4 SUl!E 29.244 0.001, 14.Uw_J.999._ 
2':;c; SOME 24.140 0 .. 000• 6.~7"i l.000• 
2'>6 SO><[ 31.949 0.000, 14.854 1.000,_ 
257 SO~E 2J.623 Q.102, 8.067 J~996, 
zss soHE 19.445 J.->ln,. u.t6<;~-·~84L __ _ 
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